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Traditional modeling of fluidized bed operations has focused on the

development of models and correlations for specific systems or narrow areas of

application. With recent advances in computing power, new methods of modeling

fluidization are possible. One such approach is the Computational Fluid Dynamic

Discrete Particle Method (CFD-DPM), which treats the fluid as a continuum and

the particles as discrete Newtonian entities. The promise of the CFD-DPM

approach lies in its ability to incorporate particle interactions in a way that

previous models could not.

One area of tluidization that has not been actively modeled is the inclusion

of non-traditional forces in the fluidization operation. As an example, the use of

external magnetic fields in fluidization has provided some interesting applications

including; fluidized beds capable of operation in micro-gravity, manipulation of
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bed structure, and stabilizing bubbling fluidized beds. The ability to model

external forces and particle interactions would increase our understanding of these

phenomena and potentially lead to new applications for fluidization.

A Computational Fluid Dynamic Discrete Particle Method code, named

Particle-X, is developed from first principles. The development includes the

consideration of external fields and forces, as well as inter-particle forces. The

code is validated against experimental data collected from a variety of fluidized

bed operations. Particle-X can be used as a tool for the scientific investigation of

tluidization under conditions that cannot be accurately reproduced in a laboratory

environment; specifically the development of various fluidization operations for

use in micro-gravity is considered.
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SYMBOLS AND NOTATION

Unless specifically noted, vector and tensor quantities are indicated by a

bold, block typeface (B, In the case of a variable that may have both

vector and scalar use (for example the surface area S versus oriented surface

element S) the overhead arrow is used to indicate a vector quantity. The

individual components of each vector are indicated using the appropriate Cartesian

subscript (B for example is the x-component of magnetic field). Finally, there

are several variables associated with particle properties. The subscript i is used to

indicate the property is that of a single particle or entity (for example,

indicates the diameter of particle 1).

Symbol Description Units

A Characteristic area [m21

B Magnetic field IT]

B External magnetic field [TI

Magnetic field of a dipole [TI

C{) Drag coefficient
[/1

C Concentration of species i [kg/m31

C1 Lift coefficient
[/1



SYMBOLS AND NOTATION (Continued)

Symbol Description Units

d Particle diameter [m]

c Coefficient of restitution [I]

F Force [Ni

FR External magnetic force [N]

F1,, Buoyancy force [N]

F Collision force [NI

F,,,1 Normal force in collision between particle i and] [N]

Tangential force in collision between particle I andj [Ni

Ff) Drag force [NI

Gravitational force [N]

FJ.%f Inter-particle magnetic force [N]

F,1 Magnus lift force [Ni

Low rotational Re Saffman lift Force [N]

F1 Saffinan lift force [N]

F1 Virtual mass force [N]

g Gravitational field [m/s2]



SYMBOLS AND NOTATION (Continued)

Symbol Description Units

H Magnetic field strength [A/mi

Local magnetic field strength [A/mi

Ii Bed height Em]

I Electric current [Al

Inertial moment of the particle [kg m21

Thermal conductivity of fluid [W/m K]

Normal stiffness [N/rn]

Tangential stiffliess [N/rn]

L8 Fluidized bed height [rn]

Lfl) Initial fluidized bed height [m}

Final fluidized bed height [rn]

M Magnetization [A/rn]

m Magnetic dipole rnoment [A m2]

Mass of particle [kg]

ñ Normal vector
[/1

P Pressure [Pa]



SYMBOLS AND NOTATION (Continued)

Symbol Description Units

P* Guessed pressure [Pal

P Pressure correction [Pa]

Dynamic pressure [Pal

p (u)D,
/Re Reynolds number [I]

Ii'

p1uvd
Re Particle Reynolds number

[/1
/1

p/ "Rotational particle Reynolds number [I]
4i,

S Surface [m2j

Differentially oriented surfice element [rn2J

T Torque on particle [N m]

t Time [SI

u Fluid velocity [m/s]

(u) Average velocity [m/s]

V Relative velocity for particle collisions [mis]

v Particle velocity [rn/si

V Volume [m31

dV Differential volume element [m3]



SYMBOLS AND NOTATION (Continued)

Symbol Description Units

Particle volume [ni3j

x Particle position vector [ml

Axial position along fluidized bed [ml

Voidage function exponent
[/1

Coefficient of sliding friction
[/1

Normal elastic overlap for collisions [ml

Tangential elastic displacement for collisions [m]

Void fraction
[/1

Normal collision damping coefficient [kg/si

i,,1 Tangential collision damping coefficient [kg/si

A Pressure factor for pressure correction Em/Pa sil

Fluid viscosity [Pa s]

Permeability of free space 4.r x 10 [N/A21

Fluid density {kg/ m3]

pp Particle density [kg/ m3]

Viscous stress tensor [N/m2]



SYMBOLS AND NOTATION (Continued)

Symbol Description Units

Magnetic susceptibility [/]

Particle magnetic susceptibility

Effective particle magnetic susceptibility [/]

Particle angular velocity [rad/si

Particle-fluid relative spin [rad/s]

Oriented differential element [I]

Drag reduction factor
[/1

Ii Chain strength parameter [/J

Operators and special symbols

Symbol Description

V Gradient operator

\7. Divergence operator

V x Curl operator

{ ] Matrix

IMagnitude of a vector or determinate of a matrix

Maximum of set operator, returns largest value within a set



SYMBOLS AND NOTATION (Continued)

Subscripts used in discretizing equations

Uppercase subscripts arc used to identify neighboring cells with the

following convention.

P Point Current (center) cell

W West Cell to the x side of P

F East Cell to the x side of P

S South Cell to the y side of P

N North Cell to the y side of P

B Back Cell to the z side of P

F Front Cell to the side of P

w

Lowercase subscripts are used to identify cell interfaces.

west The P-W interface

e east The P-E interface

s south The P-S interface

n north The P-N interface

b back The P-B interface

f front The P-F interface
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Fluidization

Fluidization is a unit operation in which solid particles are suspended in a

carrier fluid, either liquid or gas. When the sum of the forces on the particles

(drag, gravitational, buoyancy, etc) balance the particles are suspended in the fluid.

At this point although individual particles are circulating, the net velocity of the

bed is zero. A graphical representation of the force balance is shown in Figure 1.1.

Fg+Fo+F

Fluidizec
Particle

Dy

Fluid flow /
f CCC Cvelocity vector

Figure 1.1 Force balance on a particle in a fluidized bed.



The fluidization operation is used in a variety of industrial process

including hydrocarbon cracking, fluidized bed drying, catalytic chemical reactions,

separations, and even coffee bean roasting. In most of the aforementioned systems

the carrier fluid is gaseous, but liquids are also used in fluidized beds. In recent

years the fluidization operation has found application in bio-reactors where

particles containing immobilized cells produce pharmaceuticals, destroy toxins, or

even continuously ferment beer.

1.2 Magnetically Enhanced Fluidization

Ever since its conception, there have been attempts to improve

performance or extend the operational limits of the fluidization operation. One

technique that has proven successful in a variety of situations is the use of non-

traditional forces to modify the behavior of fluidized beds. The force that offers

the most options for integration into the fluidization operation is the magnetic

force.

The magnetic force is applied through the use of a magnetic field generator

coupled with magnetically susceptible fluidization media. In these fluidized beds

the application of a homogeneous external magnetic field creates inter-particle

forces between the magnetically susceptible media. Rosensweig demonstrated that

magnetically assisted fluidized beds can stabilize the bubbling phenomena in gas-

solid beds, leading to better gas-solid contacting [29J.
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A further development in the use of magnetic fluidization technology is the

use of a gradient magnetic field. In the presence of a gradient field, magnetic

media not only feel an inter-particle force, but also an external magnetic force.

This external force can be used to provide a finer control over the fluidized bed

1251. For example the external magnetic field could be designed in such a way as

to increase or decrease the effective vveight of the particles.

A substantial amount of magneto-fluidized bed research has been

conducted at Oregon State University in the two decades. More recently, Joaquin

Pinto-Espinoza studied the use of gradient magnetic fields in fluidized beds,

developed a model for the inter-particle magnetic force, and created a Psuedo-3D

Computational Fluid Dynamic Discrete Particle Method (CFD-DPM) program

code named AZTECA for simulating simple magneto-fluidized beds 1251.

Thana Sornchamni also studied magneto-fluidized beds 130, 321.

Sornchamni developed a model for the particle holdup in a liquid-solid fluidized

bed of magnetically susceptible particles in the presence of a gradient magnetic

field 1321. Sornchamni also developed the filtration model for fine particles in a

magnetically assisted fluidized bed, for usc in solid waste destruction during long-

term space missions, as part of a project for NASA 130, 311.

The work of Pinto-Espinoza and Sornchamni provided the fundamental

knowledge that allowed a team of students to be selected to participate in the

NASA Reduced Gravity Student Flight Opportunities program. This program

provided the opportunity to test a magneto-fluidized bed in a micro-gravity
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environmcnt. As was predicted stable fluidization was made possible by replacing

the gravitational force with an external magnetic force.

During the early work on magneto-fluidized beds Rosensweig observed

that particles would chain together in sufficiently strong magnetic fields 127, 28, &

291. This 'chaining' changed the basic nature of a fluidized bed from random

dispersion of particles to a semi-structured configuration of particles. It was

obvious that this phenomenon in a fluidized bed would have an impact on the

properties and operation of the bed. Carlos Cruz-Fierro studied the effect of these

particle chains on the apparent drag force in particle suspensions 141. A model was

developed to correlate magnetic field strength and particle properties to the degree

of drag force reduction caused by particle chaining.

1.3 Modeling of Fluidized Beds

The first mathematical tluidized bed models were developed to

characterize specific properties such as minimum fluidization velocity versus

particle density and size, or average bed height as a function of fluid velocity 115,

261. Large amounts of experimental data were used to create correlations for

predicting these properties. The challenge is that there are nearly an infinite

number of possible configurations in fluidization when column size and geometry,

distributor plate design, choice of fluid, particle size, particle density, and the

number of different particle types are all considered. The result is that most
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correlations work oniy for narrowly defined fluidized bed conditions they are

modeled after.

At'ter the fundamentals of fluidization had been studied, research began to

focus on the underlying mechanisms of the unit operation; the particle-particle and

particle-fluid interactions. Likewise the modeling efforts shifted from developing

correlations for bulk bed properties to describing particle or fluid level

characteristics such as the distribution of particles in binary systems or the size and

velocity of bubbles in bubbling fluidized beds, Mathematical models of these

mechanisms began to be developed, with the first simple model treating the fluid

and particles as separate but inter-penetrating continua. This approach led to the

development of the so called 'Two-Fluid' model.

In the Two-Fluid model both the fluid and particle phases are treated as

interpenetrating fluids 116, 361. This approach to modeling requires continuity and

momentum equations for both phases as well as the provision for inter-phase

momentum exchange. In addition an artificial particle pressure term must be

created in order to prevent the solid phase from collapsing in on its self

The Two-Fluid model provides a computationally simple method of

describing fluidization and can reproduce some of the phenomena such as bubble

formation in gas-solid systems. The major disadvantage of this model is that the

consideration of inter-particle forces and interactions is incomplete. Because the

particle phase is continuous it is difficult to assign properties that are dependant on

positions or orientations of specific particles. Although the Two-Fluid model is



not exact, and has limitations, it is currently the only model capable of simulating

large 3-dimensional fluidized beds in a reasonable amount of time, see Figure 1.2.

Particle Phase

Fluid Phase

Figure 1.2 Graphical representation of the two-fluid model. The
computational domain consists of inter-penetrating fluid and particle phases.

With the advances in computational power over the past 20 years the

simulation of fluidized beds is moving into an era where more rigorous numerical

models can better represent the physical reality of the fluidization operation. A

new method of describing the system was needed in order to capture the particle

interactions and move to an effectively 'higher resolution' model of the fluidized

bed. The approach that was developed is named the Computational Fluid

Dynamic-Discrete Particle Model (CFD-DPM). [19, 23, 36].

The CFD-DPM model is based on the continuous treatment of the fluid

phase and the discrete Newtonian treatment of the particles. With this method, the
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positions, velocities, rotations, and other properties of the particles are individually

tracked I1. The fluid phase is divided into computational cells with averaged

properties, similar to the Two-Fluid model. The effects of the interaction between

particles and fluid are governed through drag force and voidage, which are

calculated for each computational cell before the continuity and conservation of

momentum equations for the fluid are solved (see Figure 1.3). The momentum for

each particle is calculated by the sum of the forces acting on that particle, due to

collisions, drag, and any other effects 131.

c=1

E=o

Figure 1.3 Graphical representation of the CFD-DPM approach to modeling.
Particles (left) are used to calculate voidage (right) which is then averaged
over the fluid computational cell.



The CFD-DPM approach is much more computationally intensive than the

Two-Fluid approach, but provides an increased flexibility and applicability. It

becomes relatively easy to consider new forces or interactions because the exact

positions and properties of each particle are known. This flexibility has already

been used to consider external and inter-particle magnetic forces 14, 251, and will

provide the means to model systems with other non-conventional forces and

interactions.

Some of the disadvantages of the CFD-DPM method are related to the

interaction between fluid and particles. It is necessary to have large enough fluid

cells that the passage of particles between these cells does not rapidly change the

voidage. It is also important that the time step in the simulation be small enough

so that the collisions between particles can be accurately captured 1351. Because

of these restrictions and the additional computations required to treat particles

directly the CFD-DPM method has only been applied to small systems, usually in

a simplified pseudo-3D manner. A summary of the contributions by various

researchers to the modeling of tluidized beds is presented in Table 1.1.



Table 1.1 Summary of works involving simulation of fluidized beds.

Author Model Media Distribution Inter-Particle External
NotesOf Particles Forces Forces_____________

Cruz-Fierro
_______________ __________

Soft-Sphere
Studied the effects of

C.F. 3-D
Liquid Mono Collisions

Magnetic magnetically induced particle
(2005) (4J

CFD-DPM Inter-Particle
structure on drag coefficientMagnetic

Chen, C. 3-D Gas Soft-Sphere Study focused on 3-phase
(2004) 131 CFD-DPM Liquid Mono

Collisions None fluidization with low particle
fraction.

Feng, Y.Q. 2-D CFD
Gas 2 Discrete Soft-Sphere

None Simulated 25,000 particles.
(2004)1101 3-D DPM Sizes Collisions No value of spring constant.

Bin, Y. 2-D Mono size Soft-Sphere Uses Ergun Equation for drag
(2003) [1J CFD-DPM Gas

Collisions None force. Only 1000 particle in
simulation.

Lu ,H. Gidaspow's
Gas Mono size Particle Pressure None Studied the behavior of FCC

(2003) 1201 2-Fluid particles in a gas riser.
Pinto- Soft-Sphere

Structure of bed withEspinoza, Pseudo 3-D
Liquid 2 Discrete Collisions

Magnetic magnetic and non-magneticJ. CFD-DPM Sizes Inter-Particle
media studied(2003) 1251 Magnetic

Yu, A.B. 2-D Soft-Sphere Studied raceway formation in
(2003) 1381 CFD-DPM Gas Mono

Collisions None gas beds. Used very large
spring constant: 40,000 N/rn



Table 1.1 Summary of works involving simulation of fluidized beds (continued).

Author Model Media Distribution Inter-Particle External
NotesOf Particles Forces Forces

2-D Direct Collisions using Bed expansion estimates fromPan, T.W.
Numerical Liquid Mono size Predictive None simulation within 20% of(2002) 1231
Simulation Methods experiment

Wang, W. 2-D
Gas Mono Particle Pressure None Studied slugging in narrow

(2001) 1361 2-Fluid 2-D gas-solid fluidized beds
2-D Simulation combines CFD

Li, Y
VOF- Liquid

Mono size Soft-Sphere
None and DPM with Volume of

(1999) 1181
CFD-DPM Gas Collisions Fluid (VOF) to model gas-

liquid-solid fluidized bed.
Soft-Sphere By using predictor/corrector

Xu, B.H. Pseudo 3-D
Gas Mono Collisions with

None for particle collisions, a time
(1997) 1371 CFD-DPM Predictor- step of 1.5x105 was used with

Corrector spring constant 50,000 N/rn.
Kuipers,

2-D Comparison of bubble
J.A.M.

2-Fluid Gas Mono size Particle Pressure None properties from simulation
(1993) 1171 with experiment.
Tsuji, Y. 2-D Soft-Sphere Compared pressure

(1993) J35J CFD-DPM Gas Mono
Collisions None fluctuations between

experiment and simulation
Kuipers, Developed simulation
J.A.M. 2-D

Gas Mono size Particle Pressure None provided qualitative
(1992) (161 2-Fluid agreement with bubble

formation at distributor
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The CFD-DPM method is still rapidly developing, and has yet to reach its

full potential. It is important to look to the future and realize that there may, one

day, be a much more exact method employed in the modeling of fluidized beds.

This future method would employ a fully discrete approach to modeling,

treating the particles discretely, and constructing a dynamic fluid mesh between

the particles. The way in which this method works is to first determine the

positions of all the particles, and then create a very fine mesh for the fluid, fine

enough that one particle may be in contact with thirty or forty fluid cells. Then the

particle-particle interactions and fluid-particle drag are calculated. After updating

fluid and particle velocities the fluid grid is re-meshed and the process is repeated.

This would remove the need for voidage calculations and the related 'smearing' of

properties. In addition, the drag force could be calculated much more accurately

since the velocity at all parts of the particle surface would be known.

The Fully Discrete method may seem very attractive because of the

accuracy with which it could model fluid flow around individual particles in the

fluidized bed, while still allowing great flexibility with particle interactions.

However, the problem with this method is two-fold. First the computational

power needed to perform the dynamic meshing of fluid cells on the time scale

required for particle collisions is well beyond the capacity of all but the most

powerful computers. The second problem is related to the generation of extra

information.
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As the system is more and more accui-atcly described more information

about the properties of each of these minute fluid elements is generated.

Eventually huge arrays of data must be stored and manipulated in order to

calculate simple quantities such as the drag force on a particle. If computer

technologies continue to advance, computational speed and data storage may no

longer be as problematic, at which time the fully discrete approach would offer a

powerful method for describing tluidization.

The most likely application of the Fully Discrete method will be its use in

simulating small regions of a fluidized bed, and using the information along with

multi-scaling techniques to develop correlations and scaling relations for larger

systems.

1.4 Thesis Coals and Objectives

1.4.! Vision

For many years the only method for describing fluidized bed behavior was

through the use of empirical models. This approach provided only general

information about fluidized beds and was of limited usefulness when designing

new fluidized beds or scaling up existing ones.

Over the past few decades the numerical modeling offluidized beds has

grown from a basic representation of fluid and particles as inter-penetrating fluids
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to systems with thousands of discrete particles surrounded by a continuous fluid.

However, the models being developed today are in many cases like the empirical

correlations that were developed early on, focused on one particular system, or on

one small area of fluidization. Currently (2006) almost no commercial software

exists that provides an accurate description of fluidization on the level of fluid and

particles, or considers external and inter-particle forces.

The vision of this work is to create a modeling approach and tool that will

serve as a bridge between past modeling efforts and future technological needs for

the application of fluidized bed systems. The CFD-DPM modeling approach is the

logical next step in the ongoing development of fluidization modeling.

The CFD-DPM approach provides a powerful tool for developing first

principles based model of a fluidized bed capable of treating a wide variety of

future applications that include non-traditional forces and particle interactions.

Much of the development of the individual pieces needed for the CFD-DPM

modeling have been developed, and need only be adapted or integrated in the

proper manner.

1.4.2 Goal

The major goal of this work is to develop a new tool for the scientific

investigation of fluidized beds. The CFD-DPM method will be utilized to create

simulation software capable of modeling complex fluidized bed systems; including
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the ability to model external fields, non-traditional forces, and particle interactions

related to magnetic fields. The software will be validated against experimental

data; focusing on particle level phenomena, bulk bed properties, and dynamic

behavior.

The CFD-DPM software, named Particle-X, will be developed in such a

way as to provide maximum flexibility for future improvements. The software

will make use of a modular code structure so that users can add, remove, or

exchange code blocks relating to specific features (for example: heat transfer,

chemical reaction, cohesive forces) as required for their particular design needs.

This modular structure will also allow for continuous improvements to the

software, allowing individual modules to be updated or replaced without rewriting

the entire code.

1.4.3 Objectives

This work is divided into three areas, relating to the three objectives that

must be completed to realize the overall goal of this work.

First, a theoretical mathematical model must be chosen to serve as a basis

for the CFD-DPM code. A wide variety of models and correlations exist for

various aspects of the fluidized bed; such as drag force on a particle, inter-particle

magnetic force, particle heat and mass transfer relationships, etc. Appropriate

models must be selected and converted into a form that is suitable for use in a
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DPM approach. With this objective in mind, the appropriate numerical methods to

represent the motion and interactions of the fluid and particles are selected.

Secondly, fluidized bed systems must be designed and built in order to

conduct the experiments necessary to validate the CFD-DPM software. Both

liquid-solid and gas-solid systems, as well as the supporting hardware including

fluid delivery and metering systems, magnetic field generators, and

instrumentation, must be designed. Also included in this objective, is the

manutcture of all fluidization media needed for conducting these experiments.

The final and most important objective is the validation of the CFD-DPM

simulation software. The validation will be accomplished by comparing the

simulations with experiments on three different levels: particle, system, and

dynamic. The particle level validation will examine the behavior of phenomena

within the tluidized bed; examples include: voidage distributions, bubble

formation, and internal bed structure. System level validation considers overall

bed height, pressure drop, average voidage, etc. The dynamic validation will

examine the reaction of the simulation to changes in operating conditions; for

example: dynamic bed expansion and contraction, magnetic consolidation, and

bubble risc velocity.
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CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1 Conservation Equations of the Continuous Phase

The continuous fluid phase is governed by the equations ofmass,

momentum, energy, and chemical species conservation. The conservation

principles are applied using the form of volume-averaged equations and the local

fluid void fraction, s.

2. 1. / Continuity equation

The conservation of mass is expressed by the continuity equation,

('t (2.1.1)

The divergence term may be expanded giving the final form of the continuity

equation as

o
= 0 (2.1.2)at ox cv oz

Note that the fluid density has been kept inside the differential. Although

the fluid is assumed to be incompressible there may be local density fluctuations
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caused by temperature gradients or chemical reaction. Therefore the tluid density

has been left variable throughout the derivation of conservation equations.

2. 1.2 Momentum equation

The volume-averaged conservation of momentum is described by the

Navier-Stokes equation,

VsP +[V.stJ sp1g f = 0 (2.1.3)

where r is the viscous stress tensor, defined as,

T (2.1.4)

and f represents the sum of interaction forces between the solids and fluid phase.

Equation (2.1.3) can be separated into its vector components giving

sp,u +-_(s1o1uu. ) +--(tp,
)
+_-(ep1tiu )+-_(sP)

(2.1.5)
-f =0

OX CV ()Z

for the x-conlponent,

+ ---(p, iyç) +-_(sp, uii. ) +--(ep,uu: ) +---(eP)
- ,- ... (2.1.6)

-[ =0

for the y-component, and



o o o a a
---p11L +____(sp,Uu )+__.__(sp,uu ) +_..._(sp1uu)+_..(eP)
at ox oz oz

(2.1.7)
=0

for the z-coinponcnt.

The viscous stress tensor, equation (2. 1 .4), can also be expanded giving the

individual components:

( Ou (2 Oei $'\r =,u 2--- + -ti-K Jj ----+----+--- I (2.1.8)
OX) 3 jcx Ov OZ)

( o

-ji 2-- j+j
(2
-/1-K H

(o Oiç Ou
(2.1.9)O) 3 jox oy czj

( ciir. =ji 2 +j
(2
-/1-K

( Ou 8u
H --+------+----

Oji

I (2.1.10)Gy) 3 ) cx y Oz)

(OIL
= i'I

O11.

OX)
(2.1.11)--+------

V

(8ii

= = -/1------ + (2.1.12)
c'z Ov)

(OiL
z =r =-/1----+-----J

Ou
(2.1.13)

2.1.3 Energy equation

The volume-averaged conservation of energy equation is given by
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(sp,c1T)+V.(p,c,u)T_sk1V2T+S=O (2.1.14)

The vector equation can be expanded into its three components as

öTEp1 c1, (Tsp, c1,ii öTsp, c1,u öTsp, c,,u
+1 +

6t 8v
(2.1.15)

6sTk a2Tk 8cTk1+ 1+ / +S=O
3z2

The energy equation as shown (2.1.15) includes only the terms for

convective and diffuse heat transfer, and a source term that provides for chemical

reaction and fluid-particle heat transfer.

2.1.4 Conservation 0! mass qtcheinical species equation

The volume-averaged equation for conservation of chemical species is

written as

+ V .(uC,) eD1V2,. (2.1.16)

Equation (2.1. 16) can be broken into its constituents and is given by

öC1u C1ii _DL+ +.1]_R =0 (2.1.17)
6x

L 8y

The term R. includes homogeneous reaction in the fluid, reaction at the walls, and

the mass transfer associated with chemical reaction or dissolution of particles.
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2.2 Conservation Equations for the Discrete Particle Phase

Conservation of mass would typically be implicit for the particle phase

given the reasonable assumption that the particles do not gain or loose mass, and

may never leave the system. However, the ability to model chemical reaction is

desired, relaxing the assumption of constant particle mass. In this case the

conservation of mass for the particle is coupled with the conservation of chemical

species for the fluid, and the particle chemical reaction term.

2.2. 1 Equations of particle motion

For the discrete particle phase Newtonian physics are used to treat the

motion of the particles. The conservation of momentum equations, both linear and

angular, arc described in equations (2.2.1) and (2.2.2), respectively.

(2.2.1)
tit

(2.2.2)

The kinematic equation

=.- (2.2.3)
(It

provides a relationship between particle position and velocity.
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2.2.2 Body forces

The body forces considered in this work at-c the gravitational force,

buoyancy force, and external magnetic force. The inter-particle magnetic force is

also a body force, but will be treated in the section on particle-particle interactions

below.

= ing (2.2.4)

Fh = (2.2.5)

FB = VB (2.2.6)

In this work we consider particles with non-constant magnetic

susceptibility. For these particles it is more convenient to expand the particle

magnetization term and rewrite equation (2.2.6) as

FB, = Vu H.VH
1+

) x,
(2.2.7)

where is the magnetic susceptibility of the particle and is a function of particle

composition and temperature.

2.2.3 Drag force
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The calculation of drag force represents the first departure from first

principles in the theoretical development of the fluidized bed model. There are

many empirical correlations for the drag coefficient around a sphere or

arrangement of spheres. Previous work with the pseudo-3D CFD-DPM code made

use a combination of the Ergun, and Wen-Yu correlations for calculating drag

force [35J. The Ergun equation was used for voidages below 0.8, equation (2.2.8),

while the Wn-Yu relation was used for voidages above 0.8, equation (2.2.9).

(IV 175(1_p,
(u-v) (2.2.8)

V Ed sd/,j /, I,
'I

f,, =-1 C,j31 (uv)uvfrIs 2.67 (2.2.9)

The drag coefficient in the Wen-Yu correlation is given by

+ 0.15 Re), Re1, <1000
(2.2.10)C, = Re,,

0.44 Re,,1000

where the particle Reynolds number Re,, is given by

p4 u-v
Re,, = / " (2.2.11)

ui

The combination of Ergun and Wen-Yu correlations provides good

agreement over a wide range of particle Reynolds numbers however there is a

discontinuity at the point where the two estimating methods meet. This

discontinuity in drag force calculation causes instabilities in the application of
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fluidized bed models when the bed voidage is close to the crossover point of

s=O.8.

Although the Ergun and Wen-Yu approach was considered, the final

adopted drag force model in this work is the correlation proposed by Di Felice 191.

In Di Felice's model the drag force acting on each particle is calculated

considering the local void fl-action around that particle. Equation (2.2.12) shows

the new effective drag coefficient as being equal to the drag coefficient of a lone

spherical particle multiplied by the local voidage raised to the power, -fly. This

relationship is valid over the entire range of voidages.

Cf) = Cf)E (2.2.12)

In equation (2.2.12) the single-particle drag coefficient is described by equation

(2.2.13), a correlation originally developed by Dallavalle 171.

C, = (O.623+4.8Re°5)2 (2.2.13)

A plot of equation (2.2.13) is shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1 Drag coefficient for a single spherical particle alone in the fluid
as proposed by Dallavalle.

Di Felice's contribution, the voidage exponent/, is described by equation

(2.2.14).

r (l.5Iog(Re,)2

ft;
=3.7 0.65

2
(2.2.14)

The drag force relationship is valid for particle Reynolds numbers smaller than 2.0

x 1O 191. A plot of /. is shown if Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2 Voidage function exponent
ft. As described in equation 2.2.14.

Figure 2.3 shows the final drag coefficient (2.2. 12) plotted over a range of

particle Reynolds numbers and voidages.
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Figure 2.3 Drag coefficient at various voidages, using Di Felice's approach.

The treatment of drag force thus far has been based on the assumption that

the particles in a fluidized bed are randomly positioned. However, in the presence

of a sufficiently strong external field, such as the magnetic field, inter-particle

forces may change the distribution of particles from random to structured. If

particle rearrangement into more orderly structures is not accounted for, the drag

force may be grossly overestimated. Magneto-fluidized beds with homogeneous

fields were studied extensively by Cruz-Fierro 141, who showed that the bed height

was overestimated by up to 70% when magnetically induced structures were not
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considered in drag force calculation. A model was developed (4J to account for

the effect of these orderly particle structures on the local drag force, and is given

by the drag correction equation

JI= I O.56B62
(2.2.15)

Where ,JI represents the drag reduction factor

l)U

(2.2.16)
B

and B is the chain strength parameter, defined as

B= (2.2.17)(p p, )grz;,

A graphical example of particle 'chaining' is shown in Figure 2.4.
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i

Figure 2.4 Formation of particle chains in magneto-fluidized bed. The
magnetically susceptible particles (black) form 'chains' in the orientation of
the magnetic field.

2.2.4 Minor surface forces

The drag force is the main source of fluid-particle interaction in the CFD-

DPM approach. However, for dense and viscous fluids there are other forces that

act on the surface of the particle that may be significant. These other forces are the

virtual mass force, and the rotational forces: Saffinan, Magnus, viscous torque, and

Basset forces.

The virtual mass is a somewhat controversial term, which only

significantly affects liquid-solid systems. The virtual mass term represents the
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extra force on a particle necessary to accelerate the fluid in the path of the particle.

The equation for virtual mass force is given by (2.2.1 8).

I d(u--v)
F. =p

2 '

dt
(2.2.18)

Calculation of the virtual mass may be included in the simulation through a

flag set in the user input file.

Aside from virtual mass force the Saffman lift force, viscous torque,

Magnus, and Basset forces may also be considered. As with the virtual mass,

computation of these forces may be incorporated in the simulation by setting the

appropriate flags in the program.

The Saffman liii force is derived from the pressure difference around a

particle that is in a velocity gradient. The lower pressure area is located on the

side with higher velocity, causing the particle to 'rise' in the direction ofpressure

gradient. A graphical representation of the lift force is shown in Figure 2.5. The

Saffinan force is the most significant of all secondary forces for liquid-solid

flu idization.

For low Reynolds number tiow the Saffman force is described by

F.1 =l.61d[1't [u-v)xvxu)] (2.2.19)
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Figure 2.5 Representation of the Saffinan lift force.
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An empirical correction factor for the Saffman force at a wider range of Reynolds

numbers was proposed by 1221.

1(i 0.33 14A°5 )exp(_0. 1 Red,) + 0.33 14A°5
FSL = FSLO

0.0524(ARe)°

where A is defined as

d IVxuI
A with 0.005 < A <0.4

21uvI

The rotational Reynolds number Re is defined as

Re
p1d

k3rI

4ti

Red, 40
(2.2.20)

>40

(2.2.21)
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The Magnus force describes particle lift developed due to rotation ofa

particle, unassociated with a fluid velocity gradient. A pressure difference

between the sides of the particle is formed by the velocity differential due to

rotation of the particle. The Magnus force is described by equation (2.2.22) where

C1 is a lift coefficient.

(uv)xw
F.%f/ = p1 vj CL/I

2 H (2.2.22)

The description of the lift coefficient proposed by Tanaka et al. 1331 has been

chosen for this work.

d1,Io,jC1=min 0.5,
VI

(2.2.23)

When a particle is spinning in a fluid a viscous torque acts on the particle,

slowing and eventually stopping its rotation. The viscous torque on a particle is

described by two equations. At low rotational Reynolds numbers 1131 the viscous

torque is given by

T= (2.2.24)

while for rotational Reynolds numbers between 20 and 1000 the following relation

is used 181.

T = -2 .Ol/Ifd/3,. (i + 0.201 (2.2.25)
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2.3 Particle-Particle Interactions

The particle-particle interaction forces consist of particle-particle collisions

and inter-particle forces.

2.3. 1 Particle collisions

The treatment of particle-particle collisions represents the most important

aspect of the discrete phase model. During a collision between two particles, i and

j, the resultant forces are separated into normal and tangential components

= F,, + (2.3.1)

In addition to a translational force, the tangential component may generate a torque

on the particles

T = rñxF., (2.3.2)

Particle-particle, and particle-wall, collisions are resolved using the model

originally proposed by Cundall and Strack for granular flow of soft spheres 161. In

this model there is no deformation of particles during contact, instead an overlap

vector is calculated. Normal and tangential force are treated as a combination of a

liner spring and a dash-pot type damper. For the tangential component a frictional

slider is also considered. Figure 2.6 shows the components of collision

mechanisms between particles and the important features of the model.
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Figure 2.6 Linear spring-dasphot model for soft-sphere collisions.

The spring stiffness (k and Ic1), dampening coefficients (i and i,) and

the tangential sliding friction y make up the parameters of this model. The

'spring stiffness' is a reflection of the particles properties, in this case estimated

from the force necessary to deform a sphere 1-2% of its diameter. The dampening

coefficients are functions of the coefficient of restitution (e) and are given by

in e
= (2.3.3)ff2 +(lne)2

for the normal dampening coefficient, and

me
(2.3.4)= 2mk

2 + (in e)2

for the tangential dampening coefficient.
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Equation (2.3.5) gives the resultant force from the normal component of

the collision. The force is proportional to the particle overlap d and is damped by

the viscous dissipation term 1/, which is multiplied by the overlap velocity

vector V,,

F.,, =(-.kd,, -i1V,, .ñ)ii (2.3.5)

with the particle overlap defined

ci,, +,1)x, x,i (2.3.6)

and the overlap velocity and normal unit vectors defined, respectively, as

V, v,v1 (2.3.7)

x.-x.
n= ' (2.3.8)

xi -x1

The tangential components of the collision depend on whether or not the

particles are sliding, and are described by equations (2.3.9) and (2.3.10).

If U,.J y,.,. F,, then the particles do not slide and the tangential component of the

collision is

F,., = k,d, (2.3.9)

Note that unlike the normal collision model, the overlap for tangential collisions is

a vector quantity.

If IF,, > y,1 F,.,,J the tangential force component is larger than the frictional

resistance to motion and the particles will slide. The resulting collision force is
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(2.3.10)

The tangential slip velocity in equation (2.3.9) is calculated as

V, =V,, (V,, ñ)iI+(i,,cZ, -i;,1,)xn (2.3.11)

and the tangential overlap displacement vector is

fV,dt for no sliding case

d, = (2.3.12)
V,

for sliding case
k, IV,I

Simplified versions of the calculations exist for collisions between a

particle and a wall. The overlap velocity is simply the component of the particle's

velocity normal to the wall. For situations in which more that two particles are

colliding simultaneously the principle of superposition is used to resolve the

system of interactions.

2.3.2 Inter-particle inagneticJrce

The inter-particle magnetic force is modeled as the sum of the magnetic

fields and field gradients around the target particle. In this work the particles'

magnetic interactions will be modeled as ideal dipoles as proposed by Pinto-

Espinoza 1251. The dipole moment of the particle depends on the strength of the

field at its position, comprised of the external field and the sum of the neighboring
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particle fields. Although the inter-particle magnetic force can be quite large, it acts

over a very short range, quickly decreasing with the cube of the distance.

A thorough development of the model for inter-particle magnetic forces

can be found elsewhere 141. The potential interactions of ferromagnetic particles

in an external field are shown in Figure 2.7

Repulsive-
+

Attractive

Bt
Figure 2.7 Particle interactions due to inter-particle magnetic force.

The force on the particle due to inter-particle magnetic forces is given by

equation (2.3.13). Because the particles do not have a constant susceptibility, the

inter-particle magnetic force term can be expanded as shown in equation (2.3.14).

F/MI =V[mi.Bj] (2.3.13)ji
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F,,11 v[[,1(l) (l±)]Bi .Bi] (2.3.14)

where the magnetization of particle i is given by

1

B,,,, (2.3.15)
1+

)
/I

where B,,,,,,1 is the magnetic field at the particle.

The force acting on particle i is then decomposed into radial and angular

components as shown in Figure 2.7

32
(13cos2 0) (2.3.16)

411-1.Pi

3/t(jrn,
sin OcosO (2.3.17)

2ffI;,
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Figure 2.7 Components of the inter-particle magnetic force.

2.4 Particle Energy and Mass Transfer

2.4.1 Particle energy transfer

d(m1CTl)
= qCO,,d + + q1

dt

Fr

CC
.. :

:

p C
Ce C

(2.4.1)

An initial treatment of fluid-particle heat transfer has been implemented

using a simple relationship, (2.4.2). The conductive and convective heat transfer

terms in equation (2.4.1) are applied to each particle individually.
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l/1uid 1,thI = d/,k,,,th, (2.0 + 0.6 RCA PrA ) (hth (2.4.2)

2.4.2 Particle mass transfi'r

The mass transfer between fluid and particle is also considered, and is

modeled on the level of a single particle. Most mass transfer relations for packed

and fluidized bcds describe overall mass transfer coefficients, however two

relations for the treatment of a single particle in a bed of particles were found [12,

341.

Equation (2.4.3) describes the mass transfer associated with a single

particle in a bed of identical, but inert particles.

S/i 1 - \l67

=I"6 k

Sc3 2-3(ls)33 +3(1s)t7 2(1)2
J

Re°33 (2.4.3)

The distance between particles is assumed to be a function of voidage, and

homogeneous throughout the bed 1341.

For particles with different diameters, equation (2.4.4) represents the mass

transfer as a function of local voidage and pure molecular diffusion Sh%f/),

augmented by a convective componenti/ 1121.

Sh,
(2.4.4)



Depending on the value of the Schmidt number, two different formulations for

are used. Equation (2.4.5) for Schmidt numbers below 550, and (2.4.6) for

Schmidt numbers above 550.

4.S 4M3 l.3kg(S)ii*=[i+_J Pe1j

]
For Sc55O (2.4.5)

ii =[P,1+_l.16xlO 2Pe,2] For Sc>550
(2.4.6)
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES

The following is a description of the apparatus on which all experiments in

support of this thesis were conducted. A general discussion of the equipment,

materials, and instrumentation involved in the experiment work is included, along

with a description of the basic data analysis techniques. Lastly the experimental

methodology and protocol are presented for each class of experiments conducted.

Specific details of individual experimental sequences or data analysis methods will

be presented in Chapter 5.

3.1 Fluidization Columns

The experimental work conducted in support of this thesis was divided

between two fluidization systems: a liquid-solid system and a gas-solid system.

Each apparatus was comprised of one or more interchangeable fluidization

columns, a fluid delivery and metering system, a magnetic field generation device,

and any necessary instrumentation.

The tluidized beds used rectangular columns made of polycarbonate. The

side panels of the columns were made to be interchangeable, and several sets of

side panels with different dimensions were manufactured. By selecting the desired
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size of side panel, the depth of the bed could be set to ½", 1", 2", or 4" cm. The

width of each column was fixed at 4" cm, and the height at 24". For the gas-solid

fluidization experiments it was necessary to increase the length of the bed to

prevent elutriation of particles from the bed. Attaching two beds end to end

fulfilled this need by providing a bed 48" long. The details of each system are

given in Section 3.1.2.

3. I. / Liquid fluidized bed apparatus

Three different fluidization columns were used for the liquid-solid

experiments. A '/2" deep column was used for the initial mixing and segregation

experiments as a pseudo-3D bed. n order to reduce the effects of the walls, the

column was reconfigured to be 2" deep. This configuration was used for the

majority of the mixing and segregation experiments. For the experiments

involving magnetic fields a 1" deep column was used. Figure 3.1 shows a

schematic of the liquid-solid fluidized bed experimental apparatus.
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Figure 3.1 Schematic of the experimental apparatus for liquid-solid fluidization.
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The experimental apparatus, as assembled in the lab, is shown in Figure

3.2, in the configuration used for dynamic bed expansion measurements (Section

5.1.3).

Figure 3.2 The liquid-solid fluidization system. Highlighted areas from left to
right are: (1) fluid metering panel, (2) overflow return, (3) fluidization colwnn,
and (4) magnetic field generator patch panel. Magnetic coils not shown.

The liquid-solid bed contains two calming zones at the base to ensure that

the fluid is evenly distributed across the distributor plate. The first calming zone

consists of an empty volume with a coarsely perforated plate. This first zone is

meant to break up the fluid jet formed at the inlet. The second zone is filled with

two sizes of spherical particles. The spheres are tightly packed between the

perforated plate and the distributor providing a pressure drop of -4300 Pa. The

distributor plate itself is made of a fine brass mesh with approximately 40% open
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area. A close-up view of the calming zone and distributor plate is shown in Figure

3.3.

Figure 3.3 Closeup of the calming zone and distributor plate for the 2" deep
bed.

The top of the column is left open to the atmosphere. This provides a

constant atmospheric pressure at the top of the column and a steady exit velocity

profile.

The fluid metering and delivery system consists of a fluid reservoir, a

pump, and a set of flowmeters. The fluid is pumped through the system by a 1/4

horsepower submersible centrifugal pump. The desired flow rate is achieved using

a set of two flowmeters connected in parallel, one 250 liter per hour (LPH) and
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one 10 liter per minute (LPM), each branch with its own needle valve for flow

control. The flow control system is shown in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4 Flow control for liquid bed. 250 liter per hour (left) and 10.0 liter
per minute (right) with accompanying needle valves.

Calibration curves for the 250 LPH flowmeter and 10.0 LPM flowmeter

are provided in Appendix E.

3.1.2 Gas fluidized bed apparatus
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The fluidization column used for gas-solid experiments was constructed

from two of the modular liquid-solid columns mated together. The bed

dimensions were 4" cm wide by 1" deep by 48" tall. Figure 3.5 shows a schematic

view of the gas-solid system.
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Figure 3.5 Schematic of the experimental apparatus for gas-solid fluidization.
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The experimental apparatus as assembled in the lab is shown in Figure 3.6,

in the configuration used for visual bubble size measurements.

Figure 3.6 Gas-solid experimental system. From left to right the highlighted
areas are: (1) the magnetic field generator patch panel, (2) the gas-solid
fluidization column, (3) and the air metering system.

Multiple distributor plate designs were tested during the construction of the

gas-solid system as shown in Figure 3.7. The final choice was a distributor plate

with 52 holes, I ,64th of an inch in diameter, aligned on a triangular array. The

percentage open area of the distributor plate was 0.25%.
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Figure 3.7 Gas-solid distributor plates. The top plate offers 4.5% open area,
while the bottom plate provides 1.23%.

The fluidization column was fitted with multiple 118th inch Swagelok tube

fittings to be used as pressure tap ports. Figure 3.8 shows a close-up of the lower

portion of the fluidization column and the locations of5 pressure tap ports.

Figure 3.8 Pressure taps in gas-solid bed. The taps allow pressure probes to be
inserted at 6, 7, 8, 9, or 13 centimeters above the distributor plate.
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The compressed air delivery system consisted of a pressure regulator, an

air cleaner, a set of flowmeters with needle valves, and a filter box. Pressure

regulation was accomplished with a Speedaire combination pressure regulator

(with safety release), in-line filter, and oil/water trap. The flow rate of air was set

using a combination of the two flowmeter / needle valve devices with flow rate

ranges of 1275 standard cubic liters per minute (SLPM) and 226 SLPM. The

flowmeters were specifically calibrated for air and had scale accuracies of ± 3%

and ±4% for the 1275 SLPM and 226 SLPM meters, respectively. The filter box

assembly removed dust, generated from particle attrition within the column, as the

air left the bed (shown in Figure 3.9).

Figure 3.9 Filter box assembly. The filter is a HEPA class filter, and will trap
glass and ferrite dust. A 1/8 inch Swagelok fitting allows a pressure probe to be
lowered into the bed through the top of the filter assembly.
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3.2 Fluidization Media

Three types of tluidization media were used during the experimental work;

1) alginate based magnetic particles, 2) alginate based non-magnetic particles, and

3) glass spheres. For the experiments conducted in the liquid system the alginate

based media was used, while in the gas system the bed was composed of glass

beads.

3.2. 1 Preparation of particles

The glass beads were purchased from Potter's Industries and then sieved to

isolate the desired particle sizes. The glass beads were treated with a surfactant to

reduce static buildup in the fluidized bed during operation.

The alginate based media was prepared by extruding a mixture of water,

ferrite or other filler material, sodium alginate, and gellan gum into a solution of

calcium chloride. The substitution of calcium ion into the alginate causes the

mixture to crosslink as it falls through the liquid, trapping the ferrite or tiller

material. The specific details of the polymerization reaction can be found in 125,

301.

The bead extrusion device consists of a pressurized holding chamber, a

jacketed extrusion needle, and an air stream flowmeter as shown in Figure 3.10.

The alginate mixture was loaded in the holding chamber, which is then sealed. An
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air pressure regulator controlled the pressure over the alginate mixture, forcing it

though the extrusion needle. Additional air is forced through the annular space

between the needle and jacket. A venturi-type device focuses the air stream just at

the end of the extrusion needle. As the solution is extruded the 'shear' stream aids

in detaching the droplets from the needle, Figure 3.11. By controlling the pressure

over the mixture, the size of the extrusion needle, and the shear stream flow rate,

droplets of the desired size can be made.

Figure 3.10 Alginate bead extrusion system. The bead extrusion system
consists of (clockwise from upper-left) The pressurized holding tank, the
pressure regulator, the shear stream flow metering device, and the extrusion
needle and jacket.
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Figure 3.11 Enlarged view of bead extrusion needle. At the tip of the
extrusion needle a droplet of solution forming, about to be sheared off.

A general improvement to the particle making process was discovered

during the course of this work that is worth elaborating on. During previous

experiments with alginate particles it was observed that the ferrite, or other filler,

content varied significantly within a single batch. The reason for this variation

was that during the lengthy extrusion time the ferrite or other filler would begin to

separate in the alginate solution. As a result the filler content within the particles

would gradually increase to a point and then decrease as extrusion continued.

In order to manufacture particles with a narrower size distribution the

batches of alginate mixture were made smaller so that the extrusion time would be

reduced. Eventually the bead extrusion machine was modified so that a stirring

paddle could be used while some positive pressure was maintained for extrusion.

This improved results but did not eliminate the problem and was considerably

more difficult to operate consistently.

During an attempt to make a batch of magnetic particles more robust gellan

gum was added to the mixture. In addition to making the particles firmer the
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particles were also much more homogeneous in density. The small amount of

gellan gum had introduced a yield stress to the mixture, which greatly reduced the

settling process. By adding a small amount 0.2 -0.4 % of gellan gum to the

mixture the batches could be made larger, did not need to be stirred, and required

minimal fractioning to produce a set of particles with a narrow density distribution.

Due to the large number of different particles required during this work the use of

gellan gum saved many hours of tedious work making fluid ization media.

Particles of desired sizes and densities were produced for the experiments

to he conducted. For the mixing and segregation experiments it was necessary to

make the particles visually distinct. By adding various colors of tempera paint to

the alginate mixture, several different colors of particles were made. Figure 3.13

shows a few of the different fluidization media prepared during the course of this

work.
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Figure 3.12 Example of particles produced. Some of the various alginate
particles used in the mixing and segregation experiments.

3.2.2 Particle characterization

The physical properties of interest are: particle size, density, and magnetic

susceptibility. Particle diameter was measured by placing a sample of particles in

a clear watch glass on top of an overhead projector. A transparent ruler was also

placed on the projector to provide a scale. The projected images of the particles

were measured. By using the ratio of projected ruler size to real ruler size the true

diameter of the particles could be calculated.

Particle density was measured by placing particles into a partially filled

volumetric flask and recording the change in weight and volume of the flask and

its contents. To ensure that water was not carried into the flask on the particles,
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excess water was removed by placing the particles between two fine screens and

blowing off/out the excess water with compressed air.

The magnetic susceptibility of a particle can be determined by summing

the contributions to the dipole moment for each of the particles' constituents.

m= fMc1v (3.2.1)

component

The water, sodium alginate, gellan gum, and filler material are all

diamagnetic and therefore do not significantly contribute to the dipole moment of

the particle. If the ferrite is evenly distributed throughout the particle the

magnetization is uniform and the particle magnetization can be described in terms

of volume fraction of ferrite.

M,, = (3.2.2)

The magnetization is related to the magnetic field strength as

NI = (3.2.3)

The magnetic susceptibility of a particle is then given as a function of

ferrite weight fraction

( mass of ferrite "
(3.2.4)Zion ire mass of particle) Ptrte

The magnetic susceptibility for the ferrite used in the liquid solid

experiments is 11.12 1251.

In addition to the magnetic susceptibility of the ferrite at room temperature

it is desirable to characterize the magnetic susceptibility as a function of
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temperature. To accomplish this a modified thermo-gravimetric analyzer (TGA)

was used. A set of very strong Samarium-Cobalt pennanent magnets was placed

at the bottom of the TGA furnace, as shown in Figure 3.13. The apparent weight

gain of the sample was measured at room temperature in the presence of these

magnets. The TGA was activated using the high resolution temperature ramp

setting of 2.0 °C per minute. As the temperature was increased the weight of the

sample was recorded. Using the effective weight of the sample as a function of

temperature it was possible to detennine the ratio of magnetic susceptibility at any

temperature to the susceptibility at room temperature.

TGA
Balance

d Seal

Sample Pan

+ Purge Gas
Line

Cooling
Gas Inlet

mCo Magnets

Magnet Spacer

Figure 3.13 Modified TGA. For measurement of relative magnetic susceptibility.
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Figure 3.14 shows an example of the relative magnetic susceptibility versus

temperature data generated using the modified TGA.
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Figure 3.14 Relative magnetic susceptibility versus temperature. The graph
shows a sample of Powdertech ferrite (Fp 1 60) with a Curie temperature of 160
C. The top line is the initial temperature ramp, while the lower line shows the

cooling process.

3.3 Magnetic Field Generation

The magnetic field generator was comprised of a set of insulated copper

coils, formed into rectangular bands, and powered by a set of high current DC

power supplies. By controlling the current through each coil, as well as the



number of turns, and coil spacing various magnetic field profiles could be created

inside the fluidization column. A sample set of electromagnetic coils is shown in

Figure 3.15 and their application on a fluidization column shown in Figure 3.16.

Figure 3.15 Electromagnetic coils. A set of electromagnetic coils used for
creating gradient magnetic fields. The set contains coils with 25, 30, 35, 40,
45, and 50 turns of wire.
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Figure 3.16 Electromagnetic coils installed. The spacing, current, and number
of turns of wire in each coil is configured to create the desired magnetic field
strength and gradient.

Using previously developed software (TESLA I) the size, current, and

spacing of the magnetic coils could be calculated by inputting the desired field

profile. A Lakeshore Gauss meter (model 410) was then used to verify the field

inside the fluidization column. A sample of the magnetic field profile versus axial

position in the fluidization column is shown in Figure 3.17.
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Figure 3.17 Magnetic field profiles.

3.4 Digital Image Analysis

The largest difficulty when performing measurements on fluidized beds is

to accurately measure the structure of the bed without affecting it. For example,

when measuring the fl-action of particles versus position in a binary fluidized bed,

it would be necessary to stop the fluidization, and fractionate the bed, counting the

number of each type of particle in every fraction. Another method is to use high-

speed x-ray photography with appropriate tracer particles; however this method

requires very specialized equipment.



A more modest approach is to use a high resolution digital camera and an

image analysis software package. The SPOT Image Analysis software package

provides many options for scientific analysis of digital imagery. The disadvantage

of this method is that only the surface of the fluidized bed is measured.

Fortunately the beds used in this work are shallow, and so measurement of the

surface should provide an accurate representation of the particle structure within

the bed.

In the SPOT software images can be analyzed based on the color,

saturation, intensity, or hue of the image. A niask' can be created based on the

color of each type of particle or feature of interest in the bed. The software then

calculates the amount of area taken up by the 'masked' color. In this way the

fraction of each type of particle in a region of interest can be counted by the

software. An example of the analysis procedure in progress is shown in Figure

3.18.
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Figure 3.18 Image analysis of a binary bed using SPOT. Left) The original
image taken with a digital camera. Right) The 'masked' image produced by the
SPOT image analysis software. After the particles are each assigned a mask
color the relative areas of each mask are tallied.

In addition to determining the relative area occupied by a masked color the

SPOT software can analyze features within an image. A series of images of

bubbles in a gas-solid bed can be analyzed by the software and statistical

information gathered. Bubble size, area, minimum and maximum diameter are

gathered for each separate bubble. The standard deviation and mean of these

properties is then calculated based on all the bubbles measured within an image

set. A sample of the feature measurement procedure is shown in Figure 3.19.
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Figure 3.19 Measurement of a bubble in a gas-solid fluidized using SPOT. Gas
bubbles in a fluidized bed are imaged using a high speed digital camera, with
backlighting to increase contrast. Right) original image. Left) 'masked' image.

3.5 Pressure Measurement System

3.5.1 Pressure transducer system

The pressure measurement system consisted of piezo-electric differential

pressure transducers (OMEGA PX139-OO1 DAy), with a differential pressure

range of 6900 Pa, attached to 118th inch diameter stainless steel tube. The

transducer operates on a 5 Volt excitation voltage and produces an analog output

of 0-4.25 Volts.

The probes can be mounted in any of the side pressure taps present on the

gas-solid fluidization column, or can be mounted through the filter box at the top



of the column and lowered to the desired position. An example of a pressure

probe for use with the side mounted taps is shown in figure 3.20.

Figure 3.20 Pressure probe. The transducer is shown in the background and the
probe (a 1/8 inch stainless steel tube with a spiral wound wire inside to prevent
clogging) in the foreground.

The pressure transducers were calibrated by placing the probe in a column

of water and recording the voltage versus depth. In order to keep water from

entering the probe and affecting the measurements a small stream of air is used to

continuously purge the probe during calibration. As bubbles form at the probe tip

the pressure signal oscillates. Because the bubble frequency is constant this effect

can be filtered out and the true hydrostatic pressure can be measured. The pressure

transducer calibration curves can be found in Appendix E3.
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3.5.2 Data iicjiiiSitiOii

The signal from the pressure transducers is captured by an Intelligent

Instruments DASport (model: PCI-20450P) data acquisition card and fed into

Visual Designer software. The Visual Designer program allows for signal

processing, real-time display, and logging of data. The interface makes use of

block diagram representations of routines, allowing the user to build their own data

acquisition and display scheme. The block diagram used for pressure

measurements in this work can he found in Appendix E4.

When executed the program produces a real-time display of the pressure

signal from two transducers. The original voltage signal is also displayed. Data

can be diverted from the screen to a text tile by clicking a button. A sample of the

pressure trace from a bubbling bed is shown in Figure 3.21.



Figure 3.21 Visual Designer software output. Real time pressure trace of a
bubbling bed. The red line corresponds to a probe 13 cm above the distributor
plate, while the blue line represents a probe 8 cm above the distributor.

3.6 Experimental Procedures

The experiments comprising the body of this work were conducted using

the equipment, instrumentation, and data capture techniques as outlined in sections

3.1 through 3.5. The following is a bnef synopsis of the protocols followed for

each type of experiment conducted, as well as any special notes on the methods or

configuration of equipment.
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3.6.1 Dvna,nic bed expansion and contraction

A pre-determineci volume of media was loaded into the fluidization

column. Fluid was introduced into the column and the flow rate adjusted until

stable fluidization was observed. A ruler was mounted to the column in order to

indicate the current bed height. A digital video recorder was placed on a tripod

and focused on the bed.

For a dynamic bed expansion measurement the fluid flow rate was adjusted

so that the bed tluidized stably near the point of minimum fluidization. The fluid

flow rate was recorded and the camera set to record. The ball valve on the fluid

recycle loop was then quickly closed to provide a step change increase in

superficial velocity. The camera recorded the progress as the bed expanded until a

new stable bed height was reached. At this point the new flow rate was recorded

and the camera switched off

For a dynamic bed contraction measurement a similar process is used. In

this case the bed was fluidized at a high flow rate so that the bed occupies most of

the fluidization column. Again the flow rate was recorded once the bed height

stabilized, and the camera turned on. The ball valve on the fluid recycle loop was

then opened, thus reducing the flow through the bed, and causing the bed height to

recede. Once the bed stabilizes the flow rate is recorded and the camera turned

off.
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After the experiments were completed the digital recordings are transferred

to a computer. Using the VirtualDub software the individual frames of video were

inspected. In addition to decompressing single frames, VirtualDub provides the

time code data from the film with each frame. By measuring the height of the bed

using the ruler mounted on the column, and recording these values along with the

corresponding time codes, the bed surface velocity was determined.

3.6.2 Particle mixing and segregation

For the particle mixing and segregation experiments several types of

fluidization media were prepared, all alginate based. The alginate based particles

ranged in size from 1 .3 to 2.8 mm in diameter and 1 .06 to 1.47 g/ml in density. In

addition some particles were made from ferrite, thus acquiring magnetic

properties. The particles were colored using tempera paint to provide visual

contrast during the experimental work.

Mixing and segregation experiments were conducted using pairs of

particles with different properties. In some cases the particles differed by either

size or density, while in others the particles were of different size, density, and

magnetic properties. Procedures for experiments conducted with strictly non-

magnetic particle differed from the experiments with magnetic particles only in the

absence of the electromagnetic coils placed around the fluidization column.
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In mixing and segregation experiments equal volumes of each type of

particle were placed in the fluidization column. A high resolution digital camera

was mounted on a tripod one meter from the bed. Fluid was introduced into the

column and the flow rate increased until the particles were fiuidized in an

expanded state, occupying most of the volume of the fiuidization column. By

starting the experiment in the most expanded state, problems with dead regions or

areas of low relative mixing were avoided.

The bed height was measured periodically until it stabilized, and then the

system was given 10 minutes in order for the particles to mix and come to spatial

distribution equilibrium. At this point the flow rate and bed height were recorded.

A set of 5 digital images was then taken at 2 minute intervals. A new flow rate

was chosen, and the bed allowed to stabilize. After 10 minutes the bed height and

flow rate were again recorded and a set of images taken. This process was

repeated until the bed was no longer completely fluidized.

Once the experimental set was completed the digital images were analyzed

using the SPOT digital imaging software. The fraction of each particle type as a

function of position was determined.

3. 6.3 Bubble size and rise velocity measurement

Measurement of bubble size and rise velocity at various flow rates was

conducted in a gas-solid fluidized bed using soda glass spheres as the fluidization
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media. The fluidization column was fitted with a transparent centimeter grid to aid

in the measurement of bubble size. A fluorescent light fixture was placed behind

the bed to provide a high contrast between regions of the bed with and without

bubbles. A high speed digital camera capable of multi-burst photography with

high contrast was mounted on a tripod near the column to capture the movement of

bubbles within the bed.

Before performing bubble size measurement the pressure probes were

placed in the desired pressure tap locations and the column filled with particles.

Gas was introduced and the flow rate set at the desired value. The bed was

fluidized for 10 minutes before any data was collected.

For visual analysis a series of high speed digital images was taken at each

flow rate. Each image set consists of a series of 16 sub-images taken at intervals

of I/15uh1 or 1/30th of a second. For each flow rate 20 image sets were taken.

The Visual Designer software provided a real-time graph of the pressure

signals from the transducers. The voltage, corresponding pressure signal, and time

were recorded to a text file for analysis.
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CHAPTER 4

NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND MODELING

4.1 Overview of Particle-X

In 2003 a pseudo-3D Computational Fluid Dynamic-Discrete Particle

Model (CFD-DPM) code was developed for the simulation of liquid-solid

fluidized beds by Joaquin Pinto-Espinoza at Oregon State University 1251. In a

pseudo-3D approach the thickness of the bed is equal to the diameter of the

particles. The fluid flow and particle motion are treated as 2-dimensional.

The code, named AZTECA, is capable of modeling liquid-solid

fluidization with magnetic field effects. AZTECA is capable modeling of systems

with 2 types of particles, allowing the user to have particles of different density or

magnetic properties. Simulations conducted with the AZTECA code showed good

agreement with experimental data illustrating the promise of the CFD-DPM

modeling approach. However, the pseudo-3-D nature of the simulation prevented

a truly accurate representation of the dynamics of a fluid-particle system and

limited the ability to model more complex systems.

The main source of inaccuracy involves the flow of fluid between particles

as they contact. In reality the spherical particles contact in a very small area, and

the fluid is free to flow around this contact area. Because there is no depth



component for fluid flow in AZTECA, the contact point between particles

completely blocks the flow of fluid between them. Similarly, in the motion of

particles, the contact between particles creates a particle blockage, and particles

that in a real system might othenvise move behind the contacting pair, are forced

to collide. The motion of fluid and particles may be exaggerated in this type of

model due to the loss of one degree of freedom.

The second limitation of the AZTECA code is the requirement that all

particles have the same diameter. Modeling of fluidized beds with realistic

particles requires the consideration of distributions of particle properties.

To increase the modeling capabilities of fluidized bed systems a new

software named Particle-X was developed. The most significant improvement of

the Particle-X software is a fully 3-dimensional discrete particle model of the

fluidization phenomena. In addition several other improvements were included:

Provision for non-constant fluid properties

Distributions of all particles' varied properties

Expand the modeling capabilities to include magnetic forces

. Add heat and mass transfer calculations for fluid and particles

. Provide modeling of basic chemical reactions

Particle-X was written in a modular form so that various portions of the

code could be modified, dc-activated, or replaced without the need to change the

overall structure of the program. In addition, a text-file based input system was
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designed to allow changes to almost all crucial simulation parameters without the

need to recompile the program. A general flow diagram of the main routine of the

Particle X software is shown in Figure 4. 1.
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Figure 4.1 Particle-X software simplified flow chart.
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The program begins with initialization, reading simulation parameters from

the input text file and dimensioning arrays, and calculating derived physical

propel-ties (pat-tide volume, surface area, etc.) During the initialization portion of

the program consistency checks are made to ensure that there is enough available

space for the particles and that they have been correctly positioned inside the bed.

The main program loop begins with the coping of arrays to temporary

placeholders and the zeroing of forces for the fluid and particles. The particles al-c

then sorted by fluid cell location for use with voidage and other calculations. The

fluid voidage is then calculated, and interpolated if required (See section 4.4.2 on

voidage interpolation).

Calculations for the particles then commence, with the fit-st operation being

the construction of a pair table for interacting particle pairs (See section 4.4.3 for

grid search method). The particle-wall collisions at-c calculated, followed by

particle-particle collisions. All body forces (gravity, buoyancy, and external

magnetic field) arc calculated followed by inter-particle forces. The motions of

the particles, both translational and rotational, at-c then calculated.

If heat transfer or chemical reaction is to be considered these terms are then

calculated for the particles. For the case of temperature dependant particle and

fluid properties, the relevant quantities are recalculated and updated at this point.

Particles size and related physical properties are recalculated and updated if they

have lost or gained any mass during the reaction.
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Fluid flow calculations begin with the solution of the Cartesian coordinate

based momentum equations. The pressure field and fluid velocities are then

corrected. The energy equation is solved for the fluid if heat transfer is being

considered. If mass transfer or chemical reactions are being considered then the

mass conservation equation for these species is solved.

Data is exported to the proper files, and the simulation moves onto the next

iteration.

4.2 Simulation of the Fluid Phase

In the CFD-DPM simulation of a fluidized bed the transport equations for

the fluid phase are the continuity, momentum, mass, and energy equations as

shown in equations (4.2.1) through (4.2.4).

(4.2.1)

=0 (4.2.2)

(4.2.3)

(ep1c1,T)+v.(sp,c,u)_sk1v2r+s' = 0 (4.2.4)

The momentum equation is subject to the boundary conditions:

Inlet: u. =0, u(t)=given,1L =0, s=l
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8ziOutlet: ii=0, --=0, u=0, c=1, P=F

Walls: iç =0, ,i =0, i, =0,E=l, VP=p1g

The mass balance equation's conditions al-c:

Initial: C, (x, v, z, 0) = given

Inlet: Composition of the incoming fluid is assigned

. Walls: Either no-flux condition or reaction at wall can be assigned

And the energy balance equation is subject to the conditions:

Initial: T(x,v,z,0)=given

Inlet: Temperature of the incoming fluid is assigned

. Walls: Either temperature or flux are assigned

. A source term S which includes chemical reaction and particle-fluid heat

transfer

It should be noted that although the prescription of s = 1 at the walls is

physically correct, the actual condition used was = 0 at any wall, where is/,
the direction normal to the wall. This substitution is justified because of the finite

size of the computational cells, and the requirement that they be larger than the

particles.

The computational domain for the fluid is shown in Figure 4.2 (for

simplicity only the x-y computational plane is shown. The fluid domain is divided



into LI x U x LK computational cells in the x, y, and z-direction respectively. The

shaded cells around the border of the computational domain represent 'ghost'

cells, which are placeholders for enforcing the proper boundary conditions in the

system. The fluid properties of pressure, temperature, chemical composition, and

voidage arc calculated at the cell center, while the fluid velocities are calculated at

the cell interface. Cell centered properties are interpolated when necessary to

provide fluid properties at any specific particle location, for example during the

drag force calculation.
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Figure 4.2 The computational domain for calculating momentum
transport. Only the x-y plane is shown in this example. The fluid velocities
(arrows) are calculated at the cell interfaces, while other properties such as
voidage, pressure, temperature are determined at center of the cell (dots). The
dark cells outside of the bed walls are ghost cells used for numerical
manipulation of boundary conditions.



4.2.1 The SIMPLE method

The SIMPLE algorithm (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked

Equations) as described by Patankar 1241 is used in the numerical simulation for

solving the coupled momentum and continuity equations. The main steps of the

algorithm are as follows

1. Begin with an initial guessed pressure field P

2. Solve the discretized momentum conservation equations to obtain the

velocities, ii , iç and ii . At this point these velocities are

approximations because of their dependence on the guessed pressure.

3. Using the mass conservation equation, calculate a pressure correction.

4. Using the pressure correction adjust the fluid velocities and pressure field.

5. Usc the new pressure field as the initial guess of pressure (step 1) and

repeat until convergence is reached.

6. The final converged solution for the pressure field is then used as the initial

guess at the next time step before solving the momentum equations.

Many numerical difficulties can be avoided by using the SIMPLE method

and adopting a staggered grid, as shown in Figure 4.3, to represent the system for

calculating the flow field. The precise nature of the computational grid will be



shown in the relevant momentum equation discretization sections. It should be

noted that a staggered grid prevents the development of 'wavy' velocity or

pressure fields.

UYn I: P
uzw

* uz,f 4 U. y

83

I

x

t7
Figure 4.3 Illustration of the staggered cell method for momentum
transport. The top left cell is the fluid cell, with voidage, pressure,
temperature, and chemical concentration at the point 'P'. The top right is x-
momentum cell. The bottom left shows y-momentum cell, and the bottom
right shows z-momentum



4.2.2 Discreuization of the x-,no,nentu,n equation

The x-coniponcnt of momentum equation is

p,sg. -.f. =0 (4.2.5)

Expanding the terms for convection and the viscous stress tensor t gives

-,

--p,u +--(, uu ) +(p1 uii1 ) +_(.p1 uu ) +---(tP)
(4.2.6)

=0

Equation (4.2.6) is then integrated over the control volume. The resulting

terms at-c then linearized. Using approximations based on the properties of the

discrete cells and their interfaces the linear equation for each cell can be

constructed in terms of its surroundings as shown in equation (4.2.7).

a111 = UU, + a pu, + a1ç + + a8lç +au1 + fl (4.2.7)

In equation (4.2.7) the subscript P indicates the control volume cell while

the subscripts U", E,S, N, B, F indicate the ccli's neighbors: with West-East

indicating the x-direction, South-North the y-direction, and Back-Front the z-

direction, respectively. The coefficient a includes all terms, except for velocity,

evaluated at the appropriate cell or cell interface, while the coefficient /3 includes

all terms not associated with the velocities of the control volume or neighboring

cells.
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The system of equations is then cast into a matrix and solved using

Successive Over-Relaxation (SOR), resulting in the new x-velocity field.

The advective terms require lagged coefficients, which are determined

from the previous time step. The transient term will also contain the velocity at

the previous time step. All other terms contain velocities from the current time

step, making the method implicit with respect to the fluid velocities.

The velocities and other physical properties associated with the fluid inside

the control cell is denoted by the subscript P. The velocities and properties of

neighboring cells are denoted by the directions West & East for the x-direction,

South & North for the y-dircction, and Back & Front for the z-.direction. The

subscript convention is that capitol subscripts indicate the property is taken from

the neighboring cell center, while lower case subscripts indicate that the property

is taken at the interface. Because the staggered grid is used for the solution of the

momentum equations, the naming convention and the control volume is slightly

different for the x, y, and z momentum equations. The control volume

corresponding to the x-mornentum is shown in Figure 4.4.

A full description of the discretization of the x-momentuni can be found in

Appendix B. The resulting coefficients arc shown in Table 4. 1.
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Figure 4.4 Control volume for the discretized x-momentum equation.



Table 4.1 Coefficients for the discretized equation for x-momentum

a p11 p = + + a v + + au1. + fl.

p1 EL\XL\yL\Z
+ + + + + +

Center + )4yAz +

+ (p1s1 ii
,
)AxA

West = p[O, SçU + /c[2e Ay]

East a1. = p, + p, [e

South =p +it.[

North
,,

+
I1 [s,,

Back = PI, e,,u,, + p,, [1
Y]

Front = p1 u + p1
Y]

pAthyAz
fl (eu ) + s (', P, ) AyAz

Independent +

+ [11 (iii,, I'hh (ii,,.
11:j,, )] 4y

+ EpppgAxAYAz + F'.



It should be noted that the specific formulation for the coefficients will

depend on the method chosen for treating convective terms. In the case of

momentum equations this is the upwind method. For the solution of other

conservation equations a different method may be used, resulting in coefficients

that look functionally different.

4.2.3 Discretization of the v-momentwn equation

The y-component of the momentum equation in vector notation is

p1Eg -f = 0 (4.2.8)

Expanding the terms gives

+___-(sp11. ) +-__(tpf1!1u%.) +--(EP)

(4.2.9)
0 0

± -J, =0

Equation (4.2.9) is integrated over the control volume shown in Figure 4.5.

The process of discretizing the terms of equation (4.2.9) is almost identical to that

of the x-rnomentum equation (4.2.6). The complete discretization can be found in

Appendix B. The coefficients for the y-momentum are shown in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.5 Control volume for the discretized y-momentum equation.



Table 4.2 Coefficients for the discretized equation for y-momentum

= + aiç + + 1rB11 B
+ +

ps1,L\vAyL\7
a, =a. +a1. +a 1+a 1-+a +a +

Center + (psu, p iç)AyAz + )AxAz

+ (p1 su
,

P/ShUn,)Ay

West a = p, s,u,, Ay + p, [e

East a

South
[ Athz

= flAxAz+/tL2s.

North p O,s,,,ç + it,,

Back a
v,B /,

s,,u,
fi

iAy + //,,

Front = p1O,-1ii1AAy+jt1

P t\JCAVAZp

At )L
+

)

Independent + (u,,,,. ve) (iç,,nr
)

+ s (u1,, ii
)

(uh,.
)]

+ epg,AxAyAz + F.
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4.2.4 Diseretization o/tlie z-momentuin equation

The z-component of the momentum equation in vector notation is

1(piEu)+V(p,Eii:u)+(eP)+[VETI: p1sg -J =0 (4.2.10)

Expanding the terms gives

--cp1ii +--(Ep1u ii
) +_-i-(t.p,u U% )+-_(,i ii )+_-i--(sP)

ci ox cv oz öz
(4.2.11)

+--(z)+-_()+±-(sr )-pg -/ =0

Equation (4.2.11) is integrated over the control volume shown in Figure 4.6

The complete discretization can be found in Appendix B. The coefficients for the

z-momentum are shown in Table 4.3.
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Figure 4.6 Control volume for the discretized z-momentum equation.
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Table 4.3 Coefficients for the cliscretized equation for z-momentum
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4.2.5 Pressure corrector method

During the solution of the momentum equations an initial (best guess)

pressure field was used in the first iteration. As a result the velocities calculated

from the momentum equations satisfy momentum but not necessarily continuity.

In this case the resulting calculated pressure field may differ from the true pressure

field.

To solve this discrepancy, the pressure correction equation modifies the

current pressure field so that the resulting velocities move closer to satisfying mass

conservation. It is important to note that at each step in this iterative process the

momentum equations are satisfied as the solution marches toward the true pressure

field value and the accompanying solution to continuity.

The difference between the guessed pressure field P* and the true pressure

field P is defined as the pressure correction.'

PP_P* (4.2.12)

The velocities are also corrected in the same manner as the pressure, and

are defined as

iii = (4.2.13)

11'l = liv (4.2.14)

ii1 U U (4.2.15)

where the u values arc the respective velocity corrections.



The velocity field generated by the solution of the momentum equations is

now treated as the guessed velocity.

Applying this methodology to a momentum balance, for example the y-

momentum balance shown in Figure 4.7, the balance can be written using cell

coefficients as

auY+Afl(PPPN)+/3
neighbor

cells

0 ----------

ux.

Figure 4.7 Sample momentum balance for pressure correction.

(4.2.16)

It should be noted that the notation has been changed from u to to

reflect the fact that the balance is now being conducted on a non-staggered



computational cell. If the initial guess of pressure field were correct then equation

(4.2.16) would be true. Because the initial guess is almost certainty incorrect the

velocities arc approximate, shown as

= + ii,, (p -.p)+,u (4.2.17)
neighbor

cells

We then subtract equation (4.2.17) from equation (4.2.16), giving

= au' + A,, ( P, P ) (4.2. 8)
neighbor

cells

The term au. represents a difficulty in the calculation of the pressure
neighbor

cells

correction equation. Therefore the contribution from the neighboring cells is

omitted, leading to the description "Semi Implicit." The removal of this term

causes no difficulties because the pressure colTection equation is only a means for

satisfying continuity the converged solution is not affected by the omission of this

term. For a full analysis of the pressure correction method, and the logic behind

removing the neighboring cell term, see Patankar 1241. Equation (4.2.18) is now

simplified to

11i.,, =-(' -/.)
a,,

(4.2.19)

The geometrical portion of equation (4.2.19) can be consolidated by

defining A We can now write the velocity correction as
a,
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= 2 (PJ and the corrected velocities for each coordinate as

u =u+2(PP,) (4.2.20)

= +
, (

p.) (4.2.21)

=u +2, (i Pp) (4.2.22)

The pressure correction P is now determined by integrating the mass

conservation equation of the control volume shown in Figure 4.8.

/ +V.(sp,u)=0 (4.2.23)

J

aSP1
dV +f V .(sp, u1V = 0 (4.2.24)

The integrals over the control volume in equation (4.2.24) are replaced

with the appropriate integrals over the faces of the control volume for the

corresponding component of velocity.

J sp1dV + j _J + J (sp1iç

-J(sp,uJdS +J (sp,iiIS, _J,(sp,uis,, =0
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Figure 4.8 Control volume for the pressure correction discretization.



with the discretized form given by

ppEp ppsp ,+itpu,-spu jAvAz
At (4.2.26)

+ (sp,1u,,
)

+ (, p1 u El,Pbll,, = 0

The equations for corrected velocity (4.2.20) through (4.2.22) are now

substituted into the discretized equation for mass conservation, equation (4.2.26).

Terms are collected and cast into the familiar form

aP = + + + + aBPB + a1P. +fl (4.2.27)

The specific coefficients for the terms in equation (4.2.27) are given in

Table 4.4. The system of linear equations is solved by SOR in the same manner as

with the momentum equations. The calculated correction term is added to the

pressure and used to correct the fluid velocities.

The boundary conditions used for calculating the pressure correction arc:

The inlet velocity is known, and the correction term is set to zero at the

inlet cells

. The velocities at the walls are known. Coefficients for all ghost cells at the

bed walls are set to zero.

. The pressure at the outlet is known (prescribed by user). No pressure

correction is necessary at these cells.
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Table 4.4 Coefficients for the discretized pressure correction equation

cia. =i;. +ii. +c,VP. +a)T +aE/-1. +/]

Center a = a + a1. + aç + a + a8 + ii

West a, = s2AvAz

East a1, = AAvAz

South ci =

North a = s,,2,,AxAz

Back a8 =

Front u1I = 1_f2
f
AXL\v

Independent
= E a

At

E,,11
, )

(E1U:j /11:/ ) i4v
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4.2.6 Discretization of the energy conservation equation

The conservation of energy equation for the fluid is

£(ep,c1T)+ V .(p1cu)- k,.V2T + S = 0 (4.2.28)

expanding the terms of the energy equation gives

8T (8Tu. 8Tu

+ v 6z
(4.2.29)

_18 2Tk

(\ (V Cz

The procedure for discretizing the energy equation is similar to that for the

pressure correction equation because the temperature of the fluid is a cell-centered

property and does not require using the staggered grid. The control volume for the

energy equation is shown in Figure 4.9, and the resulting coefficients are given in

Table 4.5.
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Table 4.5 Coefficients for the discretized energy equation

a1,T = al7. + + + aVT\. + CIBTB + aJ7. +

Center ap =
Ep

a + a + a + a + a + a1 +

West
k,cAy A(P)+ Ay

East aF
kc,.Ay A(P,)+ 0,pciij

South a
k c AxAz AxAz

A(I/.)
+ 2

North a =
k c AxAz AxAz

A ) + '

112

Back a khcbAxAy
A(P1,)+ I0,PhCI,1LI]

Front ap =
kc1AxAy AxAyA(Ij)+

2

Independent

The function A(l1) relates the relative strength of the neighboring

coefficients to the Peclet number calculated at the interface, and has the value

A ([r, ) = 0, (1 0.1
)



The upwind method may be used for the advection terms in the energy

equation, hut there are other options. Since heat transfer calculation within the

fluidized bed has a different time constant than that of momentum calculation, it is

usually unnecessary to complete a large number of iterations to achieve

convergence. Because of this reduced computational overhead other numerical

treatments of the advection terms may be considered. In this case the power-law

method 1241 will be used.

The boundary conditions used for calculating the fluid temperature are:

. The initial temperature profile of the fluid is known

Inlet temperature of the fluid is known

. The thermal characteristics of the walls are known (Adiabatic, Constant

Temperature, or Speci fled Flux)

4.2. 7 Discretization of the mass conservation equation

The equation for conservation of mass for chemical species i is given by

equation (4.2.30).

+ V. (uC1) D1V2C,. R (4.2.30)

Expanding the terms in differential form gives

9e:C, öC,ii _D,[L+ =0 (4.2.31)
oz av oy oz
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The process for discretizing the mass equation is the same as that used for

the energy equation. The power-law method is once again used to generate the

coefficients for neighboring cells. The control volume for mass transfer is shown

in Figure 4.10 while the corresponding coefficients are summarized in Table 4.6.

The boundary conditions used for calculating the fluid composition are:

The initial concentration profile of the fluid is known

. Inlet concentration of the fluid is known

. All chemical reaction rates (wall, particle, fluid) are known
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Figure 4.10 Control volume for the chemical species conservation equation
discretization.
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Table 4.6 Coefficients for the discretized mass transfer equation

a1,C1, =aC1. +a,CjF+acCjs. +aC +aC18+a,C1
,.

Center (i = a + a1, + a + a\ + aR + a1, +

At

West D4vAz
A(IP, I)+

2

East a1 =
DAyAz

A (Is. 1) +
AyAz

1{o,u,
2

South a5 =
D AxAz

A(1P, )+
AxAz

0,uvj
Ay 2

North
DAxAz

A I) +
AxAz

I[0, 0Ay 2

Back =
D1AxAy

A(/.h)+
AxAy

Az 2

Front
D1AxAy

= A(PI I 0,u1
Az 2

Independent fiT
s1,CAxAyAzf

= + R
At

It ,

The function A(IP) relates the relative strength of the neighboring

coefficients to the Peclet number calculated at the interface, and has the value

r ) fi
"(VI) = o,(i o.1IJ
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4.3 Simulation of Particles

4.3. 1 Tune step considerations

Selection of an appropriate time step is always an important consideration

in numerical modeling. Due to the nature of the CFD-DPM approach this is

especially true. Particle collision dynamics are the determining factor of the time

step size and generally require a step size on the order of 1 06 seconds. In

comparison a time step of l0 seconds would be more than adequate for a CFD

model without particles. Generally we erred on the safe side by conservatively

choosing time steps for the simulations.

It has been suggested that at least 10 time steps should be used to capture a

collision between particles accurately. Although the magnitude of the interaction

will determine the time the particles are in contact a general relation has been

suggested 135j as

r
Lt (4.3.1)

which is based on the natural oscillation period of a spring-mass element.

It is important to realize that factors that couple fluid and particles in this

type of simulation have different responses to the time step size. The two ways in

which particles interact with fluid flow are the local voidage and drag force.

While the effect of drag force in a single time step is directly proportional to the
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time step size, the effects of changing voidage arc inversely proportional to time

step size. The magnitude of these effects depends directly on the fluid properties,

with liquid systems being more sensitive than gas.

The mixture of discrete and continuous modeling phenomena requires

different time scales. For example, during a collision the particles undergo rapid

changes in velocity and rotation in only a few time steps, while the fluid is largely

oblivious to the entire event. On the other hand a particle crossing a fluid cell

boundary may see no difference between the two cells, while the fluid may see a

dramatic and almost instantaneous change in local voidage as the particle center

crosses the fluid cell interface. The implications of these effects are discussed

further in Section 4.4 of this chapter.

4.3.2 Particle motion

During every particle time step the forces acting on each particle are

evaluated. The acceleration is calculated from the sum of forces as a
mnp

Particle velocities are obtained by integrating the acceleration. The method of

integration is selectable by the uscr currently the available options include using a

Forward Euler or a second-order Adams-Bashforth method.

The forward Euler method (4.3.2) has a larger region of absolute stability

than the Adams-Bashforth method and is also computationally faster.



v1 =vt+a'At

hO

(4.3.2)

The second-order Adams-Bashforth method (4.3.3) provides the option of

using a multi-step method, if this is preferred. Although the Adams-Bashforth

method's region of absolute stability is smaller than that of the forward Euler

method it has been sufficient for all simulations conducted to date. The first step

of the Adarns-Bashforth method is calculated using forward Euler.

v' =v'+!(3a'_a' t)At (4.3.3)

After calculating the velocities a final integration gives the new position of

the particles. The method used for integrating velocity is chosen by the program to

match the method used for integration of acceleration.

For calculating the rotational velocity of the particles a similar integration

of the angular acceleration a = is performed. The simulation does not track the

specific angular orientation of the particles because they are assumed to be

uniform; therefore there is no need for further integration of the angular velocity.

are:

.

The initial conditions for particle position, velocity, and angular velocity

x,(0),v1(0), z(0) =given

V1 (0) 0



4.3.3 Particle heat transJer

Although the simulation of heat transfer in fluidized beds was not a major

focus in this work, it was deemed important that the ability to model such systems

be incorporated into the software model.

The temperature of the particle is determined by integrating

d(in .0 i)
dt

'

= + + (4.3.4)

using the forward Euler method, giving the relation

= T' + (4.3.5)
/1!

'.i

The total energy transported between fluid and particles is then summed for each

cell, and applied to the fluid in the fonn of the source term.

4.3.4 Chemical reaction and mass trans/'r

In addition to heat transfer, the ability to model chemical reaction or other

mass transfer in a fluidized bed system is possible using Particle X. Because of

the wide variety of possible chemical reactions, a generic interface for chemical

reactions was written, allowing the end user to define the particulars of the

reactions being modeled.
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The process for resolving chemical reaction and other mass transfer

between fluid and particles is as follows.

1. The concentration of all chemical species at the surface of the

particle is taken from the previous time step.

2. For catalytic particles the reaction at the surface is calculated

3. For consumable particles (either reactive or soluble) reaction or

dissolution is calculated

4. Energy generation due to reaction is applied to the particles

5. The source/sink term for the fluid is determined by summing all the

reactions for particles in each fluid cell

6. If necessary the particle volume, mass, inertial moment, etc is

updated.

The forward Euler method is used for calculating the extent of reaction

over one time step based on the particular reaction scheme being modeled.

4.4 Simulation Enhancements

One drawback of CFD-DPM approach is the sensitivity of the fluid flow

calculations with respect to the voidage. As mentioned in Section 4.3.1, on time

step selection, there are difficulties associated with the combination of discrete

particles and a finite volume approximation of a continuous fluid.
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Liquid-solid systems arc especially susceptible to instability in the fluid

flow calculations when the void fraction in any fluid cell changes rapidly due to

the larger density and incompressibility. This instability occurs when fluid cells

at-c on the order of the size of the particles, and the motion of a single particle

between fluid cells can cause a significant change in voidage. In the traditional

CFD-DPM approach the voidage contribution from each particle is assigned to the

cell in which the particle's center resides.

Moreover the nature of this voidage change (one cell's voidage increasing,

while the other cell's voidage decreases) tends to cause a large artificial pressure

gradient to form between the two cells. Although this pressure gradient is resolved

by the pressure correction method within a few iterations, the velocity of other

particles in the cells can be affected in the interim. After the instability has been

smoothed by the pressure corrector and the cells are well behaved once again, the

particles are still moving with a velocity derived from the event. This essentially

cari-ies the artificial event into the surrounding cells, which may lead to unrealistic

behavior.

The obvious solution to the problem is to make the fluid cells much larger

than the particles, thus making the voidage contribution of any one particle very

small and reducing the swing in voidage when a particle enters or leaves a cell.

This was the first approach used with the CFD-DPM to alleviate instabilities

related to fluid-particle interaction. Typical fluid cell sizes allowed 20-30 particles



per cell in a 2-D simulation and often more than 100 particles per cell for 3-D

cases.
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The difficulty with using large fluid cells is that while instability related to

voidage in the cell is reduced, the accuracy with which other phenomena in the

fluid can be captured is also i-educed. Because there are fewer fluid cells it is

much more difficult to accurately represent any flow field within the system. An

analogy would be trying to describe the parabolic flow profile within a pipe using

only 3 or 4 discrete points. In gas-solid systems the coarse fluid mesh also effects

the formation of bubbles. From the fluid's perspective the growth of a bubble in

the simulation happens in discrete sections, with each change in volume equal to

that of a fluid cell. The coarse grid prevents bubbles from forming or moving in a

realistic manner. In the current work two novel methods have been employed to

solve these problems.

4.4. 1 Equal volume vodage approximation

The first method discards the idea that the voidage contribution from a

particle is tied to the position of its center. As a particle moves between fluid cells

the voidage contribution should be divided between each cell, proportional to the

volume of the particle that resides in each cell. For a 2-D simulation this is fairly

clear-cut a particle can be divided between 2 or 4 cells and the area can be found

by dissecting the circle into the appropriate number of pieces. The mathematics
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are straightforward, and do not require a significant amount of computational

overhead.

For the 3-dimensional case the solution is not as straightforward. The

particle may be divided between 2, 4, or 8 cells, and in this case the volume is

calculated, not area in each section. This requires the solution of several integrals,

which are dependant on the nature of the particle's division. The computational

overhead for this is quite large, involving trigonometric functions, making it an

unattractive method.

One solution to this problem is to represent the particles as cubes for the

purpose of voidage calculations. A particle crossing the boundary between cells is

replaced by a cube having an equivalent volume. The cubic representation allows

for very simple mathematical operations to deterniine the fraction of a particle's

volume in each cell no matter how it is divided. It should be noted that the

effective radius' of a cube is smaller than that of a sphere with identical volume.

The effect of this reduced radius is that the particle is not seen to be divided by

multiple cells until a small portion has already crossed the cell boundary.

However, once the dissection of the particle is detected the transition of cell

voidage is linear as the particle moves across the boundary. Although there is a

small time lag before a particle crossing a boundaiy changes the voidage of the

fluid cells involved, that change is made smoothly, reducing any instabilities

associated with voidage changes. The practical application of this method is that

fluid cells with only 50-60 particles (3-dimensional case) are now well behaved.
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A graphical illustration of the cubic volume approximation is shown in Figure

4.11.

HLHW
c = low = high

Representation of voidage tracking using particle center.

TITLF'
LH

=low Erhigh

Representation of voidage tracking using equivalent cubic volume.

Figure 4.11 Cubic volume approximation. Illustration of the difference
between fluid voidage calculation based on particle centers or a cubic
equivalent volume method where the voidage due to the particle is divided
based on the relative amount of the particle in each cell.
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4.4.2 Decoupled fluid-void mesh and voidage interpolation

The cubic equivalent volume voidage approximation does much to reduce

the sensitivity of the simulation to the dynamic changes in voidage associated with

a particle moving between cells. However, there is another reason why fluid cells

are generally chosen to be much larger than particles. The reason is that as fluid

cells shrink to the order of the particle diameter the resulting values of voidage

tend to polarize between extremes. This causes the calculated fluid velocities to be

unrealistically high in some cases, and very low in others.

To solve this problem the fluid flow and voidage cell meshes are

decoupled. The voidage is calculated based on a mesh that is an integer multiple

(or interpolation factor) of fluid flow cells. If the integer is 1, both meshes are the

same size, for an interpolation factor of 2, the ratio of voidage to fluid cell volume

is 9:1, and for an interpolation factor of 3 the ratio is 27:1. The method used for

interpolation is a simple tn-linear scheme. A simple example of a 2x interpolation

is given in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12 Sample of voidage interpolation method. (1) An arrangement of
particles in a fluidized bed. (2) The fluid voidage. Note that the grid size is
approximately two particle diameters. (3) To increase the resolution of the fluid
flow calculations, the number of cells is doubled. The result is that the voidage
becomes polar as the cell size approaches that of the particle. (4) By using a 2x
voidage interpolation the fluid cells are kept the same size while the voidage
cell is returned to the original size (top right). The result is a smooth voidage
map with the benefit of increased fluid flow cell resolution
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4.4.3 Grid based particle detection method.

The search for particle-particle collisions is the most computationally

demanding portion of simulation for almost all systems. While the fluid flow

equations require the construction of multiple sets of linear equations and iterative

solution at each time step, the reality is that the simple comparison between

particle-particle positions will take the majority of simulation time. A simple

illustration can be macic by considering the number of comparisons done at each

time step. Using the most basic method in which each particle is compared to

every other particle in the system the number of comparisons can be determined as

3iV(N,_1)
# of comparisons "

2
(4.4.1)

As can be seen from equation (4.4. 1) the number of comparisons roughly

scales with the number of particles squared. With modern desktop computers a

simple simulation of only 10,000 particles can take days to generate a few seconds

of simulation using this approach.

While this basic method is adequate for simulating small systems with the

AZTECA software, the move to 3-dimensions necessarily introduces more

particles into the simulation of equivalently systems. A faster method for

determining particle collisions had to be found.

The solution is the development of a grid based detection method. In this

scenario the volume of the system is divided into many small grid cells which the
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particles are sot-ted into. This requires a single pass sort, which adds a small

amount of computational overhead. The program then steps through each grid cell

and performs two comparisons. In the first comparison, particles in the grid cell

are compared against others in the same cell to determine of a collision occuis.

This is essentially the basic method conducted on such a small volume that the

square dependence on particle number is insignificant. The second comparison is

between the particles in the current grid cell and those in neighboring grid cells.

Each grid cell has 26 neighboring cells that must be checked for particles

that may be crossing the cell interface, and therefore colliding. By taking

advantage of the concept of ghost cells it is possible to structure this search in such

a vvay that only 13 cells need be checked and no special code is needed for cells

near walls. Figure 4.1 3 illustrates how the search is conducted between grid cells.
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Figure 4.13 Illustration of the grid based detection scheme. (1) The x-z grid
is shown. The arrows indicate interaction detection between cells. Only
particles in cells connected by arrows will be compared against each other for
interactions. (2) Grid detection is now shown for multiple cells. The important
point is that although any particular cell has 8 neighboring cells on the same x-z
plane, only 4 of these cells are be checked for interaction. Note that the cell
colored red shows that eventually all neighboring cells are evaluated. (3) The 9
cells above the current cell are checked for interactions.
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To compare the grid search method against the simple method a general

equation can be derived for the number of interaction calculated. Assuming a

system in which the particles are packed as tightly as possible, the worst case

scenario, and representing the number of particles in each grid cell as

Particles per grid (PPG) = 1' (4.4.2)
# of grids

For particles within the initial grid the number of comparisons required is

PPG(PPG I)

2
which must be repeated for each grid in the system, giving a total

rPPG(PPGl)1 r(PPG-1)1number of comparisons:
L

j.(# grids) n
[ ].

Now

the comparisons that must be made between particles in neighboring grids must be

considered. Thirteen neighboring cells must be checked, making the total number

of comparisons n1, [13(PPG)]. The total numbei- of comparisons can now be

written based on the number of particle in the system and the size of the grid (how

many particle a grid cell holds).

# of comparisons = ii,, [1 3.SPPG 0.5] (4.4.3)

Using equation (4.4.3) the number of comparisons for various particle counts and

grid sizes can be compared against the basic method, this is shown in Table 4.7.
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Table 4.7 Number of particle comparisons by method

Method 1k particles 10k particle 100k particle 1 M particles

Basic force 499,500 49,995,000 4,999,950,000 499,999,500,000

Grid Search

PPG =4

53,500 535,000 5,350,000 53,500,000

Grid Search

PPG=8

107,500 1,075,000 10,750,000 107,500,000

Grid Search

PPG = 20

269,500 2,695,000 26,950,000 269,500,000

In addition to particle collisions the calculation of other phenomena

depends on knowing the spatial relationships between particles. One such

example is the inter-particle magnetic force. In this case the range of interaction is

on the order of three particle diameters. To determine which pairs of particles

interact it would be necessary to perform another particle-particle interaction

check with a new set of distance comparison criteria. The grid based detection

method once again comes to the rescue.

By enlarging the grid used for detection, to encompass the longest range

particle-particle interaction being considered, all pairs of particles that interact in

any way during a time step can be located in one step. A list of particle ID

numbers and the corresponding distance between them is generated by the grid

search method. This list is then sorted by distance between particles and stored in
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a pair table. The various particle-particle interactions can now be calculated, in the

order of longest range to shortest range. After each interaction is calculated the

table of particle pairs is truncated to remove all entries that are no longer needed

(i.e. the distance between particles is too large for the remaining interaction terms

to be relevant). By using this approach there is no redundant comparison between

particle locations and the routines that calculate particle interactions are provided

with a list containing only the particles for which the interaction applies.

Although using larger grids with the search routine lowers its efficiency,

the savings realized by avoiding multiple comparisons more than compensates for

this minor loss of efficiency.
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CHAPTER 5

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In accordance with the second goal of this thesis, experiments were

conducted to capture several aspects of the fluidization process: bulk bed

properties, fluid dynamics, fluid-particle interactions, and particle-particle

interactions. Non-traditional forces were also studied in the form of gradient

magnetic fields and the resulting external and inter-particle magnetic forces.

5.1 Bed Expansion Measurements

The measurement of bed expansion provides general information about the

bulk properties of the fluidized bed. Three types of experiment were conducted

based on the expanded state of fluidized beds: steady state bed expansion, dynamic

bed compression, and dynamic bed expansion.

5. 1. 1 Steady state bed expansion

All media used for liquid-solid fluidization was fluidized at various

superficial velocities and the degree of bed expansion recorded. The bed height

vs. superficial velocity measurements were made using various liquid-solid
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fluidization columns (1.27 cm, 2.54 cm, and 5.OScrn deep) and different amounts

of media. Bed height was normalized to allow for comparison between cases. An

example of normalized bed height vs. superficial velocity is shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1 Normalized bed height vs. superficial fluid velocity.

A summary of all non-magnetic liquid-solid fluidization media is presented

in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2 Non-ferrite particle fractional bed expansion data.

Fractional bed height data for all of the magnetically susceptible media

used in this work is presented in. Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3 Ferrite particle fractional bed expansion data.

5. 1.2 Dynamic bed compression

Expansion and compression of the fluidized bed, caused by rapid change in

superficial velocity, can provide infoimation about the interaction of fluid and

particles.

The transient response of a fluidized bed to a step reduction in fluid

velocity can be described as the formation of two zones within the bed: a zone
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with an unchanged porosity and a zone with lower porosity. The instant the fluid

velocity decreases a zone of lower porosity forms at distributor plate. This bottom

zone grows and the interface between it and the zone of original porosity moves

upwards through the bed with time. While the interface moves upwards through

the bed, the surface of the bed recedes, due to a steadily decreasing average void

fraction. When the rising interface meets the falling bed surface, the new stable

bed height is reached. A graphical representation of this phenomenon is shown in

Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4 Transient response of a homogeneously fluidized bed to decreased
inlet velocity.
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A simple relationship between the bed surface velocity and the change in

superhcial velocity is described by Gibilaro ii and given by

dLB
= i (5.1.1)

The relationship given by equation (5.1.1) can be rearranged as

L
/j,/ LBi,,tia/

(5.1 .2)
u.

to give the time required for the bed to re-stabilize at its new state.

Dynamic bed compression experiments were carried out inside the 1" deep

liquid fluidization column. Four hundred ml of Particle #20050701 (density of 1.3

g/ml and average diameter of 2.5 mm) was used as the fluidization media

throughout all dynamic compression experiments. The fluid flow rates for each

experiment are listed in Table 5.1. The procedure for data collection is described

in Section 3.6.1.

Table 5.1 Dynamic bed compression experimental parameters.

Experiment Initial superficial Final superficial
Designation Velocity [rn/si Velocity [rn/si

Cl 0.043 0.034
C2 0.046 0.029
C3 0.045 0.024
C4 0.043 0.00
CS 0.043 0.026
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Figure 5.5 shows a representative sample of the data collected for dynamic

bed compression experiments. A combined plot of all experimental data is shown

in Figure 5.6
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Figure 5.5 Dynamic bed compression. Sample of dynamic compression data
exhibiting linear change in bed height with time.
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Figure 5.6 Summary of bed compression experiments.

Using the VirtualDub software, as outlined in Chapter 3, provides a means

to calculate the bed velocity from video footage of the experiment. The bed

surface velocity can be compared with the theoretical prediction from equation

(5.1.1). The ratio of experimentally measured surface velocity to that predicted

from theory should give a value of 1.0 for perfect agreement. Furthermore,

because the bed compression process is stable throughout the transition between

velocities, this ratio should be constant during the process. Figure 5.7 shows the

ratio of experimental to theoretical bed surface velocity plotted against the non-

dimensionalized change in bed height.
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Figure 5.7 Ratio of measured bed surface velocity to theoretical bed surface
velocity.

In general, the experimental results for dynamic bed compression show

good agreement with theory. Towards the end of the transition between velocities

there is slight deviation from theoretical prediction. This discrepancy may be

caused by the difficulty in measurement at the point when the bed is near its new

equilibrium position. Random fluctuations in bed surface make the calculated

surface velocity at equilibrium unreliable.

5. 1.3 Dynamic bed expansion
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The response of a fluidized bed to an increase in velocity is dramatically

different than that of a bed with decreasing velocity. The difference in behavior is

caused by the way in which the regions of differing voidage form. For both cases

the area at the distributor plate assumes a void fraction that will be in equilibrium

with the new conditions while the surface of the bed maintains the old voidage.

In the case of bed compression, the new voidage at the distributor is lower

than the original. The particles in the higher voidage area settle gently and the bed

is stable throughout the transition. A graphical representation of the expansion

process is shown in Figure 5.8.

height
L11

U. >)-,

Bed

Figure 5.8 Transient response of a homogeneously fluidized bed to increased
inlet velocity.
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For a dynamic expansion, the new voidage at the distributor is greater than

that in the bed above. At some point during the transition instabilities develop.

Because the upper region has a lower void fraction and higher effective density

than the expanding area of the bed below, it will fal1' though the advancing

interface. A useful analogy is that of two fluids of different densities, the denser

carefully layered on top of the less dense fluid. The system is unstable and any

perturbation will result in the inversion of the fluid layers.

The result of this instability is the formation of a channel where the fluid

rushes through, bypassing the sinking denser portion. As time goes on the bed

stabilizes and a new bed height is achieved. The time it takes to form a new stable

bed height is significantly longer in this process than that predicted by equation

(5.1.2).

An example of the formation of instabilities during bed expansion is shown

in Figure 5.9. The arrows in the image indicate the area where the fluid forms a

channel and rushes past the dense portion of the bed. Notice the motion blur

present in the channel area.
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Figure 5.9 Instability during bed expansion. The expansion process is shown
with time increasing left to right, top to bottom. Note the formation of high-
velocity channels through the bed (indicated by red arrows) shortly after
expansion begins.
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Sample data from a typical bed expansion experiment is given in Figure

5.10, and a complete list of experimental conditions for all expansion experiments

is provided in Table 5.2
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Figure 5.10 Dynamic bed expansion. Sample of dynamic expansion data
showing change in bed height with time and exhibiting exponential behavior.

Table 5.2 Dynamic bed expansion experimental parameters

Experiment Initial superficial Final superficial
Designation Velocity [m/s] Velocity {m/s]

El 0.026 0.045
E2 0.028 0.042
E3 0.024 0.045
E4 0.031 0.045
E5 0.035 0.045
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A summary of all data from dynamic bed expansion experiments is shown in

Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11 Summary of bed expansion experiments.

10 12 14

The bed surface velocity was calculated using still frames taken from video

footage. The ratio of experimentally measured surface velocity to the change in

superficial velocity for all experiments is presented in Figure 5.12. The first

portion of the expansion process agrees well with the theoretical prediction of

equation (5. 1 .2). Roughly midway through the expansion process the bed surface

velocity begins to drop off in an exponential manner as discussed by Gibilaro
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Figure 5.12 Ratio of measured bed surface velocity to change in superficial
velocity.

5.2 Mixing and Segregation

Mixing and segregation experiments were conducted to determine the

effect of differing size, density, and magnetic properties on the mixing patterns of

binary liquid-solid fluidized beds. The protocol for these experiments can be

found in Section 3.6.2.

The data for the mixing and segregation experiments is collected in the

form of digital images and analyzed using the SPOT image analysis software as

outlined in Chapter 3. It is important to recognize that when a picture is taken of
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the bed, the image of the particles is essentially projected on to a two-dimensional

plane. The result is that when image analysis is performed the fraction of each

particle type reported is based on the relative cross-sectional area and not on the

volume or number fractions.

To correct the reported particle concentrations, the cross-sectional area

based particle fractions must be transformed into either volume or number based

fractions. To make the comparisons with simulations easier the number fraction

will be used for all mixing and segregation experiments.

The total surface area of particle type i can be related to its radius and the

number of particles.

Si = rr2n (5.2.1)

The total cross sectional al-ca of all particles is

S,, =S+S,. (5.2.2)

The surface-area fractions, as reported by SPOT image analysis, are

S. (5.2.3)
h( i

+

Rearranging the from of equation (5.2.1) for n and substituting into equation

(5.2.3) gives

Si

-

+
g1_ 7z-r/_

(5.2.4)
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Replacing the specific surface area in equation (5.2.4) with the fractional surface

area and canceling terms gives the final relation for number fraction as a function

of surface area fraction and particle radius.

Srri
flIflt S%j S%j S%/

(5.2.5)

S,i;2 r2
+

,.2

For particles of identical size the number and cross sectional area fractions

are identical. However, for particles with even slightly different radii the

difference between area and number based fractions can be significant. Figure

5.13 gives an example of a concentration profile from a mixing-segregation

experiment with the particle fraction given by both the cross-sectional area and

number fractions. In this example the difference in particle radius is roughly 5%.
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Figure 5.13 Comparison between surface area fraction and number fraction.

Mixing and segregation experiments were conducted with three classes of

particle mixtures: different size, different size and density, and different size,

density, and magnetic properties. For each binary-solid liquid fluidized bed

configuration studied the bed composition for a variety of superficial fluid

velocities was measured. The following sections present a summary of these

experiments. Complete experimental data can be found in Appendix E.

5.2.2 Same density different size
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A sample image of Experiment #07202005 is shown in Figure 5.14, and

the experimental parameters are provided in Table 5.3.

Figure 5.14 Sample image from experiment #07202005. Superficial
velocity = 0.0 194 mIs.

Table 5.3 Experiment #07202005 parameters

Particle Color Screen Mean Densit Magnetic
ID # Size Range Diameter [kg I m] Susceptibility

(pm] 1pm]
20050719 light 1651 2300 1096 0.0

green 2000
20050707B purple 2362 1900 1094 0.0

2800
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A summary of experimental data, converted from an area-based fraction to

a number fl-action, is given in Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15 Summary of data from experiment I07202005. All data taken at a
superficial fluid velocity of 0.0194 m/s.

A sample image of experiment p07262005 is shown in Figure 5.16, with

the experimental parameters given in Table 5.4.
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Figure 5.16 Sample image from experiment #07262005. Superficial
velocity = 0.0226 m/s.

Table 5.4 Experiment #07262005 parameters

Particle Color Screen Mean Densit Magnetic
ID # Size Range Diameter 1kg / m I Susceptibility

[pm] [pm]
20050721B orange 1651 1870 1160 0.0

2000
20050629A yellow 1651 2210 1160 0.0

2400
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A summary of experimental data, converted from area-based fraction to

number fraction, is given in Figure 5.17.
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Figure 5.17 Summary of data from experiment #07262005. All data taken at a
superficial fluid velocity of 0.0226 m/s.

5.2.2 Dijj'rent size and density

By varying both particle size and density, a wider range of bed structures is

obtainable. The phenomenon of bed inversion may be observed with such

configurations. Although bed inversion was not observed in this work during the
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study of traditional fluidization, the application of magnetic forces provided

inversion like results.

A sample image of experiment #08192005D is shown in Figure 5.18, while

the experimental parameters are provided in Table 5.5.

Figure 5.18 Sample image from experiment #08192005D. Superficial
velocity = 0.029 1 mIs.

Table 5.5 Experiment #081 92005D parameters

Particle Color Screen Mean Densit' Magnetic
ID # Size Range Diameter [kg / m Susceptibility

Im] [pm]
20050728A black 2000 2300 1114 0.264

2362
20050629A yellow 1651 2210 1160 0.0

2400
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It should be noted that although the black particles in this experiment are

magnetically susceptible, there is no magnet field present. A summary of

experimental data is given in Figure 5.19.
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Figure 5.19 Summary of data from experiment #08 1920USD. All data taken at
a superficial fluid velocity of 0.0291 rn/s.

A sample image of experiment #07262005B is shown in Figure 5.20, with

the experimental parameters provided in Table 5.6.
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Figure 5.20 Sample image from experiment #07262005B. Superficial
velocity = 0.0194 mIs.

Table 5.6 Experiment #07262005B parameters

Particle Color Screen Mean Density Magnetic
ID # Size Range Diameter 1kg I m3J Susceptibility

html I,tml
20050721A orange 1651 1870 1160 0.0

2000
20050707B purple 2362 2410 1094 0.0

2800

A summary of experimental data for #07262005B is given in Figure 5.21.
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Figure 5.21 Summary of data from experiment #07262005B. All data taken at
a superficial fluid velocity of 0.0194 rn/s.

5.2.3 Magnetic influences

The final class of mixing and segregation experiments performed for this

work included an external magnetic field coupled with magnetically susceptible

media. Figure 5.22 shows the magnetic field strength profile throughout the

fluidization column and indicates the area of constant magnetic gradient.
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Figure 5.22 Magnetic field profile. The magnetic field strength as a function
of axial position with the region of constant gradient indicated by the arrow.

A sample image of experiment #0X192005C is shown in Figure 5.23 and

the experimental parameters given in Table 5.7.
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Figure 5.23 Sample image from experiment #08192005C. Superficial
velocity = 0.0323 mIs.

Table 5.7 Experiment #081 92005C parameters

Particle Color Screen Mean Density Magnetic
ID # Size Range Diameter 1kg / m31 Susceptibility

[pml [pm]
20050728A black 2000 2300 1114 0.264

2362
20050629A yellow 1651 2210 1160 0.0

2400

A summary of the experimental data is given in Figure 5.24. The gaps in

the experimental data represent regions of the column obscured by the magnetic

coils.
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Figure 5.24 Summary of data from experiment #08192005C. Al! data taken at
a superficial fluid velocity of 0.0323 rn/s.

The particles used in experiment #08 122005 are the same as in experiment

#08192005D. The inclusion of an external magnetic field and choice of different

superficial velocities are the only differences. Comparing the two experiments

shows that the layers formed by the different particle types have been inverted by

the action of the external magnetic field.

A sample image of experiment #08182005A is shown in Figure 5.25, while

the experimental parameters are provided in Table 5.8.
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Figure 5.25 Sample image from experiment #081 82005A. Superficial
velocity = 0.0323 m/s.

Table 5.8 Experiment #08182005A parameters green magi

Particle Color Screen Mean Densit Magnetic
ID # Size Range Diameter 1kg / m] Susceptibility

[pm] [jimJ
20050727B black 1651 1850 1109 0.264

2000
20050706A green 2000 2280 1060 0.0

2362

A summary of the experimental data is given in Figure 5.26. The gaps in

the experimental data represent regions of the column obscured by the magnetic

coils.
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Figure 5.26 Summary of data from experiment #08 1 82005A. All data taken at
a superficial fluid velocity of 0.0323 rn/s.

A sample image of experiment #08192005C is shown in Figure 5.27 and

the experimental parameters are provided in Table 5.9. Notice the small amount of

magnetic particles 'floating' on the surface of the bed. During several of the

experiments with an external magnetic field, some of the ferrite particles would

float'. This behavior is caused by a lower than expected ferrite concentration

(due to settling of filler during extrusion), resulting in lower density and magnetic

susceptibility. Before the use of gcllan gum, the problem was much more

prevalent.
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Figure 5.27 Sample image from experiment #09012005A. Superficial
velocity 0.029 1 mIs.

Table 5.9 Experiment #09012005A parameters

Particle Color Screen Mean Density Magnetic
ID # Size Range Diameter 1kg / m3] Susceptibility

Im1 Ipimi
20050727A black 1397 1570 1109 0.264

1651
20050721B orange 1651 1900 1160 0.0

2000
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A summary of the experimental data is given in Figure 5.28. The gaps in

the experimental data represent regions of the column obscured by the magnetic

COl Is.
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Figure 5.28 Summary of data from experiment #09012005A. All data taken at
a superficial fluid velocity of 0.0291 m/s.
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5.3 Gas-Solid Fluidized Bed

All gas-solid fluidization experiments were carried out using glass spheres

as fluidization media. These spheres were screened to a size range of 590 to 740

microns and possessed a density of 2700 kilograms per cubic meter.

5.3. / Bubble size measurements

Bubble size in a gas-solid fluidized bed glass spheres was obtained using

high speed digital photography and image analysis as outlined in Section 3.6.3.

An example set of frames from the high speed video capture is shown in Figure

5.29. The image has been divided by red lines to make interpretation easier.
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Figure 5.29 High speed time series of a bubbling fluidized bed. The set of
16 frames is taken as a single image by the digital camera. The image series
progresses in time from left to right, bottom to top. Frames are 1/30th of a
second apart. Superficial gas velocity is 0.342 1 mIs.

Bubble sizes were measured for superficial gas velocities between 0.32 m/s

and 0.43 m/s. Experimental data is provided for each flow rate studied and the
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distribution of measured bubble sizes were plotted. In addition, a Gaussian

distribution curve has been fit to each set of bubble size measurements. A

summary of all experimental data for the first five superficial velocities is

presented in Figures 5.30 though 5.34.
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Figure 5.30 Bubble size measurements at u= 0.32 m/s.
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Figure 5.31 Bubble size measurements at u,= 0.34 m/s.
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Figure 5.32 Bubble size measurements at u= 0.36 rn/s.
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Figure 5.33 Bubble size measurements at u= 0.38 m/s.
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Figure 5.34 Bubble size measurements at u= 0.40 m/s.

At a superficial gas velocity of 0.40 m/s the fluidized bed exhibited a

different behavior from all other cases. The majority of the bubbles formed in the

bed at this flow rate would divide as they moved up the column. Sample image

frames from this experiment are shown in Figure 5.35.
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Figure 5.35 High speed time series of a bubbling fluidized bed. Superficial
gas velocity = 0.40 mIs. At this particular gas flow rate almost all bubbles
were formed as pairs at the distributor plate. This behavior did not occur at
any other flow rate studied in this work.

The final set of experimental measurements at a superficial gas velocity of

0.43 mIs is summarized in Figure 5.36.
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Figure 5.36 Bubble size measurements at u= 0.43 m/s.
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The Gaussian fit of the experimental data is of the form

Y=ae L a)
(5.3.1)

where V is the frequency of measurement, a is the height at the mean, a is the

standard deviation, and ,u, is the mean. Table 5.10 gives the parameters for all

experimental data.
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Table 5.10 Summary of statistical coefficients for bubble size measurements.

u [ni/si a [cmi R2 Normal P
0.32 18.84 2.14 0.76 0.955 0.056
0.34 19.79 3.73 1.01 0.952 0.510
0.36 22.79 4.69 1.09 0.950 0.322
0.38 19.50 5.22 1.32 0.829 0.707
0.40 29.23 5.08 1.25 0.969 0.920
0.43 9.71 5.50 1.69 0.846 0.246

A Summary of mean bubble diameter versus superficial gas velocity is

shown in Figure 5.37. The error bars in the figure represent one standard

deviation, as calculated from cacti set of bubble size data.
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Figure 5.37 Summary of bubble size measurements. The error bars
indicate one standard deviation from the mean bubble diameter at each
superficial gas velocity.
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5.3.2 Bubble rise velocity measurement

The rise velocity of a bubble in a gas-solid fluidized bed can be obtained

by comparing the pressure signal from a pair of transducers axially spaced in the

fluiclization column. A similar procedure was used by Jovanovic 1141 to

characterize bubble phenomena in a magnetically stabilized gas-solid fluidized

bed. The exact procedure for measurements is provided in Section 3.6.3.

A example of the pressure measured by the probes is given in Figure 5.38.

The probe locations are given with respect to the distributor plate. The time value

is relative to the beginning of data collection.
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Figure 5.38 Pressure measurements at u= 0.32 m/s. Probe locations are
with respect to the distributor plate.



Pressure signals are normalized by subtracting the average of each signal as

shown in Figure 5.39. Notice that similar features in each signal arc shifted iii

time. This lag between signals coupled with the probe spacing can be used to

calculate the bubble rise velocity.
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Figure 5.39 Normalized pressure measurements at u= 0.32 ni/s. Probe
locations are with respect to the distributor plate.

The cross-covariance function was performed on pressure trace data to

statistically determine the lag time between events in the fluidized bed. The cross-

covariance for a lag k is defined as

'I k

112(k) (x1, it )(x)Ik p) (5.3.2)
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wherei and jt represent the mean of each signal 121. The cross-covariance

was computed for multiple lag values. The cross-covariance, or un-normalized

cross-correlation, was plotted versus lag time, with the largest value indicating the

most statistically relevant correlation between signals. The cross-correlation

strength as a function of lag time for the case of superficial gas velocity = 0.32 ms/

is shown in Figure 5.40.
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Figure 5.40 Cross-correlation function vs. lag time for u= 0.32 m/s. Point
of maximum positive colTelation indicates time lag between transducer
signals.
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Figure 5.41 shows the normalized pressure signal for a superficial velocity

of 0.36 m/s, while Figure 5.42 provides the corresponding plot of cross-correlation

strength versus lag time.
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Figure 5.41 Normalized pressure measurements at u,= 0.36 rn/s.
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Figure 5.42 Cross-correlation function vs. lag time for u,= 0.36 rn/s. Point
of maximum positive correlation indicates time lag between transducer
signals.

Figure 5.43 shows the normalized pressure signal for a superficial velocity

of 0.40 m/s, while Figure 5.44 provides the corresponding plot of cross-correlation

strength versus lag time.
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Figure 5.43 Normalized pressure measurements at u= 0.40 rn/s. Probe
locations arc with respect to the distributor plate.
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Figure 5.44 Cross-correlation function vs. lag time for u= 0.40 rn/s. Point
of maximum positive correlation indicates time lag between transducer
signals.

A complete list of measured time lag and calculated bubble rise velocity is

given in Table 5.11.

Table 5.11 Summary of signal lag time and bubble rise velocity.

Superficial velocity [mis] Lag time [SI Rise velocity [rn/si
0.32 0.144 0.347
0.34 0.102 0.490

0.36 0.088 0.560
0.38 0.082 0.610

0.40 0.075 0.667

0.43 0.068 0.735
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CHAPTER 6

PARTICLE-X SOFTWARE VALIDATION

6.1 Methodology

To be useful as a tool for scientific investigation, the developed simulation

software must capture all the major phenomena within the fluidization operation.

The validation of Particle-X was carried out in three areas: overall bed properties,

particle level phenomena, and dynamic behavior. The experimental work

conducted, as summarized in Chapter 5, was used as a basis to judge the

performance and accuracy of Particle-X.

The simulation parameters were set as close to experimental conditions as

possible. In some cases the virtual fluidization column in the simulation was made

larger than the experimental counterpart to allow for more fluid cells in an effort to

prevent numerical artifacts.

The number of particles used in each simulation represents an estimate of

the number, in the corresponding real experiment, based on packed bed height.

During analysis normalized bed heights were used in order to compare simulations

to experiments.
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The challenge in validating simulation software that strives to match real

world behavior lies in the variance inherent in real systems. For example, a small

laboratory fluidization experiment may contain 125,000 particles each with a

slightly different size and density. It is impossible to measure the properties of

each particle and feed this information into Particic-X. The best that can be done

is to take a sample set of particles, measure them as accurately as possible, and

construct a population distribution to use in the simulation. For some properties

such as density we simply do not have the equipment available to measure each

particle individually.

The simulations conducted represent the best approximation of the physical

system being modeled. It is therefore difficult to directly compare each simulation

against the corresponding experiment. It is more constructive to look at the

relative behavior of simulation and matching real experiment. It is also important

that the software agree qualitatively with experiments.

6.2 Bed Height, Compression, and Expansion

The comparison between simulations and experiments for bed height and

dynamic behavior serves to validate Particle-X in two areas: bulk bed properties,

and dynamics.

Cruz-Fierro 141 conducted extensive comparisons of bed height and

pressure drop between simulations and experiments for both magnetically
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susceptible arid non-magnetic media. His results showed that for non-magnetic

cases Particic-X simulations predicted bed height with less than 10% error over a

wide range of superficial fluid velocities. After developing a drag force correction

factor for the presence of structured particle 'chains' in magnetically stabilized

fluidized beds, the program also predicted bed heights within 10% for magnetic

beds.

Dynamic bed compression and expansion experiments were simulated

using a column with twice the depth as the experimental apparatus. This was done

to increase the number of fluid cells in the z-direction. It was decided to use

mono-size particles for these simulations to speed up calculations and because the

theory indicated that particle size does not play a role in dynamic bed

compression. A time series taken from the simulation of a dynamic bed

compression is shown in Figure 6.1. A list of simulation parameters for all

dynamic compression simulations is given in Table 6. 1.
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0.0 sec 3.0 sec 4.4 sec 6.4 sec 8.3 sec

Figure 6.1 Time series of dynamic bed compression simulation. At time = 0.0
the superficial velocity is changed from 0.0457 to 0.029 1 {mls].

Table 6.1 Dynamic bed compression simulation parameters.

Experiment Initial superficial Final superficial
Designation Velocity [mis] Velocity [mis]

C2 0.046 0.029
C3, C3-VM 0.045 0.024
C4 0.043 0.00

CS 0.043 0.026

Figure 6.2 shows a sample bed compression comparison between

experiment and simulation for case C5. The general behavior of the simulation

matches the corresponding experiment; however the slope of the data (bed surface

velocity) is lower than expected for the simulation.
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Figure 6.2 Experimental vs. simulated bed compression. At time = 0.0 the
superficial velocity is changed from 0.0457 to 0.0291 [rn/si.

A summary of all simulation data for dynamic bed compression is given in

Figure 6.3. As with the example in Figure 6.2, the general nature of all

simulations agree with the experimental counterparts.
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Figure 6.3 Summary of dynamic bed compression simulations. Changes in
superficial velocity for the simulations correspond to experiments C2 through
C5.

The bed surface velocity from simulated cases is normalized with the

change in superficial velocity and then compared to experimental values.

Simulation values of bed surface velocity agree well with experiments, being

roughly constant with time as predicted from theory. The mean and standard

deviation of simulated normalized bed surface velocity are 0.872 and 0.157,

respectively, as compared to the experimental values of 0.988 and 0.137. Figure

6.4 summarizes experimental and simulated values of the normalized bed surface

velocity.
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Figure 6.4 Ratio of bed measured to theoretical bed surface velocity for
simulation and experiment.

Although there are no developed correlations for deviation of dynamic bed

expansion from theoretical predictions, Gibilaro 1111 proposed that fluidization

column geometry and perhaps tluidization media properties could influence the

nature of the deviation. Gibilaro reports that experiments with narrow fluidized

beds did not develop instabilities and agreed with theory, while beds with

increasing depth showed larger deviation from predicted bed surface velocities.

A time series from the simulation of dynamic bed expansion is shown in

Figure 6.5. The figure illustrates the way in which the expansion proceeds:
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initially, as predicted by theory, then experiencing instabilities causing the average

surface velocity to drop, then finally stabilizing as the new bed height is reached.

0.0 sec 1.8 sec 2.5 sec 3.25 sec 17.1 sec

Figure 6.5 Time series of dynamic bed expansion simulation. At time = 0.0 the
superficial velocity is changed from 0.0256 to 0.0450 [mIs].

The visualization abilities of the Particle-X software can give insight into

how the instabilities form during expansion. Figure 6.6 shows a variety of bed

properties visualized for the frame taken at 2.5 seconds. Fluid velocity and

voidage maps show that the low-void fraction region is sinking, while a fluid

channel with higher void fraction is moving up the center of the column. This is

exactly the behavior identified by Gibilaro 1111, as discussed in Section 5.1.3.
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Fluid voidage

Figure 6.6 Formation of instability during dynamic expansion. (1) At time
=2.5 a small irregularity is forming at the bed surface. (2) The fluid velocity
map reveals that there is a channel of fluid forming in center of the bed. (3)
Coloring particles by their kinetic energy highlights regions of rapid particle
motion. (4) The fluid voidage map illustrates the difference in void fraction
between the channel area and the rest of the bed.

A comparison between experiments in simulation of dynamic bed

expansion is shown in Figure 6.7. Unlike the case of compression there is very

poor agreement between simulation and experiment. Only at the very beginning of

the expansion process do the two data sets agree. It is possible that using a virtual

fluidization column with twice the depth of the experimental column resulted in

the poor agreement due to the relationship between deeper columns and larger

instabilities. This might also explain the observation of lower than expected bed

surface velocity.
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Figure 6.7 Experimental vs. simulated bed expansion. At time = 0.0 the
superficial velocity is changed from 0.0256 to 0.0450 [m/s].

Table 6.2 summarizes the simulation parameters for all dynamic bed

expansion simulations conducted along with the corresponding experimental cases.

Table 6.2 Dynamic bed expansion simulation parameters.

Experiment Initial superficial Final superficial
Designation Velocity [mis] Velocity [mis]

El 0.026 0.045
E2 0.028 0.042
E3, E3-VM 0.024 0.045
E4 0.031 0.045
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Data from all dynamic bed expansion simulations is summarized in Figure

6.8. The 'wavy' bed height versus time is caused by the formation of bed surface

instabilities. This 'wavy' surface behavior was less prominent during the physical

experiments. Again this could be the result of the larger virtual fluidization

column or it could be a failure of the simulation to capture some element of the

bed dynamics.
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Figure 6.8 Summary of dynamic bed expansion simulations. Parameters
correspond to experiments El through E4.

Figure 6.9 illustrates the discrepancies between normalized bed surface

velocities from simulation and experiment. While the experimental data shows a

trend, the simulation data is scattered. As with the compression experiments the

simulated bed surface velocities arc generally lower than their experimental

counterparts.
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Figure 6.9 Ratio of simulated bed surface velocity to theoretical bed surface
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6.3 Mixing and Segregation

Mixing and segregation experiments wet-c simulated using a column with

twice the depth as the experimental apparatus. This was done to increase the

number of fluid cells in the z-direction. The number of each type of particle used

in the simulation was estimated based on the volume of particles used in the

physical experiment and the mean particle diameter. To model the physical

system more accurately, distributions of particle sizes were used for each

simulation. It was assumed that the density of each particle species was

homogeneous.
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The simulation procedure consisted of placing particles within the column

in an expanded state, then rapidly bringing the superficial fluid velocity to 80 % of

the target value within the first 0.5 seconds of simulation. The fluid velocity was

then increase to its final desired value of the next 2 seconds. The simulated bed

was allowed to stabilize for 30 seconds and then particle number fraction data was

collected for each vertical layer of fluid cells within the simulation. These 'species

profiles' were taken at 2 second intervals for 10 seconds and saved to text files for

analysis.

Experimental and simulation parameters for the #07262005 experimental

set is provided in Table 6.3

Table 6.3 Simulation-Experiment #07262005 parameters

Particle Color Number Mean Density Magnetic
ID # Of Diameter 1kg / m3J Susceptibility

Particles
2005072lB orange 1870 1160 0.0

Simulated orange 45,000 1160 0.0

20050629A yellow 2210 1160 0.0

Simulated yellow 20,000 1160 0.0

Figure 6.10 shows images of the simulation and corresponding experiment.
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(1) (2)

Figure 6.10 Simulation of experiment #07262005. Superficial velocity =
0.0161 rn/s. (1) Simulation (2) Experiment.

The concentration profile of each particle species is plotted against

normalized bed position in Figure 6.11. Because the number of particles (and

resulting bed height) differed slightly between experiment and simulation, the

normalized /L
B

bed position was used to compare data.
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Figure 6.11 Bed composition of simulation of experiment #07262005.
Comparison between simulation and experiment. Superficial velocity = 0.0161
rn/s.

It is interesting to note that while the simulation and experimental systems

look very much alike qualitatively in Figure 6.10, the corresponding particle

composition data in Figure 6. 11 is very different. This illustrates one of the

drawbacks to using photography for experimental measurements. At superficial

velocities near n inirnum tluidization there is veiy little motion at the walls.

Images taken under these conditions may not reflect the true nature within the bed.

If the difference between simulation and experiment is due to measurement

problems at low velocity, one would expect better agreement as the superficial

velocity increases.
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(1) (2)

Figure 6.12 Simulation of experiment #07262005. Superficial velocity =
0.0226 mIs. (1) Simulation (2) Experiment.

At a higher superficial liquid velocity both experiment and simulation still

agree qualitatively as shown in Figure 6.12. The corresponding bed composition

is given in Figure 6.13. As expected, once the particles are well fluidized the

stagnant regions at the wall diminish and there is better agreement between

simulation and experiment.
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Figure 6.13 Bed composition of simulation of experiment #07262005.
Comparison between simulation and experiment. Superficial velocity = 0.0226
rn/s.

The region of the bed in which particles freely mix is larger for the

experimental case than for the corresponding simulation. This may be due to the

use of constant density for each of the simulated particles

Images for the final superficial velocity in experimental set #07262005 are

presented in Figure 6.14 and still showing good qualitative agreement. However,

there is some discrepancy between simulated and experimental bed composition

measurements, given in Figure 6.15.
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(1)

Figure 6.14 Simulation of experiment #07262005. Superficial velocity =
0.029 1 rn/s. (1) Simulation (2) Experiment.

The experimental data analysis indicates a much larger region of mixing

than the simulation. The size and density distributions of particle have a large

impact on the size of the mixing region in binary systems. Because we were

unable to generate density distributions based on single particle measurements, the

simulation treats particles as homogeneous in density. This may be a contributing

factor in the failure of the simulation to match mixing regions with the

experimental system.
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Figure 6.15 Bed composition of simulation of experiment #07262005.
Comparison between simulation and experiment. Superficial velocity = 0.029 1
rn/s.

The next set of comparisons was performed on a binary system composed

of magnetic and non-magnetic media. It was observed during experimental work

that the presence of a magnetic field (magnetic profile A) could cause the bed to

invert. If Particle-X truly captures the nature of external magnetic forces the

simulation should exhibit similar behavior. A summary of experimental and

simulation properties for the experimental set #08192005A-D is given in Table
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Table 6.4 Simulation-Experiment #08192005[A,B,C,D] parameters

Particle Color Number Mean Densit Magnetic
ID # Of Diameter [kg / m I Susceptibility

Particles I#iml

20050728A black -- 2300 1114 0.264

Simulated black 24,000 1114 0.264

20050629A yellow -- 2210 1160 0.0

Simulated yellow 28,000 1160 0.0

Images from the simulation of experiment #081 92005D are shown in

Figure 6.16. There is no external magnetic field for this case.

(1) (2)

Figure 6.16 Simulation of experiment #081 92005D. Superficial velocity =
0.0194 mIs. (1) Simulation (2) Experiment.

Bed composition is presented in Figure 6.17, which shows very good

agreement between experiment and simulation.
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Figure 6.17 Bed composition of simulation of experiment 1/081 92005D.
Comparison between simulation and experiment. Superficial velocity 0.0161
ni/s.

Figure 6.18 gives a comparison between simulation and experiment for the

same system at a higher superficial velocity. Once again no magnetic field is

applied.
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(1) (2)

Figure 6.18 Simulation of experiment #08192005D. Superficial velocity =
0.0226 mIs. (1) Simulation (2) Experiment.

From the images in Figure 6.18 it appears that there are more black

particles in the simulation than in the experiment. The number of particles was

based on the volume added to the real fluidization column and the mean particle

diameter. It may be that the particles in the simulation are smaller than in the

physical system.

The bed composition for #081 92005D with superficial velocity of 0.0226

mIs is given in Figure 6.19. In this case the simulation agrees very will with

experimental data, and both data sets show the siginoidal curve characteristic of

binary fluidized beds with significant mixing zones.
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Figure 6.19 Bed composition of simulation of experiment #081 92005D.
Comparison between simulation and experiment. Superficial velocity = 0.0226
m/s.

The next two experimental cases were conducted using an external

magnetic field as described in Section 5.2.3. Initially inter-particle magnetic

forces (IMFs) were not considered during simulation. Figure 6.20 illustrates the

differences between simulation and experiment when IMF is ignored. The image

of the experiment shows significant particle chaining, while the simulation does

not.

The bed composition corresponding to experiment and simulation of case

#08195005A with a superficial velocity of 0.0194 m/s is presented in Figure 6.21.

The same system with u = 0.0258 rn/s is shown in Figures 6.22 and 6.23.
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Figure 6.20 Simulation of experiment #081 92005A. Superficial velocity =
0.0194 mIs. (1) Simulation (2) Experiment.
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Figure 6.21 Bed composition of simulation of experiment #08192005A.
Comparison between simulation and experiment. Superficial velocity 0.0 194
mis.
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Figure 6.22 Simulation of experiment #081 92005A. Superficial velocity =
0.0258 mIs. (1) Simulation (2) Experiment.
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Figure 6.23 Bed composition of simulation of experiment #081 92005A.
Comparison between simulation and experiment. Superficial velocity = 0.0258
rn/s.
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After observing the difference in physical appearance between experiment

and simulation it was decided to include the inter-particle magnetic force (IMF).

The simulations were conducted again, this time with the inter-particle magnetic

force. A graphical comparison between simulation with IMF and without is

presented in Figure 6.24.

(1) (2)

Figure 6.24 Simulation of experiment #081 92005A with inter-particle
magnetic forces. Superficial velocity = 0.0 194 mIs. (1) Simulation without
inter-particle magnetic force (2) Inter-particle magnetic forces considered.

Data from the simulation with ilvIF is compared to experimental values in

Figure 6.25. In this case including the inter-particle magnetic force improves the

fit to the experiment. A comparison between simulations with and without JMFs

is shown in Figure 6.26, and the corresponding bed composition in Figure 6.27.
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Figure 6.25 Bed composition of simulation of experiment #081 92005A.
between simulation and experiment including inter-particle

magnetic forces. Superficial velocity = 0.0 194 mIs.
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Figure 6.26 Simulation of experiment #081 92005A with inter-particle
magnetic forces. Superficial velocity = 0.0258 mIs. (1) Simulation without
inter-particle magnetic force (2) Inter-particle magnetic forces considered.
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Figure 6.27 Bed composition of simulation of experiment #08192005A.
Comparison between simulation and experiment including inter-particle
magnetic forces. Superficial velocity = 0.0258 rn/s.

In the case of Figure 6.27 the inclusion of the IMF has changed the

structure of the bed composition. From the visualization of this simulation it is

apparent that the inter-particle magnetic force is stronger than it should be in the

simulation. The model developed for IMF was based on a homogeneous magnetic

field, and may need to be modified for use with gradient fields as in the mixing

and segregation experiments.

The following case illustrates the sensitivity of binary solid fluidization to

the ratio of particle diameters. During set-up of the simulation the diameter was
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entered for the orange particles was reduced (1800 instead 1900 microns).

Simulation and experimental properties for this case are given in Table 6.5.

Table 6.5 Simulation-Experiment #09012005 [A,B,C,D] parameters

Particle Color Number Mean Density Magnetic
ID # Of Diameter kg I m31 Susceptibility

Particles IimI
20050727A black 1570 1109 0.264

Simulated black 38,000 1109 0.264

2005072!B orange 1900 1160 0.0

Simulated orange 22,600 1160 0.0

A graphical comparison between simulation and experiment for case

#09012005D is shown in Figure 6.28. Note that the simulated bed is more

expanded that the experimental one due to the smaller particle size. In addition the

number of particles needed to match the experimental bed height was calculated

based on the lesser diameter. As a result there are many more orange particles in

the simulation than in the experimental counterpart.
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(1) (2)

Figure 6.28 Simulation of experiment #0901 2005D. Superficial velocity =
0.0258 mIs. (1) Simulation (2) Experiment.

The bed composition for case #9012005D is described in Figure 6.29.

Note that the mixing zone predicted by the simulation takes place 25% through the

bed, while the experimental data mixes at approximately 55%.
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Figure 6.29 Bed composition of simulation of experiment 090l2005D.
Comparison between simulation and experiment. Superficial velocity = 0.0258
ni/s.

The results of the simulations generally agree with experimental work and

exhibit similar sigmoidal particle profiles. Mixing rules for fluidized bed are

usually within the 10-30% error for mixtures of two distinctly sized particles.

Given the variability in particle size and density used in this experimental work,

the results from simulation arc quite encouraging.
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6.4 Bubble Properties

The simulation of the gas-solid fluidized bed was the most computationally

demanding work performed to date using Particic-X. The small particle size

required a fine fluid mesh, very small time step for collisions, and a huge number

of particles to model the corresponding experimental system.

It is important to mention the progress that was made during the course of

development of Particic-X. In the various works on CFD-DPM simulation

reviewed most modeled 5,000 to 50,000 particles, without considering external

forces or distributions of particle properties. The gas-solid simulations conducted

using Particle-X contained in excess of I million particles, representing by far the

largest CFD-DPM simulation to the author's knowledge.

Initially the simulation of the gas-solid fluidized bed was attempted using

distributions of particle sizes. However, due to the large computational overhead

that this introduces, coupled with the simulation of 1 .4 million particles, the

estimated time to simulate 60 seconds of real time' was approximately 1900

hours. By moving to a mono-sized treatment of the particles and reducing the bed

width from 10 cm to 8 cm, the simulation could be conducted in approximately

500 hours, a large but more manageable time requirement.

The simulation of the gas-solid bed used particles with a diameter of 720

microns and a density of 2700 kg/m3. Because the simulated bed is slightly
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different from the experimental reality, comparisons are focused on behavior of

the bubbles within the bed rather than bulk bed properties.

To measure the bubble size in the simulated bed the voidage map

visualization, provided by Bolitas II (See Appendix D for information), was used.

A sample of a voidage map with particle centers superimposed is shown in Figure

6.30.

Figure 6.30 Sample of voidage map used to measure bubble size. The
particles are drawn as dots and superimposed over the fluid voidage.
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To measure the bubble size, voidage maps were generated from each frame

of the simulations. As with the bubble size measurements for the real system, an

image mask was applied and the minimum and maximum bubble diameter

recorded. The bubble size distribution from simulation at a superficial gas velocity

of 0.34 m/s is shown in Figure 6.31.
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Figure 6.31 Bubble size measurement for simulation at u =0.34 rn/s.

The bubble size data in Figure 6.31 is modeled by a Gaussian distribution.

However, test for normality failed with a P-value of 0.0036. This result indicates

that although a Gaussian model fits the experimental data, there is no reason to

believe that the true distribution of bubble size is normal. This could be due in

part to the fact that the voidage used to determine bubble size is not a continuous



function in the simulation, but rather, discrete. The resolution of bubble size is

limited when measurements are based cell based properties such as voidage.

Similarly, the bubble size data from simulation with superficial velocity 0.38 m/s

appears to be normally distributed, but fails the test for normality with a P-value of

0.0037.
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Figure 6.32 Bubble size measurement for simulation at u =0.38 mIs.

A summary of the statistical coefficients for simulated and experimentally

measured bubble diameters is presented in Table 6.6. The simulated mean bubble

diameter is lower than expected. The difference in values might be associated

with the mono-sized particle distribution in the simulation or the discrete way in

which a bubble grows in the simulation.
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Table 6.6 Summary of simulated vs. experimental bubble size measurements.

u [mis] a [cm] R2 Normal P
0.34 19.79 3.73 1.01 0.952 0.510

SimO.34 4.58 3.34 1.19 0.817 0.0036
0.38 19.50 5.22 1.32 0.829 0.707

SimO.38 7.99 3.03 0.79 0.825 0.0037

Qualitative comparisons of bubble properties in simulation and experiment

can also be made. Bubbles in fluidized beds often exhibit a 'cap' shape caused by

the wake of particles being carried by the bubble as shown in Figure 6.33.

Figure 6.33 Bubble shape comparison. Left) Bubbles in fluidized beds often
have a cap shape to them, carrying particles upwards in their wake. Right) The
same feature can be found in the corresponding simulation.
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The simulation of a gas-solid fluidized bed also captures the proper

structure of the bubbles, and a comparison between experiment and simulation

shows that the cap shaped bubbles in Figure 6.33 to be present in a similar fashion.

It is interesting to note that not only do the bubbles form naturally from the first

principle model, hut the shape and characteristics of the bubble are able to form

and exist even in the discretized representation of the fluid phase.

Another phenomenon in bubbling beds is the way in which a bubble bursts

at the surface of the bed. When the bubble opens up at the surface there is a crater

in the bed below the bubble's center. The pressure drops suddenly at this point

and particles rush in to fill the low pressure zone. When they collide they form a

plume of particles, spouting upwards. The nature of the plume depends on the

energy released during bubble rupture and the size of the bubble. Figure 6.34

shows a time series from experiment and simulation, illustrating a bubble cresting

the bed surface.
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Figure 6.34 Bubbles cresting the bed surface. Top) A series of images from
experiment, showing the formation of 'hill' after bubble bursts. Bottom)
Simulation showing bubble bursting at the bed surface. A plume of particles is
ejected as the bubble ruptures.

The bubble rise velocity from the simulation of a gas-solid bed can also be

calculated from the cross-correlation of pressure signals. One advantage of

simulation over the real system is that pressure measurements can be made
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anywhere, and there is no 'probe' to influence the dynamics of the bed. For the

simulations conducted virtual probes were placed in different locations in the bed

and the pressure recorded. Figure 6.35 gives a sample of pressure trace data from

sirn ulat ion.
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Figure 6.35 Sample of simulation pressure trace. Pressure measured at 6 cm
above distributor. Superficial gas velocity = 0.34 rn/s.

It is easy to see that the data in Figure 6.35 is not as smooth as pressure

traces taken from the experimental system. The simulation pressure is recorded at

120 samples per second, while the experimental pressure measurement system can

capture 10,000 samples per second. Because so much information is generated

during simulation higher data sampling rates require too much hard drive space to
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be practical. For example, the simulation of the gas-solid system requires 2.73 GB

of storage per second of real time simulated.

By placing two virtual probes within the bed cross-correlation of the signal

can be used to calculate bubble rise velocity as described in Section 5.3.2. Cross-

correlations for the simulated bed were generated using several sets of probe

locations. The corresponding calculated bubble rise velocities were then averaged.

A summary of cross-correlation functions for a superficial fluid velocity of 0.34

rn/s is given in Figure 6.36.
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Figure 6.36 Cross-correlation of simulated pressure signals. Traces refer to the
y-cells that the cross-correlation is performed on. Superficial gas velocity =
0.34 mIs.
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A sample of the pressure trace from the u = 0.38 m/s case is presented in

Figure 6.37.
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Figure 6.37 Sample of simulation pressure trace. Pressure measured at 6 cm
above distributor. Superficial gas velocity = 0.38 rn/s.

The cross-correlation functions and measured lag time for the case of u =

0.38 rn/s arc shown in Figure 3.38. It is interesting to note that the cross-

correlation function from simulation does not display the same exponential

damping with increasing lag time that the experimentally derived functions do.

This is most likely due to the lower frequency measurement of pressure in the

simulations, and the resulting smaller sample size.
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Figure 6.38 Cross-correlation of simulated pressure signals. Traces refer to the
y-cells that the cross-correlation is performed on. Superficial gas velocity =
0.38 rn/s.

The bubble rise velocities calculated from simulation of the gas-solid

fluidized bed are 0.53 rn/s and 0.65 rn/s for the cases of u =0.34 rn/s and u. = 0.38

rn/s. respectively. This compares with the experimental values for bubble rise

velocity of 0.49 rn/s and 0.61 rn/s for the same respective superficial fluid

velocities.
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6.5 Summary

In general, the Particle-X simulations show good agreement with the

corresponding experimental cases. There are some discrepancies, but these may

be clue to factors other than the software's ability to capture relevant phenomena in

the fluidization operation. It is difficult to compare numerical values between

simulation and experiment because of the differences in particle properties that are

unavoidable when modeling real systems. This same issue is acknowledged when

applying idealized correlations to the fluidization operation. Predictions based on

correlation arc often considered good when matching experimental conditions

within 10-20%. Adopting similar criteria for comparing numerical results, the

simulations produced by Particle-X show good agreement with the equivalent

experimental cases.

A variety of different fluidization operations were used to validate Particle-

X, each showing promising results. However the range of particle sizes and

densities studied within each of these areas was somewhat narrow. Further study

of the modeling capabilities of Particle-X would be useful.

Perhaps the most important observation during the validation process is the

ability of Particle-X to generate features within the fluidized bed that mirror

reality. The formation of bubbles, the 'cap' shape they develop, and the plumes of

particles formed as they burst are all excellent examples. What is truly amazing is

that all these features are generated from a first-principle description of
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fluidization. There is nothing in the software designed to create these features,

they simply arise naturally out of the interaction between fluid and particles.
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CHAPTER 7

SIMULATION BEYOND THE LAB

One of the most compelling reasons for developing a software program like

Particle-X is to provide a tool for investigating fluidized bed systems that would be

too expensive or impractical to build in the laboratory or that require operating

conditions unavailable on Earth. After demonstrating that Particle-X can

realistically model the fluidization operation it can he used as a tool to design and

study a variety of fluidized bed applications in a relatively quick and inexpensive

manner.

The following examples illustrate the usefulness of Particle-X in

conducting investigations of fluidized bed applications that cannot be easily

realized in the laboratory.

7.1 Micro-gravity Fluidization

One particular aspect of fluidization that has always been fascinating is the

application of fluidized beds in other gravitational environments. The use of an

external magnetic field in combination with magnetically susceptible media allows

fluidized beds to function on the moon, Mars, or even on the space station.

Considering the number of industrial applications for fluidization, the prospect of
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adapting the operation to an environment where it could not traditionally function

is exciting. Figure 7.1 shows a time series from a simulation in zero gravity.

(2)

(5)

(3)

(6)

Figure 7.1 Time series of zero-g simulation. Red particles are magnetically
susceptible, blue particles are not. (1) Bed fluidized at Earth gravity with no
magnetic field. (2) Gravity is removed and a strong magnetic field is applied,
packing the susceptible particles at the bottom of the bed. Inter-particle
magnetic forces are not considered. Images (3) through (6) show the exit of
non-magnetic media from the bed. Some particles are trapped withing the
consolidated bed.
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In a second simulation, Figure 7.2, gravity is varied over the course of the

experiment. As gravity is changed from Earthly, to Martian, to Lunar a magnetic

field is applied to stabilize the bed. Inter-particle magnetic forces are also

considered. As gravity is reduced other forces dominate the behavior of the bed.

Long chains of magnetic particles form, making room for fluid channels to

develop between the particles. The non-magnetic media either moves to an area of

low fluid velocity near the walls, or is swept to the top of the bed.
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Figure 7.2 Time series of multi-gravity simulation. Gray particles are
magnetically susceptible, orange particles are not. (1) Bed fluidized at Earth
gravity with no magnetic field. (2) Sudden change to Martian gravity causes
unstable bed expansion. (3) Magnetic field is activated, and particle chains
form. (4) The bed begins to stabilize. (5) A sudden change to Lunar gravity
causes the bed to expand further. Under micro-gravity drag force an inter-
particle forces dominate. Long particle chains form creating channels for fluid
flow. (6) As the simulation progresses the orange particle will move to occupy
the low velocity regions near the wall or be carried to the top of the bed.



7.2 Application: Filtration of Solid Wastes

Another interesting application for magnetically assisted fluidized beds is

their use as regeneratable filters. In this operation a bed of magnetically

susceptible media is consolidated into a packed state by the action of an external

magnetic field. Once the bed is packed, very small debris carried in the fluid

begins to accumulate within the packed bed. When the 'filter bed' has become full

of trapped particles the magnetic field is removed and the bed fluidizes, thereby

releasing the filtered solids in a highly concentrated state.

A research project based on fluidization in micro-gravity for the

destruction of solid wastes was funded by NASA. The prototype that was

designed and built at OSU is shown in Figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.3 Prototype unit for the gasification of biomass in micro-gravity
using a magnetically assisted fluidized bed. Biomass is captured in a
magnetically consolidated bed, acting as a regenratable filter (1). when the
filter is full the magnetic field is released, sending concentrated biomass into
the gasification reactor (2).

A close-up view of the fluidized bed filter in use is shown in Figure 7.4.
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Figure 7.4 Magnetically consolidated regenerable filter. (1) The bed is
fluidized before the magnetic field is applied. (2) The full bed is allowed to
expand by decreasing the magnetic fields strength. (3) A stream of
concentrated biomass leaves the bed.

The ability to simulate a magnetically assisted filtration system based on

micro-gravity compatible fluidization would have been very useful during the

research phase of this project. Now with the completion of Particle-X this kind of

simulation can be conducted. Figure 7.5 shows a simple filtration simulation. hi

this case particles are trapped within the bed as they are wedged into voids in the

packed bed: A more realistic simulation might include an interaction term

between filter media and the simulated biomass. The framework for this type of

interaction is already built into Particle-X and could be easily added by future

users.
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Figure 7.5 Simulation of filtration. (1) A bed of large particle is packed
midway up the column using magnetic forces. (2) Small particles are swept
into the filter bed by the fluid. (3) A cross-section view of the filter bed shows
particles trapped within.

7.3 Chemically Reactive Fluidization

Fluidized beds are often used as chemical reactors with the fluidized bed

media acting as the catalyst. In some cases the media itself is reactive, as in the

case of fluidized bed coal combustion. By providing a template for chemical

reaction within Particle-X, many new applications of fluidized beds can be studied.

A simple first order reaction was applied to a mixture of reactive and non-

reactive particles in a gas-solid bed operated well below minimum fluidization.

Figure 7.6 shows a time series from this simulation.



Figure 7.6 Example of simple chemical reaction. Blue particles are reactive,
rapidly being consumed withing the bed. As the reactive particles shrink the
bed collapses around them. Simulation time progresses left to right and from
top to bottom.
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7.4 Microwave Heated Fluidized Beds

One of the benefits of using Particle-X type simulations is the ability to

look into every aspect of a fluidized bed. Every particle or section of fluid can be

inspected, its properties probed and recorded, without disturbing it. This is

especially useful in situation where the fluidized bed cannot be visually inspected,

Or where probes would alter its operation. One such application is the microwave

heating of fluidized beds. The ability to apply energy directly to the fluidized bed

rather than indirectly through heated walls is an attractive option. However,

microwave containment makes visual inspection of the fluidized bed difficult and

the microwaves can interfere with or destroy probes placed within the bed.

Particle-X has the basic treatment for microwave heat input built in to allow

simple investigation of this application.

In this simulation microwaves are introduced into a small section of the

east wall of the fluidized bed, just above the distributor. A simple absorbance

model is used, resulting in the exponential decay of microwave flux through the

bed. Figure 7.7 illustrates the microwave heating zone within the bed.
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Figure 7.7 Microwave heat input in a fluidized bed. Microwaves are
introduced into the bed through a small section of column wall. The
microwave input undergoes exponential attenuation through the bed.

The temperature profile of the particles during fluidization is shown in

Figure 7.8. Even with only a small area available for microwave heating, the

temperature of the bed is fairly uniform. Only the area below the heating zone and

the region at the far wall are significantly different in temperature
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Figure 7.8 Temperature profile in a microwave-heated fluidized bed. Time
series showing gradual equalization of bed temperature. Particles are colored
by increasing temperature, blue to red.

7.5 Smart Catalyst

The concept of a 'smart catalyst' for use in catalytic fluidized bed reactors

has been of interest for many years. The idea is that fluidization media made from

ferrite material with low Curie temperature could be combined with microwave

heating and an external magnetic field to create a fluidized bed chemical reactor

that would regulate its own temperature.

A schematic of a fluidized bed for use with a smart catalyst is shown in

Figure 7.9.
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B0

Cooling zone

Microwave input

Figure 7.9 Self regulating fluidized bed. Microwaves heat a fluidized bed
used for chemical reaction. Cold particles are pulled into the heating zone by
magnetic forces. As their temperature increase they feel less magnetic force,
finally escaping to the cooler regions of the upper bed.

In the fluidized bed cold, magnetically susceptible particles would be

pulled into the heating zone by an external magnetic field. The microwaves would

quickly warm the particles past their Curie temperature. At this point they would

no longer feel a significant external magnetic force and would be swept out of the

heating zone into the cooler regions of the bed. Once the particles cool down, they

will once again be pulled into the heating zone. By choosing media with the

appropriate Curie point the temperature within the fluidized bed could be self
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regulating, with additional fine control available through the choice of magnetic

field strength.

The ability to simulate such a complex system requires many of the unique

features of Particle-X to work together: Magnetic fields, heat transfer, microwave

input, distributions of particle properties, and dynamic adjustment of particle

properties. A simulation of a smart catalyst system is shown in Figure 7.10.

Figure 7.10 Tracer particles in a bed of 'smart' catalyst. The catalyst has a
Curie temperature of 430 K, the point at which its effective susceptibility has
decreased 50%.

The colored particles represent tracers for visually tracking motion during

microwave heating. The temperature profile and location within the bed as a
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function of time can be tracked for individual particles. Figure 7.11 illustrates the

action of one smart catalyst particle in a microwave heated fluidized bed.
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Figure 7.11 Tracer motion in 'smart' catalyst bed. As the particle's
temperature approaches the Curie point it escapes the magnetic field and moves
to the cold upper region of the bed. Once cool it returns to the heating zone.

Initially the particle is held in the heating zone by the magnetic field. As

its temperature rises it moves about more freely. When it's temperature

approaches the Curie point it breaks away from the magnetic field and moves to

the upper region of the bed. As the particle cools it begins to move back into the

heating region.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1 Conclusions

A simulation software named Particic-X was developed based on the CFD-

DPM modeling approach for the simulation of the fluidization unit operation. The

software was designed to model particles with distributions of all properties,

including size, density, and magnetic susceptibility. In addition, the ability to

model external fields, such as the magnetic field, and any associated particle-

particle interactions, for example the inter-particle magnetic force, was also

included. The fundamental framework of the program was developed almost

entirely from first principle relations to increase the range of fluidized bed

applications that could be modeled.

Experiments from a variety of fluidization operations, including liquid-

solid, gas-solid, and binary-solid-liquid fluidization, were conducted to serve as a

basis for evaluating the performance of Particle-X simulations. Simulations

corresponding to these experimental fluidized bed configurations were conducted

and the results were analyzed in order to validate the Particle-X software.

The simulations agree qualitatively with experimental data in most cases

and numerical results are typically within 5-15% of experimental values. Perhaps
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the most important validation of Particle-X was its ability to reproduce

characteristics of real fluidized beds using only first-principle relations. The

software reproduces the formation of bubbles, the 'cap' shape of the bubble and its

trailing wake of particles and the plume of ejected solids formed when the bubble

bursts at the surface of the bed.

Particle-X has a wide array of features and the ability to model almost any

conceivable fluidization application. This allows the software to become a useful

tool for scientific investigation and for the design and characterization of fluidized

bed operations.

8.2 Recommendations for Future Work

The CFD-DPM approach to modeling is still fairly new, especially in its

application to modeling fluidized beds. Although many features and abilities have

been built into Particle-X, there are always opportunities for adding additional

features or improving the existing ones. The following recommendations

represent the author's desire to see the software grow in ability and accuracy.

As mentioned in Chapter 6, the experimental validation of Particle-X was

done with narrow ranges of particle sizes and densities. Additional experiments

with a wider range of particle sizes and densities would provide a more rigorous

validation of Particle-X.
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One key area in which more work is needed is the treatment of fluid-

particle intel-actions during particle-particle collisions. In the discretized fluid cell,

there is a constant drag force over each particle based on average fluid velocity. In

a real fluidized bed, the fluid between particles is squeezed out of the way as they

begin to collide. This effect softens the collision and dissipates the kinetic energy

of the particles. Inclusion of this sort of effect could make the simulation of

particle dynamics more realistic.

Finally, the author would like to see Particle-X combined with the principle

of multi-scaling. Right now, it is too costly to simulate industrial sized fluidized

beds with the CFD-DPM approach. If a small portion of the fluidized bed could

be simulated in a very detailed manner, using Particle-X, then multi-scaling

principles might be applied to create performance correlations specifically

designed for the application of interest.
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APPENDIX A

EXPLRIMENTAL EQUIPMENT

The constituent pieces of the modular tluidized bed used for the

experimental portion of this thesis are shown in Figure A. 1 through A.4.

For the gas solid tluidized bed apparatus a set of two liquid columns were

mated together. As mentioned in chapter 3 the beds were designed to be modular,

with interchangeable sides, allowing four different bed depths.
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Figure A.! Front/back plate for fluidized bed. All dimensions in inches.
Drawing is to 1/4 scale.
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Figure A.2 side plate 1" deep fluidized bed. All dimensions in inches.
Drawing is to 1/4 scale.
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Figure A.3 Mechanical drawing of bottom plate of the fluidization column.
All dimensions in inches. Scale is 1:2.
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Figure A.4 Mechanical drawing of the gas-solid bed distributor plate.
All measurements in inches. Scale is 1:1.
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APPENDIX B

DISCRETIZED EQUATIONS

The conservation of momentum equations is discretized in a form

compatible with the SIMPLE method as described by Patankar 1241. During the

derivation the relationships between values at the control volume and neighboring

cells will be gathered for each term in the momentum equation. The method of

representing these values as coefficients depends on the treatment of the advection

terms, in this case the use of the upwind scheme. It should be noted that if another

treatment method is prescribed for convection across cell interfaces the

coefficients will have a different form.

Beginning with the Navier-Stokes equation in vector form

(p1su)+V.(p1suu)+sVP+V .(s)p1egf = 0 (B.!.!)

dividing equation (B.l.I) into its Cartesian components gives

p1eg -f. =0 (B.l.2)

p1sg,. -f. = 0 (B.l.3)

(p,.sii:)+V .(p1itu)+(sP)+[V s1] p1Eg -/ = 0 (B.I.4)
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B.I Discretization of the x-momenturn

Beginning with the x-momentum equation (B.1.2) we expand the vector

terms and write it in differential form as equation (B. 1.5).

3, 3 3 3 3
u ) +_(sp,uu )+-5---(sP)

(B.1.5)

=0
cx cv oz

It should be noted that neither the fluid density nor viscosity will be considered

constant during the derivation and will, therefore, appear inside the differential of

each respective term. Breaking equation (B.1.5) into terms produces

= term 1

= term 2

6)
= term 3

'(sp1uu) = term 4

k) = term 5

= term 6

= term 7

a (cr,) = term 8

= term 9

I, =terml0
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Beginning with the transient term we have

1 1

-( Ep
I, )

(B. 1.6)

To generate the coefficient terms at-c broken down into a velocity at a

specific cell or interface and an accompanying coefficient that contains all other

variables. Portions of the equation that do not contain cell center or interface

velocities at-c grouped into an independent term, ,8. For term I of the x-

momentum, equation (B. 1.6) , the coefficients are

LIP
I = ,

At
'

P

t -\t

Continuing the process with the fit-st advection term (term 2)

(
(B.I.7)

For the acivective terms (2, 3, and 4) the upwind scheme will be used,

which effects the way equation (B. 1.7) is broken down. The physical meaning of

this term is the convective transport of x-momentum in the x-direction. The

inclusion of voidage accounts for the fact that not all of the interfacial surface is

available for transport due to the particles. Another important point to note is that

the differential is not broken down by pieces, but is discretized as a whole

quantity. This is done because the term has physical significance, which

would not be preserved if the differential was separated before discretization.
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The operating principle of the upwind scheme states that the properties

being convected by the fluid should belong to the cell that is upstream of the flow.

This gives two possibilities for the east and west interfacial coefficients, as:

ifu >0

ifu. <0

jfUr >0

if <0

E.p1,iç1, I[" 0

PE11E I{-ii, ojj

. III t1. r'
0

SrP,, u
,
Hii o

The formulation for the interfacial transport makes use of the maximum operator

to ensure that only one equation is non-zero at each interface. Summing these

terms gives:

içu ptiriiL) (p1,i1, PE11, HI-u, o)

(PwtcM
HI

, oJj + iii, ç,,
HI

nr'
fi)

then casting them into coefficient form as:

(I/ )ic
I,

= 1E.211,E + aiv2Il

=
(

, o + -u, 0 fi)

= PL
If-u 0]]

AX

a.
Ax

f[icr,0lj

Taking the term and performing an identical operation

(e1 u
L)

(B. 1 .8)
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Equation (B. I .S) is discretized and again results in two possible equations for each

interface.

ifii, >0
ifii, <0

ifiç >0

if <0

E,,/)1,111,

Pvh1 -11 M 0

0

-spii I[-ic ,ojj

casting the equations into coefficient form gives:

C/p = +

= ,o + p1, -u , o)

('V ,

Ay

Av

Taking the 4thi term and performing an identical operation

U rUr
/

epfl111 L) (B.1.9)

Equation (B. 1 .9) is discretized and again results in two possible equations for each

interface.

U1 > 0 PU1, 1,00

if ii <0 e1 PFU.F I{ ojj

it U1 > 0 ShPBIIB , 0}

if ii,, <0 e1,p1,u, 011

casting the equations into coefficient form gives:
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= (lJ411rI + 1B411R

(I,4 =I
(

,ofl + -1L1,, 0

If

(1/ 4 = II-l1. ,0Az'
£1R4

EhPR
f[u1 ofi

Term 5 is the contribution to momentum due to pressure gradient through

the control volume and is discretized as:

I(SP s) (B.1.10)

For the pressure term, equation (B.I .10), there is no associated velocity, so the

entire expression becomes part of the independent term,

fl.5 =(s -)
Terms 6 though S represent viscous momentum transfer. The viscous

stress tensor r is described as:

= _p(vu +(Vll)T)+/t_K)(V.11) (B.1.1 1)

Expanding the nine terms of the tensor equation and removing redundancies gives

the following six equations.
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( o=p 2-- 1+1
(2
-/1-K II

(cii 5i

x ) 'j.. 3 ) ox ö Oz

= = -1L1

ou
___L+_

ox

( Ou2 (2 (81L 8U OILr =-u i+ -/1-K HOy) 3 )Ox y Oz

(Oiç Ou
r._ =2 =-11

Oy

( 3u2 (2
H

(5IL 8ii 0ur =-iI 1+1 -/1-K
--

Oz ) 3 ) I Ox Oy Oz

(Oii Ou.
z-z = = /1 ___+__

\OX GZ

Beginning with term 6, and performing the discretization

S Sr --T IlL -lLfl L -' pAx Ax Ax

(2 1 (zç -u up,,, ii
+ +

)Ax Ax Az
(B.1.12)2i

+ -____(u,, )

( 2 i (u u u
/1 --K I + +

')AxI Ax Az

Breaking equation (B.l.12) into coefficient form and reorganizing the

terms yields:



= (1/11 + (lrvoUi + iS

(1 (l/1.+KI+I/1+K
I, ") Ax3

s (4=---I ft +K
Ax23
S. (4

Ax2 1.'"
+

s, (2 1c. 11,/ 1L
/1. 1/tK II +Ax3 ') Ay Az

+I/1 K II +
Ax'3 ")l Ay Az

Tenn 7, --(sr.), is treated iii a similar manner with the discretized

version

)
sn//,, 1u ____ _llx.p

+
11v,,nr

Av " ' Ay Ay Ax

+tIh1t, 'c.s
+

U

Ay Av Ax

Expressing equation (B.1.13) in coefficient form we have:

tp711v) = 11V711 \ + (i 7U +

EJ,/I,, E./I
+---

Ay Ay

sn/I,,

"V.7 2Ay

S/I

Ay

en/tn
')

s( 11,.

Av Ax ) Ay Ax
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(B.1.13)
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The discretization procedure is repeated for the final viscous term

(T:) yielding:

/
sr E,/1

+
11 /r

J

+ pIth 11p 11B
+

lL/,. U:i,r

(B. 1.14)

Az L\Z Ax )

grouping terms to for coefficients gives:

= a/lç,. + (Lt1 +

a1,
L\Z AZ

S1 /l

a E1' Ph

Az2

/ 11 (ii: /r i,P1
1L/

) Az Ax

Terms 9 and 10 are body forces acting over the control volume, term 9

representing the gravitational contribution, and term 10 representing the fluid-

particle interaction force. Because the body forces are cell centered they may be

directly cast into the discretized form, with their only coefficients being the

independent term, given by:

= epg
U

Now the coefficients for each cell are gathered to give:
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= + _±-_(sp, j[u, , ofi + ep I[-'c oil)

+___(s,p1, ,oj + , ofi)

+ ,o + 5hP1, ii,,,oil) +_(_c + Kv)

e, (4 sp e,u. S1/11 s,i,
+--j /t,+K 1+ +----+ +-

2 2 &2

fi S (4
CI = Il-u ,Oli+___!__i /1, +K

Ax L[ ' Ax 3

O + /1 +
J

a ,oil+

S,,/1,,

jI -)

Av

(1 , oil +
Ay Ay

[1 11

(1/.- II -u ,011

Az
-.1

oil +
Az
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E1,p1,l1

( £ SF)
Ax

t :,

s, (2
--IAx3

-I
II

)

( 11/,

+
AzAv

(2+I/t-KII
Ax'3 ")

(i -ii
11fr+

AzAy

+ !' - £I'. I
1'

Ay Ax ) Ay Ax

eii, (u frU E/JI/
+ I I-I I+spg+!

Az Ax ) Az I Ax )
" " '

This concludes the discretization of the x-momentum equation. For the

sake of brevity the y and z momentum equations will he derived skipping some

intermediate steps and presenting as the final coefficients

B.2 Discretization of the y-momentum

Begiiming with the expanded form of the y-momentum equations

p,'Iv

-. =0

and taking the transient term

I I_(spuj -spiçl (s p -sp1,
It-it,At It It .t I At

" "

with corresponding coefficients
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(I,, ll, ,
, a ' flr.i

Continuing the process with the first of the advective terms

I(1u Epi111I with the coefficients being

a1,, = 1(1, o + s,p,, o)

(1g.
PE [u, ,OJ

Ax

(l if ., 0
AX

The second advective term is _pjiçu,) with coefficients

= I(s,,p1,
iiv,,

+ sp1, iç ,ofl)

,,pv
, 0

fiAy

a. [i ,ofl

4v

The 3rd and final advective term is ±(spiii,.iii Ep,u.iL giving

(l,4 = 1(1p1, 1(: , , 0 +
,,p1, iu,,, o)

= U IL , 0
Az

S,,,Ji,

Iu 011

The pressure term (e,,F, s,P,.) adds only to the independent term as
Ay
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- (s,, s.

Thc first of the viscous terms --r results in the coefficients
Ax Ax

S/I, S ,/I
(I

= +
/,, x2 Ax2

5/1,
(lf(

2Ax

r/1nr

a11
(

11
'1r,e ('c

Ax 4v ) Ax Ay

The second viscous term give the coefficients
4v Ay

e(4
a =---I

2Ay
/1

I
II

+K
,)
+---I /1 +K.

2 I4v I,,3

5 (4
a7 = __LL;_1_/l,,

Av 3
+ K,1

5.
(17

A2
/1. +

s
/? I/1

'

(2 K (iç,,
,,

II +
4v 3 ") Ax Az

s. (2+---j /1. Ks.
( u,.,, iz

,,.
u

+
Av.3 )I,,, Ax Az

The third and final viscous term ---r givesAz '' Az '
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sf/if

afLM
Az2

+
Az2

El /11

El,",
a

si (ii, ii=,.
,, (ii,,,, 11,,,.

Az Av ) Az

The final two terms are the gravitational force and fluid-particle interaction forces,

applying only to the independent term as

=

.10

Summing all the coefficients for the y-momentum gives

= + (e,p,, O + s,1, o)

+ , + sp1, , ofi)

+1(, p1, it, ,o+ s,p,,

S/I, 8./I, 5 (4 s. (4
+ + ,' + /1,, + K,, I + /I +

L\X' Ax' Ay3 ) Ay3
+ +

Az Az

5PF U' fi 5,/i
(I. = ' Ili. ,Oii+------

AX '
L\X

a
"

ii ., +
AX

.L'
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a, Pv t[u ,O+1/t +K
2. 2 IAy Ay3

p S. (4= 1111.. /1, +K.
Ay

" "
" Ay 3

P n B
tIi

CII.. = -iI_ ,0il
Az II

a /'°B F[, oil +
/1?

AZ Az2

(s P s P ) + I
v.

At Ay
"

Ax Ay

.r/1.r Uvfl,. +I- K 1
V)

Ufl
+

Ax 1 Av ) Av 3 Ax Az

S (2 Uv.vnr U1 -U1, Si/i, (iij;,+I /1, -K + 1+Ay3 ) Ax Az ) Az

[lIh.._l1I.
+ +

B.3 Discretization of the i-momentum

The expanded form of the z-momcntum equation is given by

ii +_(p1.iiii) + -(sp1iu' ) +-_(pjiiii: ) +

-J =0

and taking the transient term
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(ep
I I,

(Ep')i'
L

e" ,)

gives the coefficients

a, 1u,, fl1 , a,
sp1,

discretizing the first advective ten _L(81 uu Ep
)

gives

=
p1, , + o)

a,. 'PE
,ofl

=
I[

,o]J

AX

The second termL(p, au sp iiui. gives

= (p1, , 0 + s.p,, o)

a DI- ,oljA
Ay

'S3
Ps

Ay

1'While the third and final term (ep u.ui -Ep1u.u) results in
Az\ '
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a1,4 = (e1p1, 1,0 + s,,p1, -u,, , 0

sip!.
(Ip

4 I1-u. ,0
Az

11u, ,

Az

Taking the pressure term P _s,i,) givesAz''
P:.5 =(s,P,

The first of the viscous terms -i--v.J ---vj gives coefficients
L\x Ax

+ EJIW
2 2Ax Ax

s/I,a.
L.6 2

Ax

a
2

Ax

(ii,
,,.

sjç

Az ) Ax Az

The second viscous term --_rj ---z..j gives
Ay ' " Av

S,,LI,,

(I,7
2

A)) Ay

5,,/I,,

Ay
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Ay

s,,it,, (u,,,1 U,,1, (U,,
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The final viscous term --v ----v gives the coefficientsAz'

El (4 S (4
(1 i/I +K. +--I /l +K,

f' 2

/ l

5 (4a. =Hp +K
' Az23 / /

El (4
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The gravitational and particle-fluid interaction terms add to the independent term

=

z.I() = J:p

Collecting terms for each of the coefficients gives
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APPENDIX C

PARTICLE-X PROGRAM

A complete listing of the Particle-X code is impractical since it is

approximately 300 pages in length. What follows is a listing of the program

modules that give the most insight into the structure and operation of the code. In

addition a description of the input and event scheduling files is presented.

C.1 Particle-X main Program Module

The main program loop serves as the central core from which all other key

modules are called. In addition the main program provides an interface for other

subroutines, sharing access to variables and controlling which routines are called

to fulfill a particular need. The listing of the main program follows and as of this

writing represents version number 0.2. 1 of Particle-X.

PROGRAM PARTICLEX

USE GLOBVARS GLOBAL VARIABLES

USE INPUT
USE INIT
USE XMOMENTUM
USE YMOMENTUM
USE ZMOMENTUM
USE ENERGYEQUATION
USE HEATTRANSFER
USE MASSEQUATION
USE VOIDAGEINTERP
USE PRESSCORRECT
USE BOLITAS
USE PARTICLE ICS
USE PARTICLE_MOTION

INPUT SUBROUTINE
INITIALIZATION SUBROUTINE
X-MOMENTUM SUBROUTINE
Y-MOMENTUM SUBROUTINE
Y-MOMENTUM SUBROUTINE
ENERGY EQUATION SUBROUTINES
PARTICLE-FLUID AND WALL-FLUID HEAT TRANSFER
MASS CONSERVATION EQUATION SUBROUTINES
VOID FRACTION INTERPOLATION SURBROUTINES
PRESSURE CORRECTION SUBROUTINE

I OUTPUT ROUTINES FOR VISUALIZATION
PARTICLE INITIAL CONDITION ROUTINES

I PARTICLE MOTION CALCULATION ROUTINES



USE FPDRAG I DRAG FORCE OVER PARTICLES
USE FPBUOYANCY BUOYANCY FORCE OVER PARTICLES
USE FPGRAVITY LOAD PARTICLE-GRAVITY INTERACTION ROUTINES
USE VOIDAGECALC LOADS VOIDAGE CALCULATION ROUTINES
USE DIRECTORY I PARTICLE DIRECTORY
USE FLUIDBALANCES I CHECK BALANCES IN FLUID CELLS (MASS, MOMENTUM, ETC)
USE F2PINTERP INTERPOLATION OF FLUID PROPERTIES AT PARTICLE LOCATIONS
USE WISDOM JOHN DOE'S WISDOM
USE PARTICLE_PROFILE ! HANDLES RECALCULATION OF PARTICLE CHILD PROPERTIES
USE PROGRESS I UPDATE CPU TIME AND PROGRAM STATUS
USE FPVIRTUALMASS I VIRTUAL MASS FORCE CALCULATION
USE OUTPUT I OUTPUT TO TEXT FILES
USE PARTICLEINDEX I INDEXING AND SEARCH OF PARTICLES BY LOCATION
USE MAGNETICEXTERNAL EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FORCE CALCULATION
USE MAGNETICIMF I INTERPARTICLE MAGNETIC FORCE CALCULATION
USE FLUIDVELGRAD ! FLUID VELOCITY GRADIENTS
USE FPROTATION ! ROTATION-DEPENDENT FORCES
USE PAIRTABLE MANAGE INTERACTION STORAGE
USE PAIRDETECTION I CREATE PAIR INTERACTION TABLE
USE COLLISIONSWALLS I CALCULATION COLLISIONS FOR WALL
USE COLLISIONSPARTICLES CALULATE PARTICLE-PARTICLE COLLISIONS
USE TIMELINE I EVENT SCHEDULING
USE COLORFUL I HANDLES COLOR MANAGEMENT FOR VISUALIZATION
USE VALIDATION CHECK PARTICLE POSTIONS, TIME STEP
USE PAIRMEMORY I MEMORY MANAGEMENT FOR PAIR TABLE
USE BEDPROPERTIES I CALCULATION OF BULK BED PROPERTIES

IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER:: I,K
LOGICAL:: FILEEXIST
INTEGER:: ITERPART TINNER ITERATION COUNTER FOR PARTICLES

MAIN SUBROUTINE BEGINS HERE

I SHOW WELCOME SCREEN
CALL WELCOME

ITERATION COUNTER SET TO ZERO
ITER = 0

USER INPUT IS PROCESSED
CALL GETINPUT
CALL TIMELINEREAD

VARIABLES ARE INITIALIZED BASED ON USER INPUT
CALL INITIALIZE

CONSERVATION EQUATION ROUTINES ARE INITIALIZED
CALL INITXMOM
CALL INITYMOM
CALL INITZMOM
CALL INITPRESSURECORRECTOR

TIF HEAT TRANSFER FOR FLUID IS TO BE CONSIDERED
IF (CHOICEHEATTRANSFER) CALL INITENERGYEQN
'IF MASS TRANSFER FOR FLUID IS TO BE CONSIDERED
IF (CHOICEMASSTRANSFER) CALL INITCHEMEQN

ADDITIONAL INITIALIZATIONS FOR SPECIALIZED SUBROUTINES
CALL VOIDINIT I INITIALIZES MODULE LEVEL VARIABLES FOR VOIDAGE INTERPOLATION
IF (NPGT.0) THEN
CALL PAIRTABLERESET(2*NP)! PREPARES THE TABLE OF PARTICLE PAIRS
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CALL PAIRMEMORY_INIT PREPARES MEMORY OF TANGENTIAL DISPLACEMENT IN PP COLLISIONS
END IF

CONSTANT/ARRAY PROPERTIES FOR THE PARTICLE ARE SET
CALL ROPRPCONTROL
CALL XHIPCONTROL! SUSCEPTIBILITY PARAMETER CHOICE

INITIALIZE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
CALL BOUNDARYCOND

I INITIALIZE RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR
CALL INITRANDOM

IF (NPGTO) THEN

VALIDATION OF TIME STEP FOR COLLISIONS
CALL CHECK DI
I VALIDATION OF CELL SIZE VERSUS PARTICLE SIZE
CALL CHECK_CELLSIZE

END IF
PARTICLE INITIAL CONDITIONS SET BASED ON USER CHOICE

IF (NP.GT.0) THEN
SELECT CASE (CHOICEPARTICLEPOSITION)

CASE (1)
CALL ACLOSEPACK PLACES PARTICLES MUCH NEARER TO A SETTLED STATE (LESS FALL TIME)

CASE (2)
CALL ATOTVOLMTHD USING FULL BED VOLUME

CASE (3)
INQUIRE (FILE=INPUTPARTLOC.TXT, EXIST=FILEEXIST)
IF (FILEEXIST) THEN
CALL READPARTLOC READ FROM FILE

ELSE
CALL ACLOSEPACK USE DEFAULT METHOD INSTEAD

END IF
CASE DEFAULT

CALL ACLOSEPACK
END SELECT

CHECK THAT ALL PARTICLES ARE INITIALLY WITHIN THE BED
CALL CHECK_CONTAINMENT

IF (CHOICEPAIRDETECTION.EQ.3) THEN
I INITIALIZATION OF GRID-BASED PAIR DETECTION
CALL PAIRDETECTGRIDINIT(MAXSEARCHDIST)

END IF

END IF

CALCULATE AND INTERPOLATE VOIDAGE
CALL EQVOLVOID
EPO=EP
CALL VOIDINTERPOLATE

CHECK BALANCES IN INITIAL CONDITIONS
CALL CALCBALMASS

BOLITAS INITIALIZATION AND WRITING OF FRAME ZERO
CALL BOLITASINIT
CALL FLUWRITE
CALL FLSCREATE
CALL FLXCREATE
CALL FLXWRITE
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OTHER TEXT FILE OUTPUT
IF (NP.GT.0) CALL WRITEPARTLOC

ITERATION COUNTER SET TO ZERO
ITER = 0

GET CPU START TIME FOR PROGRESS REPORTS
CALL CPU_TIME(CPUTIMESTART)
CALL SYSTEM CLOCK(ICOUNT,IRATEJMAX)

* MAIN PROGRAM LOOP

DO WHILE (ITER .LT. ENDITER)

CURRENT ITERATION NUMBER AND TIME
ITER=ITER-l-1
CURRTIME=ITER*ENDTIME/ENDITER

IF (CALLSNAPSHOT) THEN
WRITE(*,*) ITER #5 REACHED,ITER
CALL SPECIESPROFILE
CAL LS NAPS H OT=. FA LSE.

END IF

APPLY TIMELINE EVENTS
CALL TIMELINEAPPLY

APPLY INLET FACTOR TO DISTRIBUTOR PLATE
DO K=1,LK
DO I=1,LI

UY(I,0, K)= IN LETFACTOR* UYD IST( I, K)
END DO

END DO

ZERO FORCES ON FLUID CELLS
FFX=O.0
FE Yr 0 .0
FFZ=0.0

INTERPOLATED FLUID VELOCITIES AT PARTICLE LOCATIONS
F2PUXOOF2PUX; F2PUYOOF2PUY; F2PUZOO=F2PUZ

UXOUX; UYOUY; UZOUZ

FLUID PROPERTY ARRAYS COPIED
EPO=EP
AROFO=AROF
IF (CHOICEHEATTRANSFER) THEN !IF HEAT TRANSFER FOR FLUID IS TO BE CONSIDERED
T0T ! UPDATE PREVIOUS VALUE PLACE HOLDER FOR TEMPERATURE
TFP=0 ! ZERO THE FLUID HEAT SOURCE TERM
TPP=0 ! ZERO THE PARTICLE HEAT SOURCE TERM

END IF

IF (CHOICEMASSTRANSFER) THEN! IF MASS TRANSFER FOR FLUID IS TO BE CONSIDERED
CHEMO=CHEM

END IF
END PREVIOUS VALUE UPDATE

CALCULATIONS FOR PARTICLES BEGIN HERE

IF (NP.GT.0) THEN
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RESET ITERATION NUMBER BECAUSE ITS INCREMENTED AGAIN INSIDE THE INNER LOOP
ITER=ITER-1

NOTE THAT FORCES ON FLUID (FFX,FFY,FFZ) ARE NOT RESET TO ZERO
THEY WILL ACCUMULATE THE FORCES FROM EACH INNER ITERATION
AND THE FINAL RESULT NEEDS TO BE DIVIDED BY DTRATIO

DO ITERPART=1 ,DTRATIO

INNER ITERATIONS FOR PARTICLES
ITER=ITER+1

CURRTIME=ITER*ENDTIME/ENDITER

I PREVIOUS PARTICLE VELOCITY ARRAYS COPIED
VXOOVXO; VYOOWO; VZOOVZO
VXOVX; VYO=VY; VZOVZ

CALL DIRECTORY ROUTINES TO LOCATE AND SORT PARTICLES
CALL FLUIDLOCATE FLUID CELL OCCUPIED BY PARTICLE CENTER
CALL PARTICLECUT DETERMINE HOW PARTICLES ARE CUT BY FLUID AND VOID CELLS

INTERPOLATE FLUID PROPERTIES AT PARTICLE LOCATIONS
CALL TRILINEARFACTORS
CALL F2PVELOCITY

CALCULATE AND INTERPOLATE VOID FRACTION
CALL EQVOLVOID2! CUBIC VOIDAGE CALCULATION USING PARTICLECUT

CALL SIMPLEVOID
CALL VOIDINTERPOLATE! VOID FOR FLUID CELLS IS CALCULATED BASED ON NTERPOLATION
CALL F2PVOIDAGE THE VOIDAGE AT PARTICLE CENTERS IS CALCULATED

FIRST FORCES AND TORQUES ARE ZEROED
FPX=O.O FPYO.O; FPZO.O
TAUPX=O.O; TAUPY=O.O; TAUPZ=O.O

PARTICLE COLLISIONS
CLEAR COLLISION COUNTERS

PWCOUNT=O
CONTACTS=O
PP CO U NT=O

PARTICLE-WALL COLLISIONS
IF (SWITCHTANGENTIALCOLL) THEN
CALL WALLCOLL

ELSE
CALL WALLCOLLNOTAN

END IF
PARTICLE-PARTICLE COLLISIONS (PAIR TABLE BASED METHOD)

CALL PAl RTABLECLEAR

DETERMINE SEARCH DISTANCE AND DETECT PARTICLE PAIRS
FOR IMF TENTATIVELY DISTANCE=3*DP

IF (IMFSWITCH) THEN
CALL PAIRDETECT(6.O*RPMAX)

ELSE
CALL PAIRDETECT(2.1*RPMAX)

END IF

IF (IMFSWITCH) THEN
IMF CALCULATIONS CALLED HERE
TO-DO: IMF MODULE NEEDS TO BE MODIFIED TO USE PARTICLE PAIR TABLE

CALL FPIMF
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DEFLATE TABLE TO ELIMINATE ALL ENTRIES WITH DISTANCE GREATER THAN 2*RPMAX
CALL PAIRTABLEDEFLATE(2.1*RPMAX)

END IF

NOW PROCEED WITH COLLISION CALCULATIONS
IF (SWITCHTANGENTIALCOLL) THEN
CALL PARTCOLL

ELSE
CALL PARTCOLLNOTAN

END IF

FORCES ON INDIVIDUAL PARTICLES

GRAVITATIONAL AND BUOYANCY FORCE ON PARTICLES
CALL FPGRAV I GRAVITATIONAL FORCES ARE CALCULATED
CALL FPBUOY PARTICLE BOUYANCY FORCE IS CALCULATED

DRAG FORCE
CALL DRAGFORCE I DRAG FORCE IS CALCULATED USING A USER SELECTED METHOD

VIRTUAL MASS FORCE
IF (USEVIRTMASS) CALL VIRTMASS

CALCULATE THE EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FORCE ON PARTICLES
O=NO FIELD, 1=CONSTANT FIELD BOTH PRODUCE NO EXTERNAL FORCE ON PARTICLES
2=GRADIENT FIELD, 3= CONSTANT FORCE, 4= CUSTOM FIELD

IF (EXTMAGFLD .GE. 2) CALL FPEXTMAG

CALCULATE THE INTERPARTICLE MAGNETIC FORCES
MUST HAVE EXTMAGFLD GE. 1 AND XHIPFLAG =TRUE

IF (IMFSWITCH AND. (EXTMAGFLD GE. 1)) CALL FPIMF

ROTATION-DEPENDENT FORCES
IF (SWITCHROTATIONFORCE) THEN

CALL ROTATIONFORCES
END IF

CALCULATE PARTICLE MOTION AND ROTATION
CALL PARTICLEMOTION2
CALL PARTICLEROTATION

CALL CHECK_CONTAINMENT
BOLITAS FLX FRAME OUTPUT

IF (CURRTIME.GE.BOLTIMER) THEN
CALL FLXWRITE
CALL FLSUPDATE
BOLTIMER=BOLTIMER+1 .OIBOLFPS

OTHER TEXT FILE OUTPUT
CALL WRITEPARTLOC

END IF

END DO

IF (DTRATIO.GT.1)THEN
OBTAIN AVERAGED FORCE OVER FLUID

FFX=FFXJREAL(DTRATIO)
FFY=FFY/REAL(DTRATIO)
F FZ= F FZ/R EAL( DT RATIO)

END IF

END IF
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I CALCULATONS FOR PARTICLES END HERE

CALCULATE FLUID EQUATIONS
CALL XMOM
CALL YMOM
CALL ZMOM
CALL PRESSURECORRECTOR

IF NECESSARY CALCULATE HEAT TRANSFER
IF (CHOICEHEATTRANSFER) THEN
IF (CHOICEWALLHEATTRANS NE. 0) CALL WALLFLUIDHEATTRANSFER
CALL PARTICLEFLUIDHEATTRANSFER

END IF

IF NECESSARY CALCULATE MASS TRANSFER
IF (CHOICEMASSTRANSFER) THEN

ADD CHEMICAL REACTION
!ADD PARTICLE TO FLUID MASS TRANSFER

END IF

CALCULATE ENERGY AND CHEMICAL CONSERVATION IF NECESSARY

IF (CHOICEHEATTRANSFER) THEN IF HEAT TRANSFER FOR FLUID IS TO BE CONSIDERED
CALL ENERGYEQN
CALL ENERGYEQNPARTICLE

END IF

IF (CHOICEMASSTRANSFER) THEN I IF MASS TRANSFER IS TO BE CONSIDERED
CALL CHEMEQN

END IF

CALCULATE VELOCITY GRADIENTS
CALL VELGRADIENTS

BOLITAS FLX FRAME OUTPUT
IF (CURRTIME.GE.BOLTIMER .AND. NP.EQ.0) THEN
I OUTPUT HERE ONLY IF NO PARTICLES
CALL FLX\NRITE
CALL FLSUPDATE
BOLTIMER=BOLTIMER+1 .0/BOLFPS
MAXOVERLAP=0.O

END IF

UPDATE SIMULATION PROGRESS TO SCREEN
IF (ITER.GE.UPDATEITER) THEN

MUST UPDATE SCREEN IN THIS ITERATION
CALL PROGRESSREPORT
I SHARE JOHNDOES WISDOM
CALL SHAREWISDOM
I UPDATE BOLITAS STATUS FILE
CALL FLSUPDATE

END IF

END DO

* END MAIN PROGRAM LOOP *

1 BOLITAS CLOSE FLX FILES AND SIGNAL END OF SIMULATION STATUS
CALL FLXCLOSE
CALL FLSEND

CPU TIME FOR SIMULATION IS CALCULATED AND OUTPUT TO SCREEN
CALL CPU TIME(CPUTIMENOW)
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CP UT IM E E LAPS E D=CP UTIME NO W-CP UTIME START
WRITE(*,*)
WRITE(*,*) CPU TIME USED IN MIN= ,CPUTIMEELAPSED/60
WRITE(**) PRESS ENTER TO EXIT PROGRAM
PAUSE

OTHER TEXT FILE OUTPUT
IF (NP.GT.0) CALL WRITEPARTLOC
END PROGRAM PARTICLEX

C.2 ParticleX Global Variables

The use of a global variable module is critical to the structure of Particle-X.

By using the global variable module to pass all variable between subroutines it is

unnecessary to use the argument lists normally associated with FORTRAN

programs. This will allow users to add custom subroutines without having to

make serious changes to the code. By simply adding a reference to the new

module in the main program, and linking that subroutine with the global variable

module, the new routine could be added almost scamlessly. The following is a

listing of the Global Variable module.

MODULE GLOBVARS DEFINITION OF GLOBAL CONSTANTS

REAL,PARAMETER:: Pk3.14159265359 GEOMETRICAL CONSTANT P1 [\)
REALPARAMETER:: MUZERO=1 .256637E-6 PERMEABILITY OF FREE SPACE [N/A2],[Tm/A]
REAL,PARAMETER:: G=9.81 I EARTHS GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANT [mls"2]

OFFICIAL PROGRAM NAME AND VERSION
CHARACTER(*),PARAMETER:: MYNAMEParticIeX WHATS MY NAME?
INTEGERPARAMETER:: VERSIONMAJOR=1 I MAJOR VERSION NUMBER
INTEGERPARAMETER:: VERSIONMINORO MINOR VERSION NUMBER
INTEGER,PAR.AMETER:: VERSIONREV=1O I REVISION NUMBER

I DIMENSIONALITY OF THE PROGRAM 3D BY DEFAULT
INTEGERPARAMETER:: DIMENSIONS3 I NUMBER OF DIMENSIONS (2 OR 3)
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REAL,ALLOCATABLE:: BALMASS(:,::) MASS BALANCE IN FLUID CELLS

REAL:: COLUMNX COLUMN WIDTH (X) [m]
REAL:: COLUMNY COLUMN HIGHT (Y) [m]
REAL:: COLUMNZ COLUMN DEPTH (Z) [mJ

REAL:: DV FLUID CELL VOLUME [mA3]
REAL:: DX FLUID CELL LENGTH IN X
REAL:: DXDY I DXDY
REAL:: DXDZ !DX*DZ
REAL:: DY FLUID CELL LENGTH IN Y
REAL:: DYDZ !

DY*DZ
REAL:: DZ I FLUID CELL LENGTH IN Z
INTEGER:: DTRATIO I NUMBER OF PARTICLE TIME STEPS PER FLUID TIME

STEP
REAL:: DTFLUID TIME STEP FOR FLUID FLOW CALCULATIONS

INTEGER:: ITPERSECOND NUMBER OF ITERATIONS PER SECOND OF
SIMULATION TIME

INTEGER:: LI I NUMBER OF FLUID CELLS FOR COLUMN IN X
DIRECTION
INTEGER:: LIJK ! TOTAL NUMBER OF FLUID CELLS
INTEGER:: U I NUMBER OF FLUID CELLS FOR COLUMN IN Y
DIRECTION
INTEGER:: LK NUMBER OF FLUID CELLS FOR COLUMN IN Z
DIRECTION

REAL:: MO I MAGNETIC DIPOLE MOMENT FOR CONSTANT PROP
CASE, UNIFORM FIELD

REAL.ALLOCATABLE:: P(::,:) PRESSURE AT CENTER OF CELL (X,Y,Z)
REALALLOCATABLE:: PDYN(:,:,:) DYNAMIC PRESSURE AT CENTER OF CELL
REALALLOCATABLE:: PSTAT(:,:,:) I HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE AT CENTER OF CELL
REAL,ALLOCATABLE:: T(:,:,:) I TEMPERATURE OF THE FLUID AT CELL (X,Y,Z)
REALALLOCATABLE:: TO(:,:,:) I TEMPERATURE OF THE FLUID AT CELL (X,Y,Z)

PREVIOUS ITERATION
REALALLOCATABLE:: CHEM(.,:,:,:) I CHEMICAL SPECIES CONCENTRATION IN FLUID

(X,YZ,n)
REAL,ALLOCATABLE:: CHEMO(:,:,:,:) CHEMICAL SPECIES CONCENTRATION IN FLUID

(X,Y,Z,n) PREVIOUS ITER
REALALLOCATABLE:: UMAG(:,:,:) VELOCITY MAGNITUDE AT CELL (X,Y,Z)
REALALLOCATABLE:: UX(:,:,:) I X-VECLOCITY AT FACE OF CELL (X,YZ)
REALALLOCATABLE:: UXO(:,:,:) I X-VECLOCITY AT FACE OF CELL (X,YZ) PREVIOUS

ITERATION
REALALLOCATABLE:: UY(:,:,:) I Y-VECLOCITY AT FACE OF CELL (XY,Z)
REALALLOCATABLE:: UYO(:,::) I Y-VECLOCITY AT FACE OF CELL (X,Y,Z) PREVIOUS

ITERATION
REALALLOCATABLE:: UYDIST(:,:) I DISTRIBUTOR PLATE VELOCITY PROFILE (X,Z) @ Y0
REALALLOCATABLE:: UZ(:,::) ! Z-VECLOCITY AT FACE OF CELL (X,Y,Z)
REALALLOCATABLE:: UZO(:::) Z-VECLOCITY AT FACE OF CELL (XYZ) PREVIOUS

ITERATION
REALALLOCATABLE:: UYDEV(:,:,:) I Y-VELOCITY DEVIATION FROM INLET (FOR TESTING

LAMINAR PROFILE)
VOIDAGE CELL PROPERTIES

REALALLOCATABLE:: EPC(:,:,:) I VOID CELL VOID FRACTION (COARSE GRID)
INTEGER:: CELLRATIO RATIO OF FLUID CELL TO VOID CELL LENGTH
REALALLOCATABLE:: EP(:,:,:) I INTERPOLATED FLUID CELL VOID FRACTION (FINE

GRID)
REALALLOCATABLE:: EPO(:,:,:) INTERPOLATED FLUID CELL VOID FRACTION (FINE

GRID)
INTEGER:: LVI I NUMBER OF VOID CELLS FOR COLUMN IN X
DIRECTION
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INTEGER:: LVJ ! NUMBER OF VOID CELLS FOR COLUMN IN Y
DIRECTION
INTEGER:: LVK ! NUMBER OF VOID CELLS FOR COLUMN IN Z
DIRECTION
REAL:: DXC I VOLD FRACTION CELL LENGTH IN X
REAL:: DYC VOLD FRACTION CELL LENGTH IN Y
REAL:: DZC I VOLD FRACTION CELL LENGTH IN Z

BED PROPERTIES
REAL:: ABEDH ! THE AVERAGE HEIGHT OF THE BED [m]
INTEGER:: ABEDHYCELL ! THE FLUID CELL (IN Y) WHICH IS AT AVE HEIGHT
REAL:: APRESSDROP I AVERAGE BED PRESSURE DROP [Pa]
REALALLOCATABLE:; MPHEIGHT(::) ! STORES THE BED HEIGHT FOR EACH VERTICAL FLUID

COLUMN
INTEGERALLOCATABLE:: TOPCELL(:,:) I STORES HIGHEST FLUID CELL WITH PARTICLES FOR!

IN WHICH 95% OF PARTICLES ARE IN OR BELOW
INTEGERALLOCATABLE:: BOTCELL(:,:) ! STORES HIGHEST FLUID CELL WITH PARTICLES FOR

IN WHICH 95% OF PARTICLES ARE IN OR ABOVE
REAL:: UINLET ! THE INLET VELOCITY FOR DISTRIBUTOR (IF

INP UT D ISTP LATE= FALSE.
REAL:: JETHEIGHT I THE ESTIMATE OF DISTANCE INTO THE BED THE

DISTRIBUTOR JETS PENETRATE [m]
REAL:: DOA ! DISTRIBUTOR PLATE OPEN AREA [FRACTION]
REAL:: TINLET ! THE INLET TEMPERATURE OF THE FLUID [K]
REAL:: WALLFLUX I VALUE OF HEAT FLUX FROM WALLS IN BNIm'2]

REAL:: AVOIDAGE ! ESTIMATE OF AVERAGE VOIDAGE BASED ON
AVERAGE BED HEIGHT

FLUID PROPERTIES

LOGICAL:: ROFFLAG FLAG FOR DENSITY MODE
REAL:: ROE I DENISTY OF FLUID (CONSTANT)
REALALLOCATABLE:: AROF(:,:,:) ARRAY OF FLUID DENSITY
REAL,ALLOCATABLE:: AROFO(::,:) I ARRAY OF FLUID DENSITY AT PREVIOUS ITERATION
LOGICAL:: MUFFLAG I FLAG FOR VISCOSITY MODE
REAL:: MUF I VISCOSITY OF FLUID (CONSTANT)
REALALLOCATABLE;: AMUF(:,:,:) ! ARRAY OF FLUID VISCOSITY
LOGICAL:: CPFFLAG I FLAG FOR FLUID HEAT CAPACITY MODE
REAL:: CPF I HEAT CAPACITY OF THE FLUID (CONSTANT) [JIKg K]
REALALLOCATABLE:: ACPF(:,::) I ARRAY FOR FLUID HEAT CAPACITY
LOGICAL:: KFFLAG FLAG FOR THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF FLUID
REAL:: KF ! THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF FLUID (CONSTANT)

[W/mK]
REALALLOCATABLE:: AKF(:,:,:) I ARRAY FOR THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF FLUID
INTEGER:: NSPECIES ! NUMBER OF CHEMICAL SPECIES TO CONSIDER FOR

MASS TRANSFER
REAL,ALLOCATABLE:: DIFFUSION(:) ! DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT FOR CHEMICAL SPECIES n IN

FLUID

REALALLOCATABLE:: FFX(:,:,:) I ARRAY FOR X-COMP EXTERNAL FORCE ON FLUID
(DRAG & OTHERS) [N]

REALALLOCATABLE:: FFY(:,:,:) ARRAY FOR Y-COMP EXTERNAL FORCE ON FLUID
(DRAG & OTHERS) [N]

REALALLOCATABLE:: FFZ(::,:) ! ARRAY FOR Z-COMP EXTERNAL FORCE ON FLUID
(DRAG & OTHERS) [N]

REAL,ALLOCATABLE:: TFP(:,:,:) I ARRAY FOR THE EXTERNAL ENERGY ON FLUID
(PARTICLES & OTHERS)

REALALLOCATABLE:: CHEMFP(:,:,:,:) I ARRAY FOR THE EXTERNAL CHEMICAL SPECIES
GENERATION TERM

PARTICLE PROPERTIES
INTEGER:: NP ! NUMBER OF PARTICLES IN SIMULATION

REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: X(:) X-LOCATION OF PARTICLES [m]
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: Y(:) I Y-LOCATION OF PARTICLES [m]
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: Z(:) I Z-LOCATION OF PARTICLES [m]
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REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: VX(:) X-VELOCITY OF PARTICLES [mis]
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: VY(:) Y-VELOCITY OF PARTICLES [mis)
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: VZ(:) Z-VELOCITY OF PARTICLES [m/s]
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: KINETIC(:) I PARTICLE KINETIC ENERGY [J]
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: POTENTIAL(:) I PARTICLE GRAVITATIONAL POTENTIAL ENERGY [J}

PARTICLE VELOCITIES FOR VIRTUAL MASS, PREVIOUS 2 ITERATION
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: VXO(:) I X-VELOCITY OF PARTICLES AT I-i ITER
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: VYO(:) Y-VELOCITY OF PARTICLES AT I-i hER
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: VZO(:) Z-VELOCITY OF PARTICLES AT I-i ITER
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: VXOO(:) X-VELOCITY OF PARTICLES AT 1-2 ITER
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: VYOO(:) Y-VELOCITY OF PARTICLES AT 1-2 ITER
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: VZOO(:) Z-VELOCITY OF PARTICLES AT 1-2 ITER

REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: WX(:) I X-ANGULAR VELOCITY OF PARTICLE [us]

REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: WY(:) ! Y-ANGULAR VELOCITY OF PARTICLE [us]

REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: WZ(:) Z-ANGULAR VELOCITY OF PARTICLE [us]

LOGICAL:: MPFLAG I FLAG FOR PARTICLE MASS MODE
REAL:: MP MASS OF THE PARTICLE (CONSTANT)
REAL,ALLOCATABLE:: AMP(:) ARRAY OF PARTICLE MASSES
REAL:: MPMIN I SMALLEST MASS OF PARTICLE
REAL:: MPMAX LARGEST MASS OF PARTICLE

LOGICAL:: CPPFLAG FLAG FOR PARTICLE HEAT CAPACITY MODE
REAL:: CPP I PARTICLE HEAT CAPACITY [J/kg K]
REAL,ALLOCATABLE:: ACPP(:) ARRAY OF PARTICLE HEAT CAPACITY
REAL,ALLOCATABLE:: TPARTICLE(:) ARRAY OF PARTICLE TEMPERATURES

REAL:: IMP I MOMENT OF INERTIA OF PARTICLE (CONSTANT) [Kg
m2]
REAL,ALLOCATABLE:: AIMP(:) I MOMENT OF INERTIA OR PARTICLES (ARRAY)

LOGICAL:: RPFLAG FLAG FOR PARTICLE RADIUS MODE
REAL:: RP I PARTICLE RADIUS (CONSTANT)
REAL:: RPMAX I LARGEST PARTICLE RADIUS
REAL:: RPMIN I SMALLEST PARTICLE RADIUS
REAL,ALLOCATABLE:: ARP(:) ARRAY OF PARTICLE RADIUS
REAL:: SP I PARTICLE SURFACE AREA (CONSTANT)
REAL,ALLOCATABLE:: ASP(:) PARTICLE SURFACE AREA (ARRAY)
REAL:: VP I VOLUME OF PARTICLE
REAL,ALLOCATABLE:: AVP(:) I ARRAY OF PARTICLE VOLUMES
INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE:: PARTICLESIZE(:) I ARRAY OF SIZE IDENTIFIERS FOR

MIXING/SEGREGATION EXPERIMENTS

LOGICAL:: ROPFLAG I FLAG FOR PARTICLE DENSITY MODE
REAL:: ROP I PARTICLE DENSITY (CONSTANT)
REAL,ALLOCATABLE:: AROP(:) ARRAY OF PARTICLE DENSITY

LOGICAL:: XHIPFLAG I FLAG FOR PARTICLE SUSCEPTIBILITY MODE (ARE
THERE MAGNETIC PARTICLES?)

REAL:: XHIP I PARTICLE SUSCEPTIBILITY (CONSTANT)
REAL,ALLOCATABLE:: AXHIP(:) I ARRAY OF PARTICLE SUSCEPTIBILITY
REAL:: EFFXHIP I COEFFICIENT OF PARTICLE MAGNETIC FORCE

[mu*Xe*Vp]
REAL,ALLOCATABLE:: AEFFXHIP(:) I ARRAY OF PARTICLE MAGNETIC FORCE [mu*Xe*Vp]

COEFF.
REAL:: FBPC I COEFFICIENT EFFXHIP*MODIFING PARAMETERS

(CURIE TEMP)
REAL,ALLOCATABLE:: AFBPC(:) I ARRAY COEFFICIENT = EFFXHIPMODIFING

PARAMETERS (CURIE TEMP)
REAL,ALLOCATABLE:: FPX(:) ARRAY OF TOTAL FORCE ON PARTICLE (X) [N]
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REAL,ALLOCATABLE:: FPY(:) ARRAY OF TOTAL FORCE ON PARTICLE (Y) [N]
REAL,ALLOCATABLE:: FPZ(;) ! ARRAY OF TOTAL FORCE ON PARTICLE (Z) [N]
REAL,ALLOCATABLE:: TAUPX(:) I PARTICLE TORQUE IN (X) [N rn]
REAL,ALLOCATABLE:: TAUPY(:) PARTICLE TORQUE IN (Y) [N rnJ
REALALLOCATABLE:: TAUPZ(:) PARTICLE TORQUE IN (Z) [N rn]
REALALLOCATABLE:: TPP(:) ARRAY OF TOTAL HEAT TRANSFERED TO PARTICLE
REAL:: CETAWN NORMAL DAMPING COEFF PARTICLE-WALL
REAL:: CETAWS I TANGENTIAL DAMPING COEFF PARTICLE-WALL
REAL:: CETAPN I NORMAL DAMPING COEFF PARTICLE-PARTICLE
REAL:: CETAPS I TANGENTAL DAMPING COEFF PARTICLE-PARTICLE
REAL:: ETAWN NORMAL DAMPING COEFF PART-WALL WITH MASS
REAL:: ETAWS TANGENTAL DAMPING COEFF PART-WALL WITH MASS
REAL:: ETAPN NORMAL DAMPING COEFF PARTICLE-PARTICLE WITH

MASS
REAL:: ETAPS TANGENTAL DAMPING COEFF PARTICLE-PARTICLE

WITH MASS
REAL,ALLOCATABLE:: REYNOLDSP(:) I PARTICLE REYNOLDS NUMBER
REAL,ALLOCATABLE:: REYNOLDSROT(:) I PARTICLE ROTATIONAL REYNOLDS NUMBER

NEW COLLISION PARAMETERS PARTICLE-WALL
REAL:: RESTITUTIONPW P-W RESTITUTION COEFFICIENT [-]
REAL:: FRICTIONPW P-W FRICTION COEFFICIENT [-]
REAL:: STIFFNESSPWN P-W NORMAL STIFFNESS (SPRING CONSTANT) [N/rn]
REAL:: STIFFNESSPWT P-W TANGENTIAL STIFFNESS (SPRING CONSTANT)

[N/rn]
REAL:: DAMPINGPWN I P-W NORMAL DAMPING COEFFICIENT [-]
REAL:: DAMPINGPWT I P-W TANGENTIAL DAMPING COEFFICIENT [-]
REALALLOCATABLE:: ADAMPINGPWN(:) I ARRAY OF P-W NORMAL DAMPING COEFFICIENT [-]

(DEPENDS ON MASS)
REALALLOCATABLE:: ADAMPINGPWT(:) ARRAY OF P-W TANGENTIAL DAMPING COEFFICIENT [-

(DEPENDS ON MASS)

NEW COLLISION PARAMETERS PARTICLE-PARTICLE
REAL:: RESTITUTIONPP I P-P RESTITUTION COEFFICIENT [-]
REAL:: FRICTIONPP I P-P FRICTION COEFFICIENT [-]
REAL:: STIFFNESSPPN I P-P NORMAL STIFFNESS (SPRING CONSTANT) [NIrn]
REAL:: STIFFNESSPPT P-P TANGENTIAL STIFFNESS (SPRING CONSTANT)
[N/rn]
REAL:: DAMPINGPPN P-P NORMAL DAMPING COEFFICIENT [-]
REAL:: DAMPINGPPT P-P TANGENTIAL DAMPING COEFFICIENT [-]
REALALLOCATABLE:: ADAMPINGPPN(:) I ARRAY OF P-P NORMAL DAMPING COEFFICIENT [-]

(DEPENDS ON MASS)
REALALLOCATABLE:: ADAMPINGPPT(:) ARRAY OF P-P TANGENTIAL DAMPING COEFFICIENT [-]

(DEPENDS ON MASS)

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

REAL:: DT I TIME STEP FOR SIMULATION [s]
REAL:: ENDTIME TOTAL TIME FOR SIMULATION [s]
INTEGER:: ENDITER TOTAL NUMBER OF MAIN LOOP ITERATIONS
INTEGER:: ITER I CURRENT MAIN LOOP ITERATION
REAL:: CURRTIME CURRENT SIMULATION TIME
REAL:: GX I X-COMPONENT OF GRAVITY [mIs'2]
REAL:; GY I Y-COMPONENT OF GRAVITY [rn/s"2]
REAL:: GZ I Z-COMPONENT OF GRAVITY [m/sA2]
REAL:: MAXTOL FLUID VELOCITY CONVERG. TOLERANCE
REAL:: AVETOL FLUID VELOCITY AVERAGE TOLERANCE
REAL;: PMAXTOL I PRESSUE CORR. CONVERG. TOLERANCE
REAL:: PAVETOL IPRESSUECORR.AVERAGE TOLERANCE
REAL:: RELAXX I RELAXATION COEFF FOR X-MOMENTUM
INTEGER:: MAXITERX MAXIMUM ITERATION FOR X-MOMENTUM
REAL:: RELAXY I RELAXATION COEFF FOR Y-MOMENTUM
INTEGER:: MAXITERY MAXIMUM ITERATION FOR Y-MOMENTUM
REAL:: RELAXZ I RELAXATION COEFF FOR Z-MOMENTUM
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REAL:: RELAXENERGY RELAXATION COEFF FOR ENERGY EQUATION
INTEGER:: MAXITERENERGY' MAXIMUM ITERATION FOR TEMPERATURE (ENERGY
EQUATION)
REAL:: RELAXCHEM I RELAXATION COEFF FOR MASS EQUATION
INTEGER:: MAXITERCHEM MAXIMUM ITERATION FOR MASS EQUATION
INTEGER:: MAXITERPC MAXIMUM PRESSURE CORRECTION ITERATION
REAL:: RELAXPC ! PRESSURE CORRECTION SOLVER
RELAXATION
REAL:: RELAXP PRESSURE RELAXATION COEFFICIENT
INTEGER:: BOLFPSO ! FRAMERATE FOR BOLITAS VISUALIZATION
REAL:: BOLTIMER ! TIME OF NEXT BOLITAS OUTPUT
REAL:: INLETFACTOR1.0! DISTRIBUTOR PLATE VELOCITY FACTOR
LOGICAL:: RANDOMIZE IF TRUE, WILL SET SEED FOR RANDOM NUMBERS

BASED ON CURRENT TIME
INTEGER:: EXTMAGFLD CHOICE OF MAGNETIC FIELD CONFIGURATION

(0,1,2,3,4)
LOGICAL:: IMFSWITCH SWITCH (ON/OFF) FOR CONSIDERING INTERPARTICLE

MAGNETIC FORCES
LOGICAL:: SWITCHROTATIONFORCE! SWITCH (ON/OFF) FOR CONSIDERING

ROTATION FORCES (SAFFMAN, MAGNUS...)
LOGICAL:: SWITCHTANGENTIALCOLL SWITCH (ON/OFF) TANGENTIAL COMPONENTS

OF P-P COLLISIONS
LOGICAL:: USEVIRTMASS DISABLE/ENABLE VIRTUAL MASS FORCE

CALCULATION
LOGICAL:: CALLSNAPSHOT SWITCH TO TAKE A CONCENTRATION PROFILE

SNAPSHOT OF THE BED
MAGNETIC FIELD PARAMETERS

REAL:: BO ! MAGNITUDE OF THE FIELD FOR CONSTANT FIELD
CASE [I]
REAL:: BXO EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD X-COMPONENT [T] AT x=0
REAL:: BYO ! EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD Y-COMPONENT [T] AT yO
REAL:: BZO I EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD Z-COMPONENT [T] AT z=0
REAL:: BXGRAD I EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD X-GRADIENT [T/mJ
REAL:: BYGRAD I EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD Y-GRADIENT [T/m]
REAL:: BZGRAD EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD Z-GRADIENT [T/m]
REAL:: BXCONSTF X-COMPONENT OF CONSTANT FORCE MAGNETIC

FIELD BX*GRAD(BX) [TA2/m}
REAL:: BYCONSTF Y-COMPONENT OF CONSTANT FORCE MAGNETIC

FIELD BY*GRAD(BY) [TA2/m]
REAL:: BZCONSTF I Z-COMPONENT OF CONSTANT FORCE MAGNETIC

FIELD BZ*GRAD(BZ) [T"21m]

USER CHOICE OF METHODS (READ FROM INPUT FILE)
INTEGER:: CHOICEPPCOL ! CHOICE FOR PARTICLE-PARTICLE COLLISION

DETECTION
INTEGER:: CHOICEWALLCOLL CHOICE FOR PARTICLE-WALL COLLISION

DETECTION
INTEGER:: CHOICEDRAGMODEL I CHOICE FOR DRAG FORCE CALCULATION MODEL
LOGICAL:: CHOICEHEATTRANSFER CHOICE FOR HEAT TRANSFER CONSIDERATION
INTEGER:: CHOICEWALLHEAURANS MODEL FOR WALL-FLUID HEAT TRANS (0,1,2)
LOGICAL:: CHOICEMASSTRANSFER CHOICE FOR MASS TRANSFER

CONSIDERATION
LOGICAL:: INPUTDISTPLATE FLAG FOR READING DISTRIBUTOR PLATE FROM A FILE
INTEGER:: CHOICEPARTICLEPOSITION I CHOICE FOR INITIAL PARTICLE POSITIONING
INTEGER:: CHOICEPAIRDETECTION I CHOICE FOR PARTICLE PAIR DETECTION METHOD

PRESSURE CORRECTION VARIABLES

REALALLOCATABLE:: PCORRO(:,:,:) INITIAL GUESS TO PRESSUE CORRECTION
REAL,ALLOCATABLE:: PCORR(:,:,:) I PRESSURE CORRECTION ARRAY
REAL,ALLOCATABLE:: DPX(:,:,:) I X-CONTRIBUTION OF PRESSURE CORRECTION
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REAL,ALLOCATABLE:: DPY(::,:) ! Y-CONTRIBUTION OF PRESSURE CORRECTION
REAL,ALLOCATABLE:: DPZ(:,::) Z-CONTRIBUTION OF PRESSURE CORRECTION

BOLITAS VARIABLES
INTEGER*4:: FINGERPRINT SIMULATION IDENTIFIER

'COLLISION COUNTERS
INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE:: CONTACTS(:) NUMBER OF CONTACTS WITH OTHER

PARTICLES
INTEGER:: PPCOUNT TOTAL COUNT OF P-P COLLISIONS
INTEGER:: PWCOUNT TOTAL COUNT OF P-W COLLISIONS

PARTICLE DIRECTORY VARIABLES
INTEGER, ALLOCATABLE:: FDIRI(:) STORES THE FLUID CELL (I) LOCATION OF THE PARTICLE
INTEGER, ALLOCATABLE:: FDIRJ(:) STORES THE FLUID CELL (J) LOCATION OF THE PARTICLE
INTEGER, ALLOCATABLE:: FDIRK(:) STORES THE FLUID CELL (K) LOCATION OF THE PARTICLE
INTEGER, ALLOCATABLE:: FDIRSI(:) LOCATION OF THE PARTICLE IN THE STAGGERED X-GRID
INTEGER, ALLOCATABLE:: FDIRSJ(:)! LOCATION OF THE PARTICLE IN THE STAGGERED X-GRID
INTEGER, ALLOCATABLE:: FDIRSK(:)! LOCATION OF THE PARTICLE IN THE STAGGERED X-GRID
INTEGER, ALLOCATABLE:: FCUTI(:) ! INDEX OF THE CASE # FOR PARTICLES CUT BY FLUID CELLS
INTEGER, ALLOCATABLE:: VCUTI(:) INDEX OF THE CASE # FOR PARTICLES CUT BY VOIDAGE CELLS

VARIABLES FOR OPTIMIZED PARTICLE COLLISION CALCULATIONS
INTEGER:: NUMCC ! NUMBER OF COLLISION CELLS USED
REAL,ALLOCATABLE:: COLLCELL(:,:) DIM WILL BE (# CELLS, # PART PER CELL)
INTEGER, ALLOCATABLE:: CCNP (:) ! DIM WILL BE # CELLS

THIS IS THE CURRENT NUMBER OF
PARTICLES IN EACH CELL FOR PLACEMENT
INTEGER:: MAXNPCC THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PARTICLE PER
COLLISION CELL

VARIABLES FOR FLUID CELL BASED COLLISION CALCULATIONS
INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE:: FCICELL(:,:) FLUID-CELL BASED COLLISION

(INDEX OF CELL, LIST OF PARTICLE ID'S IN
THAT INDEX)
INTEGERALLOCATABLE:: FCINP(:) THE NUMBER OF PARTICLES IN EACH FCICELL INDEX
INTEGER:: FCIMP THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PARTICLES EACH FCICELL COULD

CONTAI N INT(DX*DY*DZ*O.85I(4/3*PI*RPMIN3))
INTEGER:: FCITOTCELL TOTAL NUMBER OF CELLS IN FCICELL

SOME GHOST CELLS MUST BE COUNTED
INTEGER,DIMENSION (13):: FCIOFFSET ARRAY OF OFFSET VALUES (BASE VALUE)
INTEGER,DIMENSION (13):: FCIOFS ARRAY OF CURRENT OFFSET VALUES

VARIABLES FOR GRID CELL BASED COLLISION CALCULATIONS
INTEGER:: NGX,NGY,NGZ THE NUMBER OF GRID UNITS IN X,Y,Z (NOT INCLUDING
GHOSTS)
REAL:: LX,LY,LZ THE LENGTHS OF THE GRID UNITS IN X,Y,Z
INTEGER:: NGRIDTOTAL TOTAL NUMBER OF GRID UNITS
INTEGER:: MPPGRID MAXIMUM PARTICLES PER GRID UNIT
INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE:: GRID(:,:)
INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE:: NPGRID(:)
INTEGER:: GRIDOFS(13) ARRAY OF GRID OFFSET VALUES (BASE
VALUE)
INTEGER:: CUROFS(13) ARRAY OF CURRENT GRID OFFSET VALUES
INTEGER:: OFFSETMAP(28) ARRAY OF OFFSET MAPS FOR COLLISION
OPTIMIZATION

VARIABLES FOR TRILINEAR INTERPOLATION
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: F2PX(:) FLUID CELL TO PARTICLE INTERPOLATION FACTOR X
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: F2PY(:) FLUID CELL TO PARTICLE INTERPOLATION FACTORY
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: F2PZ(:) FLUID CELL TO PARTICLE INTERPOLATION FACTOR Z
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: F2PSX(:) ! FLUID TO PARTICLE INTERPOLATION FACTOR X
STAGGERED
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REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: F2PSY(:) I FLUID TO PARTICLE INTERPOLATION FACTOR X
STAGGERED

REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: F2PSZ(:) I FLUID TO PARTICLE INTERPOLATION FACTOR X
STAGGERED

REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: F2P000(:) FLUID TO PARTICLE INTERPOLATION FACTOR 000
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: F2P100(:) FLUID TO PARTICLE INTERPOLATION FACTOR 100
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: F2P010(:) FLUID TO PARTICLE INTERPOLATION FACTOR 010
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: F2P1 10(:) FLUID TO PARTICLE INTERPOLATION FACTOR 110
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: F2POO1(:) I FLUID TO PARTICLE INTERPOLATION FACTOR 001
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: F2PIO1(:) I FLUID TO PARTICLE INTERPOLATION FACTOR 101
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: F2PO11(:) I FLUID TO PARTICLE INTERPOLATION FACTOR 011
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: F2P111(:) I FLUID TO PARTICLE INTERPOLATION FACTOR 111

I INTERPOLATED FLUID PROPERTIES AT PARTICLE LOCATIONS
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: F2PUX(:) I INTERPOLATED FLUID VELOCITY X
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: F2PUY(:) I INTERPOLATED FLUID VELOCITY Y
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: F2PUZ(:) I INTERPOLATED FLUID VELOCITY Z
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: F2PUXOO(:) INTERPOLATED FLUID VELOCITY X AT ITER 1-2
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: F2PUYOO(:) INTERPOLATED FLUID VELOCITY Y AT ITER 1-2
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: F2PUZOO(:) INTERPOLATED FLUID VELOCITY Z AT ITER -3
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: F2PEP(:) I INTERPOLATED VOIDAGE AT PARTICLE LOCATIONS
(FOR DRAG FORCE)

PROGRESS REPORTING
REAL:: CPUTIMESTART
REAL:: CPUTIMENOW
PROGRESSREPORT)
REAL:: CPUTIMEELAPSED
INTEGER:: ICOUNT
INTEGER:: IMAX
INTEGER:: IRATE
REAL:: PROGRESSTIMER
UPDATE
INTEGER:: UPDATEITER=1

I PARTICLE LOCATION INDEXING

CPU TIME AT BEGINNING OF SIMULATION
CURRENT CPU TIME USED (UPDATED ONLY IN

ELAPSED CPU TIME: CPUTIMENOW-CPLJTIMESTART
SYSTEM CLOCK COUNT

I MAXIMUM COUNT OF SYSTEM CLOCK
COUNT RATE FOR SYSTEM CLOCK

I INTERVAL IN SECONDS FOR SCREEN PROGRESS

ITERATION FOR NEXT UPDATE

INTEGER, ALLOCATABLE:: PINDEXX(:) I INDEX OF PARTICLES SORTED BY X-POSITION
INTEGER, ALLOCATABLE:: PINDEXY(:) I INDEX OF PARTICLES SORTED BY Y-POSITION
INTEGER, ALLOCATABLE:: PINDEXZ(:) INDEX OF PARTICLES SORTED BY Z-POSITION
REAL:: MAXSEARCHDIST I THE SEARCH DISTANCE FOR PARITICLE PAIRS

MISCELLANEOUS VARIABLES
REAL:: WISDOMLEVEL I WISDOM LEVEL, BETWEEN 0.0 AND 1.0
REAL:: NORMRESUX I NORMALIZED RESIDUAL AND TOLERANCE FOR X-MOM
REAL:: TOLRESUX,TOLNORMRESUX I TOLERANCE FOR ABSOLUTE AND NORMALIZED
RESIDUAL X-MOM
REAL:: NORMRESUY NORMALIZED RESIDUAL AND TOLERANCE FOR Y-MOM
REAL:: TOLRESUY,TOLNORMRESUY ! TOLERANCE FOR ABSOLUTE AND NORMALIZED
RESIDUAL Y-MOM
REAL:: NORMRESUZ I NORMALIZED RESIDUAL AND TOLERANCE FOR Z-MO
REAL:: TOLRESUZ,TOLNORMRESUZ I TOLERANCE FOR ABSOLUTE AND NORMALIZED
RESIDUAL Z-MOM
REAL:: NORMRESMASS NORMALIZED RESIDUAL AND TOLERANCE FOR PRESS

CORR
REAL:: TOLRESMASS,TOLNORMRESMASS I TOLERANCE FOR ABSOLUTE AND NORMALIZED

RESIDUAL PRESS CORR
REAL:: NORMRESENERGY I NORMALIZED RESIDUAL AND TOLERANCE

FOR ENERGY EQUATION
REAL:: TOLRESENERGY, TOLNORMRESENERGY I TOLERANCE FOR ABSOLUTE AND

NORMALIZED RESIDUAL ENERGY
REAL:: NORMRESCHEM NORMALIZED RESIDUAL AND TOLERANCE FOR MASS

TRANSFER
REAL:: TOLRESCHEM, TOLNORMRESCHEM I TOLERANCE FOR ABSOLUTE AND NORMALIZED

RESIDUAL SPECIES MASS



REAL, ALLOCATABLE::
REAL, ALLOCATABLE::
REAL, ALLOCATABLE::
REAL, ALLOCATABLE::
INTEGER:: ITERPC
SOLVER
INTEGER:: ITERUX
INTEGER:: ITERUY
INTEGER:: ITERUZ
INTEGER:: ITEREE
INTEGER:: ITERCHEM

FLUID VELOCITY GR
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:
REAL, ALLOCATABLE
REAL, ALLOCATABLE
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:
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CELLRESMASS(:,:,:) CELL RESIDUAL MASS kg/s]
CELLRESUX(:,:,:) CELL RESIDUAL X-MOMENTUM [kgm/s2]
CELLRESUY(:,:,:) CELL RESIDUAL Y-MOMENTUM [kg.m/s"2]
CELLRESUZ(:,:,:) CELL RESIDUAL Z-MOMENTUM [kg.m/s2]

ITERATION COUNTER FOR PRESSURE CORRECTION

ADIENTS
UXGRADX(:,:,:)
UXGRADY(:,:,:)
UXGRADZ(:,:,:)
UYGRADX(:,:,:)
UYGRADY(:,:,:)
UYGRADZ(:,:,:)
UZGRADX(:,:,:)
UZGRADY(:,:,:)
UZGRADZ(:,:,:)

ITERATION COUNTER FOR X-MOMENTUM SOLVER
ITERATION COUNTER FOR Y-MOMENTUM SOLVER
ITERATION COUNTER FOR Z-MOMENTUM SOLVER
ITERATION COUNTER FOR THE ENERGY EQUATION
ITERATION COUNTER FOR THE MASS EQUATION

FLUID X-VEL, GRADIENT IN X
FLUID X-VEL, GRADIENT IN Y
FLUID X-VEL, GRADIENT IN Z
FLUID Y-VEL, GRADIENT IN X
FLUID Y-VEL, GRADIENT NJ Y
FLUID Y-VEL, GRADIENT IN Z
FLUID Z-VEL, GRADIENT IN X
FLUID Z-VEL, GRADIENT IN Y
FLUID Z-VEL, GRADIENT IN Z

TANGENTIAL DISPLACEMENT FOR CONTACT WITH WALLS
NOTE THAT EACH PARTICLE COLLIDING WITH A WALL CAN HAS 3 COMPONENTS OF
TANGENTIAL DISPLACEMENT, EVEN THOUGH ONE IS ALWAYS ZERO BECAUSE WALLS
ARE NORMAL TO COORDINATE AXES

REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: WEWALLDTX(:) WEST/EAST WALL TANGENTIAL DISPLACEMENT IN X
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: WEWALLDTY(:) WEST/EAST WALL TANGENTIAL DISPLACEMENT IN Y
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: WEWALLDTZ(:) WEST/EAST WALL TANGENTIAL DISPLACEMENT IN Z
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: SNWALLDTX(:) SOUTH/NORTH WALL TANGENTIAL DISPLACEMENT IN
X
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: SNWALLDTY(:) SOUTH/NORTH WALL TANGENTIAL DISPLACEMENT IN
Y
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: SNWALLDTZ(:) SOUTH/NORTH WALL TANGENTIAL DISPLACEMENT IN
Z
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: BFWALLDTX(:) FRONT/BACK WALL TANGENTIAL DISPLACEMENT IN X
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: BFWALLDTY(:) I FRONT/BACK WALL TANGENTIAL DISPLACEMENT IN Y
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: BFWALLDTZ(:) FRONT/BACK WALL TANGENTIAL DISPLACEMENT IN Z
INTEGER, ALLOCATABLE:: WEWALLLASTIT(:) LAST ITERATION THAT PARTICLES WERE COLLIDING
WITH WEST/EAST WALL
INTEGER, ALLOCATABLE:: SNWALLLASTIT(:) LAST ITERATION THAT PARTICLES WERE COLLIDING
WITH NORTH/SOUTH WALL
INTEGER, ALLOCATABLE:: BFWALLLASTIT(:) I LAST ITERATION THAT PARTICLES WERE COLLIDING
WITH BACKIFRONT WALL

INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE:: PCOLOR(:) COLOR OF THE PARTICLE

VARIABLES FOR HIGHER-ORDER INTEGRATION METHODS
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: HISTORYAX(:,:) HISTORY OF PARTICLE ACCELERATION, X-
COMPONENT
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: HISTORYAY(:,:) HISTORY OF PARTICLE ACCELERATION, Y-
COMPONENT
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: HISTORYAZ(:,:) HISTORY OF PARTICLE ACCELERATION, Z-
COMPONENT
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: HISTORYVX(:,:) HISTORY OF PARTICLE VELOCITY, X-COMPONENT
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: HISTORYVY(:,:) HISTORY OF PARTICLE VELOCITY, Y-COMPONENT
REAL, ALLOCATABLE:: HISTORYVZ(:,:) HISTORY OF PARTICLE VELOCITY, Z-COMPONENT
INTEGER:: ABK=1 ADAM-BASHFORTH METHOD ORDER
INTEGER:: ABLOC1=O,ABLOC2=O,ABLOC3=O INDEX OF THE NEWEST VALUES IN THE HISTORY
ARRAYS
INTEGER:: CHOICEPMINTEGRATION=1 CHOICE OF INTEGRATION METHOD FOR PARTICLE
MOTION



VARIABLES FOR TESTING PURPOSES (TEMPORARY)
REAL:: FPDRAGAVE I AVERAGE DRAG FORCE ON A PARTICLE
REAL:: FPDRAGTOT I TOTAL DRAG FORCE ON ALL PARTICLES
REAL:: FPBUOYAVE I AVERAGE BUOYANCY FORCE ON PARTICLE
REAL:: FPBUOYTOT TOTAL BUOYANCY FORCE ON ALL PARTICLES
REAL:: MAXOVERLAP THE MAX P-P OVERLAP DURING COLLISION
REAL:: TOTPARTENERGY THE TOTAL PARTICLE PHASE ENERGY [J]

END MODULE GLOBVARS

C.3 Particle-X Input File

User input is handled through the use of a structured text file. Variables

arc listed and set equal to a value, integer, real, or logical. Comments, indentation,

and blank lines are allowed.

Particle-X Main Input File

[Method Choices]
CHOICEWALLCOLL = 2
CHOICEPAIRDETECTION = 3
CHOICEDRAGMODEL = 3
CHOICEPARTICLEPOSITION = 2
SWITCHROTATIONFORCE = .FALSE.
SWITCHTANGENTIALCOLL = FALSE.
USEVIRTMASS = .FALSE.
RANDOMIZE = FALSE.
INPUTDISTPLATE = FALSE.

[Column]
COLUMNX = 0.1016
COLUMNY = 0.3556
COLUMNZ = 0.0508
LVI = 16
LVJ = 42
LVK = 8
CELLRATIO = 1
UINLET = 0.0161
JETHEIGHT = 0.000
DOA=0.O0

[Control Parameters]
DT = 0.00004
DTRATIO = 1
ENDTIME = 30.0
MAXITERX = 20
MAXITERY = 20
MAXITERZ = 20
MAXITERPC = 100

[Absolute Residual Tolerances]
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TOLRESUX= 1E-7
TOLRESLJY = 1 E-7
TOLRESUZ = 1 E-7
TOLRESMASS = 1E-7

[Normalized Residual Tolerances]
TOLNORMRESUX = 0.001
TOLNORMRESUY = 0.001
TOLNORMRESUZ = 0.001
TOLNORMRESMASS = 0.05

[Relaxation Parameters]
RELAXX = 0.9
RELAXY = 0.9
RELAXZ = 0.9
RELAXP = 0.5
RELAXPC = 1.8

[Bolitas]
BOLFPS = 30
FINGERPRINT = 421186767

[Gravity]
GX = 0
GY= -9.81
GZ =0

[Particles]
NP = 650
RP = 0.001 25
ROP = 1160.0
XHIP = 0.0
CPP = 4184
RPFLAG = .TRUE.
ROPFLAG= FALSE.
XHIPF LAG = . FALSE.
CPPFLAG = FALSE.

[Fluid]
MUF = 0.001
ROF = 998.9
CPF = 4184.0
KF = 0.65
ROFFLAG = .FALSE.
MUFFLAG= .FALSE.
CPFFLAG = FALSE.
KFFLAG = .FALSE

[Magnetic Field]
EXTMAGFLD = 0
BXO = 0.05
BYO = 0.05
BZO = 0.05
BXGRAD = 0.0
BYGRAD = 0.0
BZGRAD = 0.0
BXCONSTF = 0.0
BYCONSTF = 0.0
BZCONSTF = 0.0
IMFSWITCH = FALSE.

[Mass Transfer]
CHOICEMASSTRANSFER = FALSE.
NSPECIES = 1
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RELAXCHEM = 0.9
MAXITERCHEM = 20
TOLNORMRESCHEM = 0.0001
TOLRESCHEM =1E-3

[Heat Transfer]
CHOICEHEATTRANSFER = FALSE.
CHOICEWALLHEATTRANS = 0
TINLET = 298.15
WALLFLUX = 0.01
RELAXENERGY = 0.9
MAXITERENERGY = 20
TOLNORMRESENERGY = 0.01
TOLRESENERGY=1 E-3

[P-W collision parameters]
RESTITUTIONPW = 0.8
FRICTIONPW = 0.3
STIFFNESSPWN = 800.0
STIFFNESSPWT = 80.0

[P-P collision parameters]
RESTITUTIONPP = 0.8
FRICTIONPP = 0.3
STIFFNESSPPN = 800.0
STIFFNESSPPT = 80.0

[Miscellaneous]
WISDOMLEVEL = 0.07
PROGRESSTIMER = 20.0

C.4 Particte-X Timeline File

The timeline input file provides a method for dynamically changing

variables, or calling specific routines, during the simulation. With the aid of the

timeline format, complex scripting is possible during simulation. A description of

the timeline format is given below.

PARTICLE-X TIMELINE SCRIPT

The format for a timeline event is as follows

BEGIN EVENT
VARID=
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START=
END=
TYPE =
ACTIVE =
PA RAM ETE RS =

END EVENT

Capitalization is irrelevant.
BEGIN EVENT and END EVENT must spell exactly like this
The order of different lines within BEGIN EVENT and END EVENT is irrelevant.

VARID is a string identifying the variable to change
START is a real value indicating the start time for this event

I END is a real value indicating the end time for this event

TYPE can be one of the following

CONSTANT
LINEAR
LINEARTWOPOINT
QUADRATIC
CUBIC
EXPONENTIAL
POWER
SINE

LINEARTWOPOINT is a special case of LINEAR where the two parameters
I are the initial and final value for the variable

ACTIVE can be TRUE. or FALSE (actually, .t or .f suffices)
If FALSE. the event is just ignored

PARAMETERS are real values (separated by commas or spaces) that the
equation defined by TYPE will use as parameters

EXAMPLE:

BEGIN EVENT
VARID = INLETFACTOR
START = 0.1
END = 1.0
TYPE = SINE

I ACTIVE = FALSE.
PARAMETERS = 0.8,0.2,0.062.8318

END EVENT



APPENDIX D

VISUALIZATION

D.l The Bolitas II Software

The beautiful visual displays of data from the Particle-X software are made

possible thanks to the hard work of Carlos Cruz-Ficrro [5]. 1-Ic originally

developed the Bolitas software for use with the AZTECA code, to make simple

images and videos of simulation data.

With the development of Particle-X and the move to a fully 3-dimensional

simulation environment, Bolitas was due for a facelift. Carlos and I discussed the

possibility of using the OpenGL graphics language and creating a 3-dimensional

visualization program to compliment Particle-X. Carlos then spent a large amount

of his precious free time developing the Visual Basic application that became

Bolitas II.

The ability to 'see' inside the simulation during early development was

invaluable, providing a much more effective debugging method than sifting

through thousands of lines of code. Errors within Particle-X were often

immediately obvious when the simulation was visualized.

As the simulation capabilities of Particle-X grew, Carlos worked to

broaden the feature-set of the Bolitas II program. Now it is possible to visualize

any particle or fluid property calculated during simulation. The color schemes and
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complexity of the polygons can be adjusted, as can playback rate. Bolitas II can

create single images or automatically generate frames for animation.

D.2 FLX Data Specification

Another great feature of Bolitas II is its ability to automatically detect the

structure of binary data files and create visualization options appropriate to the

data type. As long as data is saved in the FLX data file format, Bolitas II will

recognize it, and provide visualization.

For complete information on the FLX format visit

httl://cruzhelTo.com/acadenhic/bol itas.htrn

The following is a sample of particle temperature being written to a file in

the FLX fi)rmat.

FLX 1400 PARTICLE TEMPERATURE
MYFILE 1400
IF ( ACTIVE( MY FILE)) TI LEN

OPEN (UNIT=MYFILE. FILE='PartTemperature.11x'. ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL. ACTION='WRITE', &
FORM =FORMA'FFED', IOSTAT=IOVAR, POSITION-=REWIND', STATUSREPLACE)

IF (IOVAR.NE.0) ThEN
\VRITE(*,*) Error', IOVAR, when creating FLX file number', MYFILE
ACTIvE(MYFILE)=.FALsE.

ELSE
CALL SETVARNAME (IIDR%FLXVARINFO,'PARTICLE.TEMPERAFURE',Tcmperature of particic'.'K')
CALL SETVARINFO (IIDR%FLXVARINFO.DATASINGLE,TIMEDYNREGULAR,DIM I)
CALL SETDJNFO (IIDR%FLXVARINFO%VIDIMINFO(I), 0, NP+I, I, NP, 0.0, 0.0, 0)
I IDR% FLXDATAOFFSET=PRE1 IEADERLEN 4-FLXI IEADERLEN -i- I

I LDR% FLXFRAMELENGTI 1=4t(NP-4-2 )+FLXFRAMELEN
WRITE(MYFILE) FLXPREILDR,ILDR

END IF
END IF

IF (AC'L' IVE( 1011)) WRITE( 101!) FRM,PINDEXX
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IF (ACTIVF( 1012)) WRITE( 1012) FRM.PINDEXY
IF (ACTIVE( 1013)) WRITE( 1013) FRM,PINDFXZ
IF (ACTIVE( 1300)) WRITE( 1300) FRM,PCOLOR
IF (ACTIVE( 1312)) WRITE( 1312) FRM,KINETIC
IF (ACI'IVE( 1313)) WRITE( 1313) FRM,POTENTIAL
IF (ACTIVE( 1319)) WRITE( 1319) FRM.CONTACTS
IF (ACTIVE( 1321)) WRITE{ 1321) FRM,X
IF (ACTIVE(l322)) \VRITE(1322) FRM.Y
IF (ACTIVE( 1323)) WRITE( 1323) FRM.Z
IF (ACTIVE( 133!)) WRITE( 1331) FRM,VX
IF (ACT! VE(1332)) WRITE(1332) FRM,VY
IF (ACTIVE( 1333)) WRITE( 1333) FRM,VZ
IF (ACTIVE( 1361)) WRITE( 1361) FRM,WX
IF (ACTIVE( 1362)) WRITE( 1362) FRM.\VY
IF (ACTIVE( 1363)) WRITE( 1363) FRM.WZ
II' (ACTIVF( 138!)) WRITE( 138!) FRM,FPX
IF (ACTIVF( 1382)) WRFI'E( 1382) FRM,FPY
IF (ACTIVE( 1383)) \VRITE( 1383) FRM,FPZ
IF (ACTIVE( 1391)) WRITE( 139!) FRM,TAUPX
1! (ACTIVE( 1392)) WRITE( 1392) FRM,TAUPY
II (ACTIVE( 1393)) WRITF( 1393) FRM,TAUPZ
II (ACTIVE( 1400)) VR1TE( 1400) FRM,TPARTICLE
IF (ACTIVF( 1498)) WRITE( 1498) FRM,REYNOLDSROT
IF (ACTIVE( 1499)) WRITE( 1499) FRM,REYNOLDSP
IF (ACTIVE( 1510) AND. CIiLLRATIO.GT.!) WRITE( 1510) FRM.EI'C
Ii ( ACTIVE( 1511)) WRITE( I 51!) FRM .EP
IF (ACTIVF( 1520)) WRITF( 1520) FRM.UMAG
IF (ACTIVE( 152!)) WRITE( 1521) FRM,UX
IF (ACTIVE( 1522)) 'WRITE( 1522) FRM,UY
IF (ACTIVE(1523)) WRITE( 1523) FRM,UZ
IF (AC'l'IVF( 1530)) WRITE( 1530) FRM,P
IF (ACTIVE( 1531)) WRITF( 1531) FRM,PSTAT
IF (ACTIVE( 1532)) WRITE( 1532) FRM,PDYN
IF (ACTIVE( 1539)) WRITE( 1539) FRM.PCORR
IF (ACTIVE( 1541)) WRITE( 154!) FRM,UXGRADX
IF (ACTIVE( 1542)) WRITE( 1542) FRM,UXGRADY
IF (ACTIVF( 1543)) WRITE( 1543) FRM,UXGRADZ
IF (ACTIVF( 1544)) WRITE( 1544) FRM,UYGRADX
IF (ACTIVE( 1545)) WRITE( 1545) FRM,UYGRADY
IF (ACTIVE( 1546)) WRITE( 1546) FRM.UYGRADZ
IF(ACTIVE(1547)) WRITE(l547) FRM,UZGRADX
IF (ACT!VE( 1548)) WRITE( 1548) FRM,UZGRADY
IF (ACTIVF( 1549)) WRITE( 1549) FRM,UZGRADZ
IF (ACTIVF( 1551)) \VRITE( 1551) FRM.FFX
IF (ACTIVE( 1552)) WRITE( 1552) FRM,FFY
IF (ACTIVE( 1553)) \VRITE( 1553) FRM,FFZ
IF (ACTIVE( 1560)) WR1TE( 1560) FRM,T
IF (ACT!VIi( 1561)) WRITE(1561) FRM,FFERIiE
IF (ACTIVF( 1670)) WRITE( 1670) FRM,CELLRESMASS
IF (ACTIVE( 167!)) WRITE( 1671) FRM,CELLRESUX
IF(ACTIVE(l672)) WRITE(1672)FRM,CELLRESUY
IF(ACTIVE(I673)) WRITE(1673) FRM,CELLRESUZ
IF (ACTIVE( 168!)) WRITE( 1681) FRM,NORMRESUX
IF (ACTIVE(!682)) WRITE(1682) FRM,NORMRESUY
IF (ACTIVE(1683))WRITE(1683)FRM,NORMRESUZ
IF (ACTIVE( 1690)) WRITE( 1690) FRM,ITERPC
IF (ACTIVE( 1691)) WRITE( 169!) FRM.ITERLJX
IF(ACTIVE(1692)) WRITE(1692) FRMJTERUY
IF (ACTIVE( 1693)) WRITE( 1693) FRM.ITERUZ
IF (ACTIVE( 1699)) \VRITE( 1699) FRM,UYDEV
IF(ACTIVE(171 1)) \VRITE(17! 1)FRM,F2PUX
IF (ACTIVE( 1712)) WRITE( 1712) FRM,F2PUY
IF (ACTIVE( 1713)) WRITF(1 713) FRM,F2PUZ
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IF (ACTIVE(1901)) WRITE(1 901) FRM,MPHEIGHT
IF (ACTIVE(1902)) WRITE(1902) FRM,ABEDH
IF (ACTIVE(191 1)) WR1TE(191 1) FRM,APRESSDROP
IF (ACT1VE(1921)) WRITE(1921) FRM,PPCOU1'IT
IF (ACTWE(1922)) WRITE(1922) FRM,PWCOUNT
IF (ACT1VE(1930)) WRITh(1930) FRM,AVOIDAGE
IF (ACTIVE(1940)) WRITE(1940) FRM,FPDRAGAVE
IF (ACTIVE(1941)) WRITE( 1941) FRM,FPDRAGTOT
IF (ACTIVE(1942)) WRITE(1942) FRM,FPBUOYTOT
IF (ACTIVE(1943)) WRITE(1943) FRM,FPBUOYAVE
IF (ACTIVE(1944)) WRITE(1944) FRM,MAXOVERLAP
IF (ACTIVE(1945)) WR1TE(1945) FRM,TOTPARTENERGY

D.3 Visualization Options

The following images represent typical visualization capabilities of the

Bolitas II program.

Figure D.1 Visualization of particles, colored by radius. This is a useful
option for determining the mixing of particles with different size withing the
bed.
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Figure D.2 Cross-section of a fluidized bed. By 'removing' layers of
particles it is possible to see internal bed features.

In Figure D.2 the particles are colored by their z-position in the bed. Color

schemes like this are useful for revealing 3-dimensional features within the

fluidized bed. In this case the gas bubble is visible because of the coloring of the

particles.

Other visualization options in Bolitas II are designed to make interesting

graphics for presentations or video clips. The example of wire-frame rendering in

Figure D.3 is one such feature.
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Figure D.3 Visualization options for particles. Wireframe modeling can be
used to 'see' inside the bed.
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Figure E.1 Calibration of the 250 LPH flow meter.
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Figure E.2 Calibration of the 10 LPM flow meter.
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Figure E.3 Calibration of the pressure transducer.
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E.2 Visual Designer Block Diagram

Transducer I Voltage

I
PN

Transducer I

V o1at

Transducer I / Add Multiply Accumulate I Set unl / Mean/Sum 2

Q,ad

Transducer 2
Md2 Multi iy2

V ethel

Transducer 2 Voltage Timer 2 Decimate I Pack I ASOlFIleWrite SwttchBer I

Figure E.4 Visual Designer block diagram.

E.3 Additional Mixing and Segregation Data

Table E.1 Experiment #07202005 parameters

Particle Color Screen Mean Densit' Magnetic
ID # Size Range Diameter (kg / m J Susceptibility

(pm] (pm]
20050719 light 1651 2300 1096 0.0

green 2000
20050707B purple 2362 1900 1094 0.0

2800
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Figure E.5 Experiment #07202005 at u = 0.0129 mIs.
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Figure E.6 Experiment #07202005 at u = 0.016 1 mIs.
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Figure E.7 Experiment #07202005 at u = 0.0226 m/s.

Table E.2 Experiment #07262005 parameters

20

Particle Color Screen Mean Density Magnetic
ID # Size Range Diameter

f
kg I m3] Susceptibility

Itm1 [rim]

20050721B orange 1651 1870 1160 0.0
2000

20050629A yellow 1651 2210 1160 0.0
2400
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Figure E.8 Experiment #07262005 at u, = 0.016 1 mIs.
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Figure E.9 Experiment #07262005 at u = 0.0 194 mIs.
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Figure E.1O Experiment #07262005 at u 0.0258 rn/s.
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Figure E.11 Experiment #07262005 at U, = 0.029 1 m/s.
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Table E.3 Experiment #081 92005C parameters

Particle Color Screen Mean Density Magnetic
ID # Size Range Diameter 1kg / m31 Susceptibility

1pm] 1pm]__________
20050728A

______
black 2000 2300 1114 0.264

2362
20050629A yellow 1651 2210 1160 0.0

2400
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0oB
a
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Black
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Figure E.12 Experiment #08192005D at u = 0.0 161 rn/s.
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Figure E.13 Experiment #08192005D at u = 0.0226 rn/s.
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Figure E.14 Experiment #08192005D at u = 0.0355 rn/s.
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Table E.4 Experiment #07262005 parameters

Particle Color Screen Mean Densit' Magnetic
ID # Size Range Diameter [kg I m] Susceptibility

html [pml ___________
20050721A orange 1651 1870 1160 0.0

2000
20050707B purple 2362 2410 1094 0.0

2800
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8 g
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Figure E.15 Experiment #07262005B at = 0.0226 mIs.
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Figure E.16 Experiment #07262005B at u, = 0.025 8 rn/s.
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Figure E.17 Experiment #07262005B at u., = 0.029 1 rn/s.
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Figure E.18 Magnetic field profiles used during mixing and segregation
experiments.

Table E.5 Experiment #08192005 [A,B,C] parameters

Particle Color Screen Mean Densit Magnetic
ID # Size Range Diameter 1kg / m Susceptibility

I,tml [tm]
20050728A black 2000 2300 1114 0.264

2362

20050629A yellow 1651 2270 1160 0.0
2400
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Figure E.19 Experiment #08192005C at u, = 0.0258 m/s. Magnetic profile A.
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Figure E.20 Experiment #08192005C at u, = 0.0388 mIs. Magnetic profile A.
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Figure E.21 Experiment #081 92005C at u = 0.0452 rn/s. Magnetic profile A.
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Figure E.22 Experiment #08192005A at u, = 0.0194 m/s. Magnetic profile C.
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Figure E.23 Experiment #08192005A at u., = 0.0226 rn/s. Magnetic profile C.
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Figure E.24 Experiment #08192005A at u, = 0.0258 rn/s. Magnetic profile C.
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Figure E.25 Experiment #08192005A at u = 0.0291 mIs. Magnetic profile C.

Table E.6 Experiment #08182005 [A, B, C] parameters

Particle Color Screen Mean Density Magnetic
ID # Size Range Diameter 1kg / m3] Susceptibility

Ijimi Im1
20050727B black 1651 1850 1109 0.264

2000
20050706A green 2000 2280 1060 0.0

2362
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Figure E.26 Experiment #081 82005A at u, = 0.0194 rn/s. Magnetic profile A.
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Figure E.27 Experiment #081 82005A at u, = 0.025 8 mIs. Magnetic profile A.
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Table E.7 Experiment #090 12005 [A, B, C] parameters

Particle Color Screen Mean Density Magnetic
ID # Size Range Diameter 1kg I m31 Susceptibility

[pimi html
20050727A black 1397 1570 1109 0.264

1651

20050721B orange 1651 1900 1160 0.0
2000
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I-U

0.0

øê I...

B

I$I.
o

0 Orange
I

Black

S

I

i.d,
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Figure E.28 Experiment #09012005A at u, = 0.0258 mIs. Magnetic profile A.

E.4 Additional Pressure Trace Data
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Figure E.29 Pressure measurements at u= 0.32 rn/s.
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Figure E.30 Pressure measurements at u= 0.32 rn/s.
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Figure E.31 Pressure measurements at u= 0.34 m/s.
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Figure E.32 Pressure measurements at u= 0.34 m/s.
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Figure E.33 Pressure measurements at u= 0.36 m/s.
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Figure E.34 Pressure measurements at u= 0.36 m/s.
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Figure E.35 Pressure measurements at u= 0.38 mIs.
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Figure E.36 Pressure measurements at u= 0.38 m/s.
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Figure E.37 Pressure measurements at u 0.40 m/s.
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Figure E.38 Pressure measurements at u= 0.40 rn/s.
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Figure E.39 Pressure measurements at u= 0.43 m/s.
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Figure E.40 Pressure measurements at u/= 0.43 rn/s.




